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Abstract 
This study examines developmental patterns of various English and Cantonese dative 
constructions in Cantonese-English bilingual children. Compared with monolingual 
children, bilingual children are further delayed in the acquisition of English 
prepositional datives, and it is argued that the ambiguity between dative tolfor and 
other types of tolfor makes English prepositional datives a vulnerable domain in 
child language acquisition. Some bilingual children also produce non-target [V-
P P G O A L - D P T I I E M E ] constructions that are not found in monolingual children, and this 
non-target order is analyzed as a transfer effect from Cantonese. Bilingual children 
exhibit an earlier onset of non-target [bei2 'give'-Goal-Theme] constructions in their 
development of Cantonese dative constructions, and unlike monolingual children, 
they do not readily form a syntactic connection between the target [Z)^z2-Theme-Goal] 
order and the underlying serial verb [Z>6?/2-Theme-Z)e/2-Goal] form. The target [bei2-
Theme-Goal] constructions form a vulnerable domain in child language acquisition, 
as the underlying form and the derivation process are not readily accessible to 
children in the input. A few bilingual and monolingual children also produce non-
target [V-Z)e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions due to influence from various word orders 
in null-object [V-/)e/2-Goal] and topicalized [ T h e m e - G o a l ] constructions. 
It is suggested that crosslinguistic influence is most likely to take place in 
vulnerable domains in child language acquisition. Language dominance and input 
ambiguity are two factors that account for some of the major differences between 
























Chapter One: Introduction 
This thesis investigates the acquisition of double object and prepositional datives in 
Cantonese-English bilingual children, with a focus on the developmental pattern of 
dative constructions in each language and the interaction of the two language 
systems in the mind of the bilingual child. We also explore possible learning 
mechanisms underlying the acquisition of dative constructions in English and 
Cantonese. This chapter starts with a discussion of previous studies and important 
issues in bilingual first language acquisition, and examines possible effects of 
crosslinguistic influence. We also review Roeper's (1999) proposal of Theoretical 
Bilingualism’ which offers new perspectives on the issue of optionality in child 
grammar and developmental stages in child language. The role language dominance 
and input ambiguity play in determining the direction and locus of crosslinguistic 
influence is then assessed. Several important issues in bilingual first language 
acquisition are discussed. We will see that though a few theoretical questions still 
remain unresolved, the discussion of crosslinguistic influence in bilingual acquisition 
will contribute to our understanding of how children acquire two first languages. 
1.1 Issues in Bilingual First Language Acquisition 
Bilingual first language acquisition refers to the simultaneous acquisition of two 
first languages in early childhood. In the early days of bilingual acquisition studies, 
Volterra and Taescliner (1978) propose that bilingual children go through a unitary 
system stage in which no differentiation is made between two language systems and 
the same syntactic rules are applied to both languages. However, Genesee (1989), 
Meisel (1989), De Houwer (1990) and many others argue against the unitary system 
* 
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hypothesis and suggest that bilingual children differentiate the two languages from 
the beginning, as the empirical evidence from many studies shows that the syntactic 
rules bilingual children acquire belong to two different grammars instead of one 
unitary grammar" 
However, though bilingual children form two language systems from early on, 
it is hypothesized that these systems may interact with each other and cross-linguistic 
influence may be observed within certain grammatical domains. Paradis and Genesee 
(1996) propose three possible manifestations of such cross-linguistic influence: 
transfer, acceleration, and delay. Transfer is defined as 'the incorporation of a 
grammatical property into one language from the other，，while acceleration/delay 
refers to precocious/postponed development in one language (Paradis and Genesee, 
1996: 3). There is a noticeable difference between transfer and acceleration/delay -
transfer effects refer exclusively to non-target structures produced by bilingual 
children which are not found in monolingual children, while acceleration or delay is 
manifested in the different pace of bilingual development relative to monolingual 
development. 
Crosslinguistic influence can be demonstrated by both qualitative and 
quantitative differences between bilingual children and their monolingual 
counterparts. Qualitatively, some non-target structures in one language can be shown 
to be based on the other language, and these structures are only found in bilingual but 
not monolingual children. Quantitatively, the percentage of certain non-target 
structures is often higher in bilingual than monolingual children. 
Many cases of crosslinguistic influence have been identified in bilingual first 
language acquisition. Dopke (1998) reports that comparing with monolingual 
1 Examples of such syntactic rules include word order in French-German bilingual children 
(Meisel, 1990，1994a) and negation in Basque-Spanish children (Meisel, 1994b). 
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German-Speaking children, German-English bilingual children have an extended 
period of non-target German word order in the placement of verbs. Transfer effects 
in German word order of subordinate clauses are also identified by Miiller (1998) in 
German-French/ English/Italian bilingual children. Children acquiring a null-subject 
language and a non-null-subject language (e.g. Catalan-English, English-Italian and 
Spanish-English) are reported to have lower subject omission rates in the null-subject 
language than their monolingual counterparts (Juan-Garau and Perez-Vidal, 2000, 
Serratrice, Sorace and Paoli, 2004, Paradis and Navarro, 2003). As for Cantonese-
English bilingual children, a number of grammatical domains have been identified as 
subject to crosslinguistic influence: transfer from Cantonese to English is 
documented in the bilingual children's w/z-in-situ interrogatives, null objects, and 
prenominal relative clauses, and transfer from English to Cantonese is found in bei2 
'give' double object datives constructions (Yip and Matthews, 2000，2005, 2007). 
To what extent can we predict when and where crosslinguistic influence will 
take place? We know that grammars of two languages can be different in many ways, 
but crosslinguistic influence is only observed in the development of certain 
grammatical domains, e.g. V2 in German, subject omission in Catalan/Italian/ 
Spanish, and w/z-movement and null object in English. To make predictions for the 
direction and locus of crosslinguistic influence, Paradis and Genesee (1996) suggest 
that: 
'Transfer is most likely to occur if the child has reached a more advanced level of 
syntactic complexity in one language than in the other. Such a discrepancy could 
occur either because it is typical in the monolingual acquisition of the two languages, 
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or because the child is more dominant in one of his or her languages.' (Paradis and 
Genesee, 1996: 3) 
According to Paradis and Genesee (1996), transfer reflects the interdependence 
of two grammars in bilingual first language acquisition, as one of the two languages 
serves as a guide for the other to build certain complex syntactic properties. There 
are two ways for a language to become the 'model' language in this sense, either by 
being the dominant language, which typically has a higher MLU, or by 
demonstrating less complex structures with respect to a syntactic property so that 
children can easily acquire the target grammar and apply it to the other language. 
The first possibility predicts that transfer will take place from the dominant language 
to the weak language but not the other way around, but it does not make any specific 
proposals on properties of grammatical domains where crosslinguistic influence will 
take place. However, empirical evidence suggests that certain types of crosslinguistic 
influence are uni-directional and it is not necessarily the dominant language that 
determines the direction of crosslinguistic influence (Muller and Hulk，2001, 
Serratrice, Sorace and Paoli, 2004). The second possibility predicts that one language 
will become the ‘model，language if it involves less complicated rules than the other 
language in the syntactic derivation of certain structures. We still need more 
empirical evidence to assess this possibility. 
Though Paradis and Genesee (1996) have made important remarks on the nature 
of crosslinguistic influence, we still lack detailed theoretical explanations for the 
interaction of two grammars in the bilingual child. Previous research has shown that 
language dominance which may be associated with certain transfer effects when the 
direction of transfer coincides with language dominance patterns does not always 
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make clear predictions about vulnerable or invulnerable domains for crosslinguistic 
influence. Vulnerable domains in language acquisition, as Miiller (2003) defines it, 
refer to domains in which "children develop particular grammatical phenomena 
much later than others", and these domains "are prone to error in acquisition in the 
sense that children will deduce systems for these domains which do not correspond 
to the target system" (Miiller, 2003: vii)? In many cases not only bilingual children 
but also monolingual children are prone to errors in the development of these 
vulnerable domains. Thus predictions about the direction and locus of crosslinguistic 
influence heavily depend on identification of vulnerable domains in language 
acquisition. As both monolingual and bilingual children may be prone to error in 
these domains, there must be independent reasons other than language dominance 
that cause children to produce certain non-target structures, and Yip and Matthews 
(2007) also define the notion 'vulnerable domain' as bilingual children's non-target 
structures that are inherently vulnerable and are not influenced by language 
dominance factors. This definition narrows the possible vulnerable domains down to 
ones that are independent of language dominance patterns in bilingual children. 
Furthermore, we need to take models of monolingual first language acquisition 
into account in explaining phenomena in bilingual first language acquisition, as 
patterns of development in bilingual children in some cases are very similar to those 
in monolingual children. Ideally differences between bilingual and monolingual 
children, especially the existence of crosslinguistic influence, should be explained in 
principled ways as part of a first language acquisition theory, so that we can have a 
2 Note that the term 'vulnerable domain' is descriptive in nature. Researchers are interested 
in studying various types of vulnerable domain across acquisition contexts, as they would 
like to address issues such as why children find these domains particularly difficult to 
acquire, and how children unlearn non-target grammars in these domains. 
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better understanding of the capacity of the human language faculty, which functions 
efficiently in both monolingual and bilingual environments. 
1.2 Minimal Default Grammar and Acquisition Stages in Child Language 
Most acquisition models within the generative literature are constructed based 
on studies of monolingual first language acquisition. Interestingly, when Roeper 
(1999) proposes his Theoretical Bilingualism (TB) theory to account for optionality 
and developmental stages in first language acquisition, he does not focus specifically 
on monolingual or bilingual development, but regards the two types of development 
as instantiations of the same first language acquisition process. Roeper，s theory 
offers new insights on children's non-target structures in their early grammars, as 
well as differences between monolingual and bilingual children. 
It is well known that certain properties of a grammar are optional in child 
language, and children go through several stages before attaining adult-like 
grammars. For example, Case agreement is sometimes missing in the early grammar 
of English monolingual children, and both Nominative (/ want) and Accusative {me 
want) pronouns occur in subject positions for a period of time. Roeper (1999) 
questions the idea of 'optionality', arguing that this notion should be eliminated as it 
does not help us to understand child language better. Instead he argues that every 
speaker, monolingual or bilingual, has access to multiple grammars in the process of 
acquisition. 
Roeper (1999) constructs his theory by assuming the existence of a Minimal 
Default Grammar (MDG) in every normal speaker. In line with Chomsky's (1995) 
Minimalist Theory, Roeper (1999) proposes that this default grammar only contains 
the most economical/minimal structures - structures that involve 'shorter movement 
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rules' (Roeper 1999: 171) or 'project fewer nodes than elaborated particular 
grammars' (Roeper 1999: 173), and states that these minimal structures are projected 
directly by Universal Grammar in the absence of input. Since grammars of a 
particular language may sometimes differ from these minimalist strategies, children 
driven by the Minimal Default Grammar are expected to produce non-target MDG-
projected structures early in their development and go through several stages before 
attaining the target grammar. 
Take Case agreement for example. Roeper (1999) argues that the Case 
agreement rule does not function optionally in children. Rather, two different 
grammars are involved in utterances like I want and me want. The first grammar (Gl) 
has an agreement feature (no matter what value this feature has) while the second 
(G2) does not have any agreement feature at all:� 
(1) 'Bilingualism: the child has two grammars, one with Agreement and the other 
without: 
Gl: Tense Phrase = +/- Tense, +/- Agreement 
G2: Tense Phrase = +/- Tense' (Roeper 1999: 171) 
Me want is regarded as the Default Case here, because (G2) involves less formal 
features (no agreement) than (Gl) does. Therefore, although (G2) deviates from the 
target English grammar, children, motivated by UG, will start with me want and 
make later conversion to I want by abandoning the default grammar. 
3 Roeper (1999)，citing Roeper and Rohrbacher (1994), Speas (1994), and Chomsky (1995)， 
argue that AGR is not a necessary node projected by UG but may just be a feature on Tense 
Phrase, so that (G2) is justified as a natural and minimal grammar. 
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Within this TB approach, a natural prediction Roeper (1999) has for English 
monolingual children is that children, starting from (G2), will go through three stages 
in the acquisition of agreement features: 
(2) (a) Minimal Grammar (e.g. me want) 
(b) Minimal Grammar (e.g. me want) and more explicit grammar (e.g. I want) 
(c) Rejection of minimal grammar in favor of more explicit grammar (e.g. I 
want) (Roeper 1999/ 
Roeper (1999) suggests that with regard to Case agreement in child language, 
the two-grammar approach is better than the one-grammar approach with an optional 
agreement-marking rule, because there is no straightforward mechanism to eliminate 
the optional rule in acquisition. As input only provides children with positive 
evidence which fails to demonstrate the ungrammaticality of (G2) grammar, there is 
no way to convert optional rules into obligatory ones, thus creating serious 
leamability problems. However, if a speaker has access to multiple grammars, the 
elimination of an 'optional' rule will no longer be a problem. Since optionality does 
not exist, what the child faces is an evaluation of different features that multiple 
grammars provide to him, and a choice for the most accurate grammar.^ 
4 Yang (1999a) questions the existence of stage I (2a) in child grammar, citing utterances 
from CHILDES which show that (2b) is the earliest possible grammar we find in child 
language, casting doubt on the validity of using economy of representation as a measure in 
defining default grammars (in fact, Yang argues that UG may allow different grammars to 
coexist without giving one single grammar the default value). 
However, a possible answer to Yang's question would be: children pass through stage I 
grammar before they start to produce two-word utterances. Default grammar, containing a 
set of innate values, starts to compete with language-specific grammars soon after the 
necessary input is provided. It is entirely possible that when we observe children produce me 
want at the same time dislwant, they have already entered the second stage of development. 
5 The exact evaluation and selection process are not clear. One possible answer provided by 
Yang (1999a) in his commentary on Roeper (1999) is that, using his variational learning 
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The question that remains, however, is how a child is going to assess the 
different possibilities, and move from the minimal default grammar to the target 
grammar. Roeper's suggestion is that some non-grammatical factors may drive 
children for more explicitness, thus replacing (G2) with (Gl). However, it may not 
necessarily be the case that the interface between language and other cognitive 
systems guides children through developmental stages, and this question, though left 
open in many aspects, raises interesting new inquiries regarding children's 
grammatical development in first language acquisition. In treating a grammar as the 
default grammar, we ask questions such as why this grammar represents the most 
economical strategies in human language, and how differences between the target 
grammar and the default grammar pose leamability problems for children. In 
addition, apart from features that have strict binary values, it is possible to have 
three/four/five/... multiple grammars compatible with a single construction (dative 
constructions, as we will see in chapter two, are a case in point), and in that case, it 
would even be more interesting to see what children do in order to acquire the target 
grammar. 
1.3 Input Ambiguity in Bilingual First Language Acquisition 
Miiller and Hulk (2001) apply Roeper's TB approach to bilingual first language 
acquisition and suggest that the idea that language dominance causes bilingual 
children to transfer structural properties from one language to the other language 
should be abandoned.^ Rather, they argue that crosslinguistic influence only affects 
certain syntactic areas where both bilingual and monolingual children have problems 
framework (Yang, 1999b, 1999c)，grammar competition can be carried out by readjusting 
the probability value associated with each grammar, and as more input is provided, the 
probability for the best grammar will be adjusted to 1. 
f Previous versions of Miiller and Hulk (2001),s proposal can be found in Miiller (1998) and 
Hulk and Muller (2000). 
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in their acquisition, and bilingual children produce non-target structures that 
resemble the grammar of the other language because the source language happens to 
be compatible with the default grammar, while the recipient language presents 
difficulty because its input is ambiguous. 
One such example Miiller and Hulk (2001) offer is the object omission 
phenomenon in bilingual children who are acquiring a Germanic language and a 
Romance language simultaneously. Germanic languages are topic drop languages, 
and when discourse referents are present, objects can be omitted. Monolingual Dutch 
and German children are reported to omit objects frequently in their early grammar 
(Jakubowicz, Miiller, Riemer and Rigaut 1997, Wijnen and Verrips, 1998). In 
contrast, Romance languages generally do not allow object drop, and monolingual 
French and Italian children are known to omit fewer objects in their early grammar 
(Guasti, 1993, Jakubowicz et al., 1997). In the case of bilingual children, Muller and 
Hulk (2001) observe that Dutch-French, German-French and German-Italian 
children, when compared with their monolingual French/Italian counterparts, all 
have higher object omission rates and an extended non-target period in the respective 
Romance language. The children's MLUs show that these children are not dominant 
in the respective Germanic language, so the phenomenon of object omission, 
according to Muller and Hulk (2001)，is better explained by the following factors: a) 
with regard to the grammar of topic drop，it is the Germanic language rather than the 
Romance language that is more compatible with the Minimal Default Grammar 
which allows free topic drop with no restrictions; b) from the child's perspective, 
input from Romance languages can receive multiple analyses, as although Romance 
languages in general do not allow object drop, when preverbal object clitics are 
licensed, the object position is left empty. This may mislead children to assume that 
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Romance languages have object drop, and before children fully acquire object clitics, 
the correct analysis of Romance topic drop is not available. For these two reasons, 
the unlearning of null objects in Romance languages is further delayed in bilingual 
children. 
With regard to topic drop, Miiller and Hulk (2001) argue that children acquiring 
a Germanic language license object drop via discourse by adjoining an empty 
element (PRO) to IP, and consequently, produce non-target structures containing 
multiple argument drop or topic drop with non-clause-initial finite verbs. ^ The 
child grammar, though deviating from the adult grammar, reflects a universal 
pragmatic strategy of object omission, which allows free topic drop in ungovemed 
... 9 
positions. 
Miiller and Hulk (2001) point out that Romance languages can have empty 
object positions when preverbal object clitics license pro arguments in-situ, but 
children have difficulty acquiring clitics, so that in the very beginning, they cannot 
analyze pro arguments in the adult way but instead use their default grammar and 
allow free topic drop. This, according to Miiller and Hulk (2001), is the main reason 
7 In their response to Kato (2001)'s commentary, Miiller and Hulk (2001) admit that the IP-
adjoining PRO analysis for German children is problematic, but point out that the alternative 
(Chinese-type) null Noun analysis Kato offers may still justify that children are utilizing the 
default grammar in their Germanic languages. 
8 The adult grammar for Germanic languages, according to Miiller and Hulk (2001), licenses 
object drop by positioning a pro at Spec of CP. As a result, only one argument can be 
dropped, and the finite verb must occupy the clause-initial position. 
9 Miiller and Hulk (2001) point out that the C-system is not fully instantiated in child 
German and child Dutch. As a result, the IP-adjoining PRO is still in an ungovemed position 
and non-Germanic object drop is allowed. It would be natural to predict that when the C-
system is acquired, the non-target object omission rate should decrease. This prediction is 
supported by the naturalistic data Muller and Hulk (2001) provide. However, as Miiller and 
Hulk (2001) also acknowledge that the IP-adjoining PRO analysis is problematic, there is a 
need for a new analysis to explain the correlation between the instantiation of CP and 
acquisition of target object drop rules. 
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why bilingual children have problems abandoning object drop in Romance 
languages. 10 
As none of the children they study are dominant in the Germanic language, 
Muller and Hulk (2001) argue that it is input ambiguity rather than language 
dominance that determines the direction of crosslinguistic influence. Also, since only 
quantitative differences are observed between monolingual and bilingual children, 
they regard bilingual children's object omission in Romance languages as delay 
rather than transfer. 
Another important observation made by Muller and Hulk (2001) is that the 
influence Germanic languages have on Romance languages is indirect rather than 
direct. The data they analyze show that bilingual children do not deliberately apply 
the Germanic strategy to Romance languages (in fact, they have not even acquired 
the target Germanic object drop rule by the time they omit objects in Romance 
languages), but are driven by the MDG to use the same default grammar with both 
languages. 
The TB framework allows Muller and Hulk (2001) to explain children's object 
omission phenomenon in different languages with the same assumption: children 
start with MDG and gradually acquire the target grammar. With regard to object drop 
rules, as grammars of different languages differ from the default grammar in various 
ways, children pattern differently in their acquisition stages. Children acquiring a 
Romance language have a shorter period (and lower rate) of object drop, because the 
input contrasts with the default grammar significantly, and this motivates them to 
In fact, monolingual French and Italian children also have an 11% object drop rate in their 
early grammar. Muller and Hulk (2001) argue that these errors are not due to performance 
factors but demonstrate the short default grammar period in French and Italian children. 
They also argue that monolingual children have fewer problems in abandoning the non-
target grammar, because they are only exposed to one language, and have less incentive to 
maintain the default grammar. 
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move on quickly to the final-state grammar. ‘ ‘ Children acquiring a Germanic 
language, on the other hand, have problems with target object drop rules, because the 
default grammar can work well with a great portion of object drop cases in the input. 
As the default grammar becomes problematic only after the C-system is initiated, 
children need to wait till they have their CP intact to rule out the default grammar. 
The reaction of bilingual children to Romance input is somewhere between 
monolingual French/Italian and German/Dutch children. Miiller and Hulk (2001), 
adopting Yang's (2000) variational model, argue that this is due to the fact that input 
from Romance languages can be analyzed in several ways, so bilingual children 
cannot adjust the probability value of target/default grammar as quickly as 
monolingual children do. However, another possibility is that bilingual children have 
less exposure to the respective Romance language, and since readjusting the 
probability value of a particular grammar requires a certain amount of corresponding 
input, the bilingual child is expected to have a longer transitional stage than their 
monolingual counterparts do, no matter what kind of (un)ambiguous input they 
receive. 12 Since Miiller and Hulk (2001) do not analyze bilingual children's object 
drop in the respective Germanic languages, we cannot be certain that it is the 
ambiguity in the input alone that delays bilingual children's acquisition of object 
drop rules in Romance languages, though that may be the case. 
Though we do not know when children start to evaluate the default grammar according to 
the input they hear, it should be much earlier than their first object drop. The fact that 
monolingual French and Italian children adjust to their target grammar quickly shows that 
the duration of the second stage is determined by the degree of apparent differences between 
target and default grammars. In principle, the more different the two grammars are, the more 
quickly children will shift to the target grammar. 
The real acquisition process is likely to be more complicated than what is presented here. 
There is a question of how much input constitutes enough evidence for adjusting the 
probability of a particular grammar to 1. It is not clear how bilingual children's reduced 
input from each language would affect their acquisition. 
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To summarize, Miiller and Hulk (2001)，adopting Roeper，s (1999) TB approach, 
draw the connection between the object drop phenomenon in bilingual children and 
that of monolingual children, and demonstrate that in the acquisition of target object 
drop rules in Romance languages, crosslinguistic influence is manifested as delay but 
not transfer. However, studies on other language pairs and different grammatical 
domains show that transfer effects still exist in many aspects of bilingual first 
language acquisition. Yip and Matthews (2000, 2005, 2007) analyze Cantonese-
English bilingual children's non-target w/z-interrogatives, null objects and 
prenominal relative clauses in English, and report that several qualitative differences 
are observed in addition to quantitative differences. Bilingual children's English wh-
in-situ interrogatives closely resemble Cantonese w/i-in-situ questions, while 
monolingual English speaking children only produce such w/z-in-situ structures in 
repetition or echo questions. Bilingual children allow null objects and object 
topicalization for a variety of English transitive verbs, while monolingual English 
children's use of null objects only applies to optional transitive verbs (Ingham, 1993). 
Moreover prenominal relative clauses have not been reported in English monolingual 
children in the literature. All these qualitative differences between bilingual and 
monolingual children suggest that in addition to the delay cases reported by Miiller 
and Hulk (2001), certain syntactic domains are prone to transfer as well. 
Many questions are still left open: what constitutes the default grammar of 
object drop, and how bilingual children deal with object drop in the respective 
Germanic languages? In general, Muller and Hulk (2001) offer new insights on some 
fundamental issues in bilingual acquisition and show that this is an area which 
deserves further exploration. In this thesis, we are interested in the phenomena of 
delay and/or transfer effects in the acquisition of dative constructions in bilingual 
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children. Previous studies on monolingual English-speaking children report that 
double object datives are acquired before prepositional datives, suggesting that 
prepositional datives may be a vulnerable domain in acquisition. As Cantonese 
differs from English in several aspects of the dative constructions, our investigation 
of the simultaneous acquisition of these constructions in the two languages will 
contribute to the current discussion of crosslinguistic influence in bilingual 
acquisition. 
1.4 Organization of the Thesis 
This thesis investigates how bilingual children develop their grammar of various 
types of dative constructions in English and Cantonese. We shall examine the 
qualitative and quantitative differences between bilingual and monolingual children 
in their development. Language dominance, input ambiguity and other factors will be 
discussed with regard to the direction and locus of crosslinguistic influence. Reasons 
that make certain constructions vulnerable domains in language acquisition are also 
discussed. 
Chapter 2 discusses the syntax and semantics of dative constructions and 
previous studies on the acquisition of dative constructions in monolingual and 
bilingual children, with an aim to reveal structural differences between English and 
Cantonese dative constructions. We review three major approaches to dative 
constructions and provide arguments for our choice of analysis. In acquisition studies, 
previous researchers report that monolingual English-speaking children start to 
produce double object datives before prepositional datives, and make different 
proposals to account for this delay of prepositional datives. For Cantonese-speaking 
13 Detailed discussion of previous acquisition studies on dative constructions is given in 
section 2.2. 
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monolingual and Cantonese-English bilingual children, the target inverted bei2-
double object dative is highly prone to error, and both groups of children produce 
more non-target rather than target structures in their early development. 
Chapter 3 continues the discussion of acquisition of dative constructions in 
bilingual children by evaluating the degree of minimality as well as input ambiguity 
of each dative construction in each language. The acquisition tasks of Cantonese-
English bilingual children are analyzed in detail, and some hypotheses are made with 
regard to order of emergence, acquisition problems and direction and locus of 
crosslinguistic influence. Following Roeper (1999) and Miiller and Hulk (2001)，we 
suggest that when all other things being equal, constructions that are more minimal 
in structure will appear earlier in acquisition. However, even if two constructions are 
equally minimal, if input on one construction is ambiguous from the child's 
perspective，that construction will become a vulnerable domain in acquisition, as it 
may take longer time for children to analyze different possibilities the input offers to 
them. Methodological issues are also addressed in this chapter. 
Chapter 4 reports findings on the acquisition of English dative constructions in 
bilingual children. Bilingual children, in general, are further delayed in prepositional 
datives than monolingual children. Only one out of five bilingual children produces 
his first prepositional dative soon after his first double object dative, and it is argued 
that this child, as well as most monolingual children, can progress quickly from 
double object datives to prepositional dative because they are able to make an early 
distinction between triadic dative tolfor and other types of to/for. Some bilingual 
children produce non-target [ V - P P G O A L - D P T H E M E ] structures for English 
prepositional datives which are rarely found in monolingual children. The [ V - P P - D P ] 
order is analyzed as a transfer effect from these children's similar structures in 
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Cantonese. In addition to syntactic problems, some bilingual and monolingual 
children also exhibit semantic problems in prepositional datives, but in general, 
monolingual children make fewer errors than bilingual children do with prepositional 
datives，and they progress faster from double object datives to prepositional datives. 
Chapter 5 presents bilingual children's development in Cantonese dative 
constructions. It is found that bilingual children start to produce non-target [bei2-
Goal-Theme] constructions at a relatively earlier developmental stage than 
monolingual children, and they produce such non-target constructions more 
frequently for a longer period of time in their development. Monolingual children are 
more likely to form a syntactic connection between the target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] 
order and the underlying serial verb dative form ([Z7g/2-Theme-6ez2-Goal]) when 
they start to produce [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions, while bilingual children show 
no evidence that they have linked [6ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions to serial verb 
dative constructions. Also, one of the bilingual children and one of the monolingual 
children use non-target [V-6ez7-Goal-Theme] structures for Cantonese serial verb 
dative constructions. In general, monolingual children converge on the adult 
grammar more quickly than bilingual children do in their acquisition of Cantonese 
dative constructions. 
Chapter 6 discusses the direction and locus of crosslinguistic influence as well 
as vulnerable domains in the acquisition of dative constructions. Difficulty in 
separating triadic dative tolfor from other types of tolfor is argued to make 
prepositional datives a vulnerable domain in child language acquisition while 
language dominance and input ambiguity help to account for the crosslinguistic 
influence we observe between monolingual and bilingual children. Cantonese [bei2-
Theme-Goal] forms a vulnerable domain in acquisition because the surface word 
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order is generated from a very different underlying structure, and the derivation 
process is not obvious to children in the input. Cantonese null-object \bei2-GodX\ and 
[V-6e/2-Goal] constructions provide children with the basis to overgeneralize the 
non-target [^ez2-Goal-Theme] and [V-6e/2-Goal-Theme] structures. Input ambiguity 
explains the earlier onset and transfer effects of non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] 
constructions in Cantonese-dominant bilingual children. We do not think that input 
frequency plays an important role in delaying prepositional datives, as previous 
researchers find no strong correlation between frequency of prepositional datives in 
the input and children's acquisition of prepositional datives, and we find that even 
children in the same family develop in very different patterns in their acquisition of 
dative constructions. With regard to the two-parameter proposal developed by 
Snyder and Stromswold (1997)，we think that the exact value and plausibility of the 
second parameter (which accounts for the delay of prepositional datives and [V-
Particle-NP] constructions) needs to be scrutinized. Although children acquiring 
English and Cantonese dative constructions produce various dative constructions in 
different orders, it does not show that children choose one type of dative 
constructions but not others to be the default grammar of dative constructions, as 
language-specific input makes certain dative constructions more difficult to acquire 
than others. 
Chapter 7 concludes the thesis and makes suggestions for future research. In 
this study we demonstrate different developmental patterns bilingual children follow 
in the acquisition of dative constructions in two different languages, and offer 
detailed accounts for the vulnerability of certain dative constructions in acquisition. 
By comparing bilingual children with their monolingual counterparts, we find that 
crosslinguistic influence is most likely to take place in vulnerable domains in 
18 
acquisition. A number of new questions are raised for future investigation of 
developmental stages in first language acquisition. 
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Chapter Two Theoretical Framework 
In this chapter, we first review issues in the syntax and semantics of dative 
constructions to see what structural possibilities natural languages offer for dative 
verbs. We will see that English and Cantonese differ in many aspects with regard to 
their grammars of dative constructions. We then move on to the acquisition of dative 
constructions in both bilingual and monolingual children. Previous works report that 
children acquire double object dative before other dative constructions. Several 
hypotheses on acquisition order in monolingual and bilingual children are then 
presented and evaluated. 
2.1 Dative Constructions in English and Cantonese 
In this section, we first introduce target and non-target dative constructions in 
both English and Cantonese. A comparison of the two languages shows that English 
generally permits dative alternation while Cantonese dative verbs separate into two 
groups with different syntactic behaviors. We then move on to discuss some current 
issues in the syntax and semantics of dative constructions to set the stage for our 
exploration of the syntactic relation between double object datives and prepositional 
datives. 
2.1.1 English Dative Constructions 
In English and a number of other languages, dative verbs have two argument 
realization options, namely the double object dative (3a), and the prepositional dative 
(3b). 
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(3) a. John gave Mary a book. (double object dative) 
b. John gave a book to Mary. (prepositional 如-dative) 
Both double object datives and prepositional datives contain two objects, a 
direct object {book in (3a & 3b)) which is the theme, and an indirect object {Mary in 
(3a & 3b)) which is the goal. (3a) is termed double object dative to contrast with (3b)， 
where the indirect object/the goal is located in a prepositional phrase. A noticeable 
difference between double object datives and prepositional datives is the sequence of 
the two objects. The default double object dative places the goal before the theme 
while typical prepositional datives place the theme before the goal-PP. ！斗 Some 
languages have inverted double object datives which put the theme before the goal, 
but these are considered marked cases as most languages around the world adopt the 
goal-before-theme order (Chan, 2003).' 5 
The preposition in English prepositional datives can be either to or for. To is 
used in (3b) because Mary is a goal which is non-benefactive. However, if the 
indirect object is a benefactive,/or will be used instead of to, as (4a & 4b) illustrate: 
(4) a. John baked Mary a cake. (double object dative) 
b. John baked a cake for Mary. (prepositionalybr-dative) 
14 For prepositional datives, the theme-NP can be moved rightward to occur after the goal-PP 
when the theme-NP is heavy. This is an instantiation of heavy NP shift: 
(i) Mary gave : to John ^verything that he asked for]. 
Alternatively, Larson (1988) proposes that (i) may be generated by moving the [V-PP] 
phrase in the underlying structure of the datives to the left of the heavy theme, 
(i)' Mary [gave to John] everything that he asked for :. 
Chan (2003)，citing findings from Essegbey (2002), Liu (2001), Matthews and Leung 
(2002), and Tang (1998), reports that only Cantonese and some other Chinese dialects, Thai 
and other Tai languages, and Ewe have inverted double object datives. The properties of 
Cantonese inverted 6e/2-double object datives are discussed in section 2.1.2. 
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Another difference between ro-datives and /or-datives is that verbs that go with 
ro-datives are obligatory ditransitive verbs, while verbs that go with ybr-datives are 
not obligatorily ditransitive, but have the for-?? augmented through the argument 
argumentation process (Larson, 1990). 
As (3) and (4) illustrate, there is a general pattern of having two alternate 
realizations of the same dative verb in English, which is known as the dative 
alternation. 16 Such a pattern is also observed in a number of other languages, such as 
Dutch, Greek and Mandarin Chinese (Levin, 2004). However, not every language 
demonstrates dative alternation. In Cantonese, most dative verbs only appear in one 
type of dative constructions, and alternation is allowed in a few marked situations. 
The properties of Cantonese dative constructions will be discussed in the next section. 
2.1.2 Cantonese Dative Constructions 
Cantonese, similar to English, has double object datives and ‘prepositional， 
datives, but it also has an inverted double object dative with the verb bei2 'give' 
which places the theme before the goal. The Cantonese counterpart of English 
prepositional datives is a serial verb construction, with a grammaticalized bei2 
(originally means 'give') which functions as the dative marker in the position where 
English prepositions introduce the g o a l " The three Cantonese dative constructions 
can be categorized as follows: 
16 However, note that due to some language specific constraints, some dativizable verbs may 
not alternate between double object and prepositional datives. In English, there is a 
constraint that the verb must be of non-Latinate origin in order to participate in dative 
alternation. Verbs that have Latinate origin, such as donate and guarantee, only appear in 
prepositional datives (see Pinker, 1989). 
Unless specified, Cantonese serial verb constructions discussed in this thesis are confined 
to constructions that have a dative verb as the main verb. 
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(5) a. DOD: Verb — Goal - Theme 
b. SVC: Verb - Theme - Dative Marker {beil) - Goal 
c. IDOD: Verb - Theme - Goal (adapted from Tang 1998)18 
According to Tang (1998), Cantonese dativizable verbs can be categorized into 
three groups: a) teach verbs, b) send, fry, pluck verbs and c) give verbs. Teach verbs 
appear in the double object dative form (5a) while send, fry, pluck verbs appear in 
the serial verb form (5b) and give verbs normally appear in the inverted double 
object construction as in (5c). 
Below is an example of a double object dative with the verb gaauS 'to teach': 
(6) a. Ngo5 gaau3 keoi5 Gwong2dimglwaa2 (DOD) 
I teach 3sg Cantonese 
'I teach him/her Cantonese.' 
b. *Ngo5 gaau3 Gwong2dunglwaa2 bei2 keoiS (SVC) 
I teach Cantonese give 3sg 
‘I teach Cantonese to him/her.' 
c. *Ngo5 gaau3 Gwong2dunglwaa2 keoiS^^ (IDOD) 
I teach Cantonese 3sg 
‘I teach him/her Cantonese.' (Tang 1998) 
(7) illustrates the target serial verb form for the verb gei3 ‘to send (a letter)': 
18 Tang (1998) originally uses Direct Object for Theme and Indirect Object for Goal. 
19 Tang (1998) points out that the serial verb and the inverted double object forms are not 
ungrammatical if the direct objects are saan2sau2 'tactic' or ziul 'trick', but suggests that 
this pattern should be analyzed as a residue of Old Chinese. 
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(7) a. Siu2ming4 gei3 zo2 jatl fungi seon3 bei2 ngo5 (SVC) 
Siuming send PERF one CL letter give I 
'Siuming sent a letter to me.' 
b. *Siu2ming4 gei3 zo2 ngo5 jatl fling 1 seon3 (DOD) 
Siuming send PERF I one CL letter 
'Siuming sent me a letter.' 
c. *Siu2ming4 gei3 zo2 jatl fiingl seon3 ngo5 (IDOD) 
Siuming send PERF one CL letter I 
‘Siuming sent a letter to me.' (Tang 1998) 
(8) is an example of the inverted double object dative for the verb bei2 ‘to give': 
(8) a. Ngo5 bei2 zo2 jatl zil batl keoiS (IDOD) 
I give PERF one CL pen 3sg 
'I gave a pen to him/her.' 
b. ？Ngo5 bei2 zo2 keoiS jatl zil batl (DOD) 
I give PERF 3sg one CL pen 
'I gave him/her a pen.' 
c. ？Ngo5 bei2 zo2 jatl zil batl bei2 keoi5 (SVC) 
I give PERF one CL pen give 3sg 
'I gave a pen to him/her.' (Tang 1998) 
Note that bei2 'give' as a verb is phonologically identical to the dative marker 
bei2. Since repetition of the same phonological element is generally undesirable, the 
[bei2-Theme-bei2-Goa\] serial verb form is less preferred by native speakers of 
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Cantonese to the [^?e/2-Theme-Goal] inverted double object form. However, the 
serial verb form gets better when the theme-NP becomes heavier: 
(9) Ngo5 bei2 zo2 jatl buii2 hou2 jau5jung6 ge3 syul bei2 keoi5 
I give PERF one CL very useful GE book give 3sg 
‘I gave a very useful book to him/her.' 
Since the haplology effect is reduced when more phonological elements are 
added between the two instances of bei2, researchers suggest that Cantonese inverted 
^ez2-double object dative is better analyzed as a derivation of the [heil-lh^mQ-beil-
Goal] serial verb form, so that underlyingly it shares the structure of a serial verb 
construction, and the second bei2 is deleted at PF which generates the surface [bei2-
Theme-Goal] order (Tang, 1998, Yip and Matthews, 2007). This process is 
illustrated in (10): 
(10) SVC: bei2 - Theme - bei2 - Goal 
IDOD: bei2 - Theme - 0 - Goal (adapted from Tang, 1998) 
Note that when the main verb is bei2 'give', the heavy theme-NP can also move 
to the right of the goal (11), and in this case the surface order looks like a double 
object dative, but the structure is analyzed as an instantiation of heavy NP shift 
(Matthews and Yip, 1994). 
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(11) Ngo5 bei2 zo2 [keoi5] G O A L [jatl bun2 hou2 jau5jung6 ge3 syul] THEME 
I give PERF 3sg one CL very useful GE book 
'I gave him/her a very useful book.' (Chan, 2003) 
Table 2.1 presents the classification of Cantonese dative constructions: 
Table 2.1 Cantonese dative verbs classes and dative constructions 
Structure bei2 ('give') give, send, fry^ pluck verbs teach verbs 
(except bei2) 
DOD In marked cases * OK 
SVC In marked cases^ ® OK * 
IDOD OK * * 
(adapted from Tang (1998: 40, Table 9) and Chan (2003: 11, Table 1.2)) 
From Table 2.1 it can be seen that Cantonese, unlike English, generally does not 
allow dative alternation. The target structure for give, send, fry, pluck verbs (except 
bei2 'give') is a serial verb construction, and the target structure for teach verbs is 
the double object dative. It is not entirely surprising for Cantonese to adopt the 
marked Theme-before-Goal order in Z>e/2-inverted double object datives, as the 
underlying structure — the serial verb construction - contains a dative marker {beil) 
which is phonologically identical to the main verb and requires deletion. If we see 
the Cantonese inverted double object as a deriving from the serial verb construction, 
then Cantonese dative verbs separate neatly into two groups: 'teach' verbs, which 
20 Chan (2003) suggests that it is grammatical for bei2 ('give') to appear in the serial verb 
form. However, this use of bei2 is natural only if the theme is heavy, so it is better to 
categorize bei2 in SVC as 'marked cases' rather than the default cases. 
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appear in double object datives, and others verbs, which appear in serial verb 
• 21 constructions. 
2.1.3 The Syntax and Semantics of Dative Constructions 
The syntactic and semantic differences between double object datives and 
prepositional datives may shed light on the developmental lag of English 
prepositional datives and Cantonese 6ez2-inverted double object datives (which will 
be discussed in detail in section 2.2). 
For years debates have been centered on the nature of dative alternation. One 
view holds that the two dative constructions share the same underlying structure, and 
the alternation only changes their surface forms. This view, known as the 
monosemous approach, assumes that both constructions originate from one 
underlying structure which gives them the same meaning, and there is a derivational 
relationship between double object and prepositional datives (Aoun and Li, 1989, 
Baker, 1988, Larson, 1988 and 1990，among others). Another view, known as the 
polysemous approach, claims that the two constructions are different in meaning and 
should be decomposed into individual primitive heads (Beck and Johnson, 2004, 
Harley, 2002, Jackendoff, 1990, Jung and Miyagawa, 2004, Richards, 2001，among 
others). Apart from the issue of the derivational relation between double object and 
prepositional datives，researchers are also interested in the syntactic properties of 
prepositional tolfor in prepositional datives and the semantic relation between the 
indirect object and the direct object. 
21 An interesting question to ask is why teach verbs in Cantonese appear in a form that is 
different from the form of other dative verbs. The present thesis cannot answer this question 
and has to leave it to future research. 
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2.1.3.1 Larson (1988): VP Shell 
Larson (1988) suggests that both double object datives and prepositional datives 
are derived from one underlying VP shell structure that contains two VP layers. The 
higher VP contains only an empty verb position while the inner VP hosts the indirect 
object, the verb, and the direct object in a clause-like manner. He makes such a 
proposal to account for the c-command asymmetries observed in double object 
datives.22 
Larson (1988) builds a more complex VP structure with two VP layers to 
provide space for movement and generate the desirable c-command relation for both 
dative constructions. The structure of the VP shell is illustrated in (12): 
(12) VP 
Spec V’ V’ 
V VP 
e NP V' 
a letter V PP 
I Z：^ 
send to Mary (Larson, 1988:342) 
To make (12) a grammatical sentence, the verb send needs to be raised to the 
empty V position to receive tense and agreement, and assign Case to a letter. The 
22These asymmetries concern the licensing of anaphors, quantifier binding possibilities, 
weak crossover effects as well as other structural relations that involve a c-command relation 
between the indirect object and the direct object. It is observed that the indirect object should 
c-command the direct object in double object datives (see (i-ii)). 
(i) a. I showed Mary herself. 
b. *I showed herself Mary. (Larson, 1988) 
(ii) a. I gave every owner, his, paycheck. 
b. *I gave its, owner every paycheck,. (Larson, 1988) 
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result of this movement (13) is the target prepositional datives in English. This also 
"J 




a letter V, PP 
t to Mary 
(Larson 1988: 343) 
Note also that in (12) the lower VP (a letter send to Mary) is clause-like, and a 
letter and Mary take the usual subject and object positions. Larson (1988) suggests 
that the same mechanism that forms passives also apples to this VP as well, and the 
result of 'passivization' is the double object dative. The derivation contains three 
steps: first, to, as a pure Case marker, is absorbed; second, the 'subject' a letter, 
following the Argument Demotion rule (see note 11), has its theta-role demoted to an 
adjunct of V’ (thus creating an adjunct NP in the lower V，) and a letter is realized as 
a V, adjunct; 24 third, the 'object' Mary becomes Caseless in the original deep 
position (as to is absorbed) and has to move to the subject position of the lower VP, 
23 Structural tests such as licensing of anaphors, quantifier binding possibilities, weak 
crossover effects all show that in English prepositional datives, the direct object c-commands 
the indirect object (Larson 1988) (see (i-ii)). 
(i) a. I presented/showed Mary to herself. 
b. *I presented/showed herself to Mary. (Larson 1988) 
(ii) a. I gave/sent every paycheck, to its, owner. 
b. ？?I gave/sent his,, paycheck to every worker,. (Larson 1988) 
24 Note that in passives, the subject theta-role is suppressed, but Larson (1988) adds a special 
Argument Demotion rule to datives, which says: 
If a is a 0-roIe assigned by X', then a may be assigned (up to optionality) to an adjunct of X'. 
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and the verb send also needs to move to the empty verb position to assign Case to 
Mary. 
(14) VP 
SpecV' ^ ^ 
send 
Mary 义， NP 
f 
V. NP, alette? 
t e 
I 
(Larson 1988: 353) 
To summarize, the significance of Larson's (1988) account lies in two proposals. 
First, Larson (1988) shows that more than one VP may be incorporated in the 
structure of a predicate, and each VP projection is strictly binary. Second, Larson 
(1988) proposes that a clause-like inner VP contains the direct object, the verb and 
the indirect object, and through a process of argument demotion, it is possible to 
derive a double object dative that satisfies the c-command asymmetries from this 
underlying structure. 
2.1.3.2 Decomposing Dative Verbs 
Researchers arguing for a non-derivational approach to dative constructions 
hold that the thematic relations in double object datives and prepositional datives are 
different, and consequently, they are not generated from the same underlying 
structure. The double object datives are argued to be underlyingly causation of 
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possession, and prepositional datives causation of motion. There is some evidence to 
support this claim: a) pure locative goals (e.g. Philadelphia in (15b)), which have no 
possessive relation with the theme, only appear in prepositional datives: 
(15) a. The editor sent the article to Sue. 
b. The editor sent the article to Philadelphia. 
c. The editor sent Sue the article. 
d. ？?The editor sent Philadelphia the article.^^ 
(Harley, 2002, original example from Oehrle, 1976) 
and b) possessors (e.g. Normal Mailer in (16)) that involve no conceivable path only 
appear in double object datives: 
(16) a. Interviewing Richard Nixon gave Norman Mailer a book. (Oehrle, 1976) 
b. *Interviewing Nixon gave a book to Norman Mailer. 
(Rappaport and Levin，2005) 
In addition to /o-datives, it is observed that the same semantic criterion also 
holds foryor-datives. According to Kayne (1975), there is a strong indication in (17b) 
that the baby already exists, as it is the possessor of the theme and a possessor is 
typically alive, while in (17a) the agent may still be pregnant or planning to have a 
baby in the future: 
(15d) is acceptable only if Philadelphia stands for certain organizations or groups of 
people that may receive the article, but in this sense Philadelphia is animate and has 
possessive power. In contrast, the pure locative reading of Philadelphia poses no problems to 
prepositional datives like (15b). 
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(17) a. I knitted this sweater for our baby. 
b. I knitted our baby this sweater. (Kayne, 1975) 
Researchers advocating the non-derivational approach argue that these contrasts 
show that double object datives presuppose a possessional relation between the goal 
and the theme, and are underlyingly causation of possession, while prepositional 
datives require a clear path and are underlyingly causation of motion. Though it is 
not clear whether these semantic differences should be encoded at the lexical level 
(e.g. Pinker, 1989, Rappaport and Levin, 2005) or syntactic level (e.g. Harley, 2002)， 
it is true that every non-derivational account resorts to some semantic primitives 
(CAUSE/HAVE/GO) and decomposes double object datives to CAUSE to HAVE, and 
prepositional datives to CAUSE to GO, so that the possession vs. motion difference 
between double object datives and prepositional datives can be understood as a result 
of having different primitives HAVE vs. GO in the underlying structure. 
Lexical decomposition seems to solve all the puzzles raised by (15)-(17) very 
well, but it is not without problems. First, a number of researchers challenge the idea 
of analyzing double object datives and prepositional datives as causative 
constructions. Pylkkanen (2002) offers the following examples to show that dative 
verbs in general do not entail an obligatory resultant state, so that all sentences in (18) 
are well justified while true causatives in (19) disallow such failure of resultant states: 
(18) Double Object Constructions (Pylkkanen, 2002) 
a. I threw John the ball but he didn't catch it. 
b. I sent Bill the letter but he never got it. 
c. I wrote Sue a letter but she never got it. 
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(19) Causatives (Pylkkanen, 2002) 
a. #I flew the kite over the field but it didn't fly. 
b. broke the vase but it didn't break. 
c. #I cooked the meat but it didn't cook. 
Apart from problems with analyzing dative verbs as causative verbs, another 
problem with the decomposition approach is that the motion reading and the 
hypothesized primitive GO fails to apply to all prepositional datives. Rappaport and 
Levin (2005) point out that verbs which intrinsically select possessors only have a 
transfer of possession scheme, and can never take locative goals as their indirect 
objects: 
(20) a. I sent the package to Maria. 
b. I gave the package to Maria. 
c. I sent the package to London. 
d. *I gave the package to London, (adapted from Rappaport and Levin，2005) 
Rappaport and Levin's (2005) solution to this problem is to separate verbs of 
giving from other dative verbs at their lexical level. However, Levinson (2005) 
reanalyzes examples like (20) and points out that two types of prepositional to are 
involved in (20). Maria in (20a & 20b) and London (in 20c & 20d) behave 
differently, because they are introduced by different types of to, and each type of to 
has different syntactic functions and is only compatible with one type of arguments. 
The directional to corresponds to where in w/z-interrogatives (21b), and can undergo 
British English do ellipsis (21c). This to is responsible for introducing locative goals 
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such as London to the argument structure, and is not compatible with verbs of giving 
because the semantics of such verbs require possessive goals rather than locatives in 
their core argument structure. 
(21) a. John sent the letter to London. 
b. Where did John send the letter? 
c. John didn't send the letter to London, but he will do to Sydney. 
(Levinson, 2005) 
The dative to corresponds to to who/what in M^/z-interrogatives (22b, 23b, 23c), 
and cannot undergo do ellipsis (22c). Syntactically, it behaves differently from 
directional to, and semantically, this dative to selects possessive goals as it marks the 
intended possessor. 
(22) a. John sent the letter to Mary. 
b. Who did John send the letter to? 
c. ？*John didn't send the letter to Mary, but he will do to Jane. 
(Levinson, 2005) 
(23) a. John gave a coat of paint to the bathroom wall. 
b. What did John give a coat of paint to? 
c. * Where did John give a coat of paint? (Levinson, 2005) 
Levinson (2005) argues that dative to is different from directional to because it 
establishes a syntactic relation between the theme and the goal, and as a result, 
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allows the predicates to alternate between double object datives and prepositional 
datives.26 If this is correct, then the contrast between (15c) and (15d) may have 
nothing to do with the nature of double object constructions, but can be explained 
solely by the difference between dative and directional to. (15c) can be derived from 
(15a), because (15a) has a dative to (shown in (24b) and (24c)), while (15d) cannot 
be derived from (15b), as the to in (15b) is directional (shown by (25b) and (25c)): 
(24) a. The editor sent the article to Sue. 
b. Who did the editor send the article to? 
c. ？*The editor didn't send the article to Sue, but he will do to Jane. 
(25) a. The editor sent the article to Philadelphia. 
b. Where did the editor send the article? 
c. The editor didn't send the article to Philadelphia, but he will do to London. 
The distinction between dative to and directional to can be demonstrated more 
clearly in Cantonese. In the serial verb construction, different second verbs appear 
with different types of arguments: the dative marker bei2 corresponds to dative to in 
English prepositional datives, and another verb heoiS ‘go’ corresponds to directional 
to. Therefore, there is no ambiguous prepositional to in Cantonese, as all potential 
possessors are introduced by bei2 rather than heoi3 (illustrated by (26)), and all 
locatives must be introduced by the verb heoi3 (‘go,) rather than bei2 (illustrated by 
(27)). 
26 This possessive relation between the goal and the theme will be discussed in detail in 
section 2.1.3.3. 
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(26) a. Ngo5 gei3 zo2 go3 baaulgwo2 bei2 maalmi4 
I send PERF CL package give mother 
‘I sent a package to my mother.' 
b. *Ngo5 gei3 zo2 go3 baaulgwo2 heoi3 maalmi4 
I send PERF CL package go mother 
‘I sent a package to my mother.， 
(27) a. Ngo5 gei3 zo2 go3 baaulgwo2 heoi3 Leon4deonl 
I send PERF CL package go London 
‘I sent a package to London.' 
b. •NgoS gei3 zo2 go3 baaulgwo2 bei2 Leon4deonl 
I send PERF CL package give London 
‘I sent a package to London.' 
Note that the preposition for in English/or-datives is also ambiguous between a 
functional dative maker that resembles dative to and other readings (e.g. deputy 'on 
behalf o f ) that introduces an additional argument which has no obligatory 
possessive relation with the direct object. An English sentence like I baked a cake for 
my mother can be interpreted in two different ways with regard to whether there is an 
intended possessor of the theme: 
(28) a. I baked a cake for my mother (as a birthday present). (dative for) 
b. I baked a cake for my mother (since she is very busy right now). 
{on behalf of) 
c. I baked my mother a cake. 
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In (28a), my mother is the intended possessor of the cake, while in (28b), no 
intended possessor is perceived, and my mother is loosely connected to the baking 
event with the reading that she benefits from the event for some reasons. Only (28a) 
resembles the reading of the double object dative (28c). 
Unlike English, this ambiguity does not exist in Cantonese, either, as two 
different types of serial verb constructions are involved to differentiate the intended 
possessor vs. event benefactor readings. (29a) is the serial verb construction we have 
discussed in section 2.1.2, which denotes the intended possessor reading whereas 
(29b) is a different serial verb construction, and the benefactive argument maalmi4 
'mother' is linked by another verb bongl 'help' to the baking event: 
(29) a. Ngo5 guk6 zo2 go3 daan6goul bei2 maa4mi4 
I bake ASP CL cake give mother 
'I baked my mother a cake.' 
b. Ngo5 bongl maa4mi4 guk6 zo2 go3 daan6goul 
I help mother bake ASP CL cake 
‘I helped my mother to bake a cake.' 
(i.e. I helped with the baking but the cake was not to my mother.') 
Syntactic behaviors and semantic differences between different types of 
prepositions in English prepositional datives suggest that when we resolve the 
ambiguity in prepositions by separating dative markers to and for from the 
directional to and other types of for, prepositional datives in English resemble their 
double object dative counterparts closely in the reading of a transfer of possession 
event. This inter-relatedness of double object datives and prepositional datives are 
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not weakened by examples such as (15)-(17). Example (15)，as our discussion of 
ambiguous to shows, involves a dative to in (15a) and a directional to in (15b), and 
the fact that (15b) cannot be turned into a double object dative (15d) has nothing to 
do with the meaning of preposition datives but the syntactic and semantic difference 
between directional and dative to. As only 如-datives resemble double object datives, 
the ungrammaticality of (15b) is expected. For (16b), Rappaport and Levin (2005) 
argue that information structure plays a role in accounting for its infelicity, as Mailer 
is the topic of conversation and an idea for a book is the new information, thus, 
according to the information structure constraint, speakers prefer to put given 
material {Mailer) before new information {an idea for a book), so (16a) is judged 
more felicitous than (16b). However, if the topic of the conversation changes, as 
Rappaport and Levin (2005) suggest, and Mailer becomes the new information, the 
prepositional dative can become the preferred construction: 
(30) A: It is very difficult to get an idea for a book simply from an interview. 
B: Well, interviewing Nixon gave an idea for a book to Mailer. 
(Rappaport and Levin, 2005) 
In (17b), there is an independent reason why our baby is perceived as an existing 
possessor, as our baby is also an affected argument which is usually understood as 
being alive/bom (Larson, 1988). 
Since the proposed semantic differences illustrated in (15) - (17) between double 
object datives and prepositional datives can be explained by other independent 
reasons, there is no theoretical motivation for us to assign different event structures 
to these two constructions at the syntactic level. Prepositional datives resemble 
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double object datives in the reading of a transfer of possession event. The properties 
of different prepositional to and for in English will be further discussed in the next 
section. Here we highlight the fact that there are two major problems in the 
decomposition approach to dative constructions. First, dative verbs and causative 
verbs need to be distinguished as dative verbs do not require an obligatory resultant 
state but causative verbs do. Second, the hypothesized primitive GO does not apply 
to all prepositional datives, and it is highly dubious whether such a primitive exists in 
the syntax of prepositional datives. 
2.1.3.3 English Double Object Datives as Low Applicative Constructions 
Pylkkanen (2002) argues that the syntactic and semantics properties of 
applicative constructions in Bantu languages shed light on the study of indirect 
objects. In particular, she argues that there are two kinds of applicative heads in 
natural languages: a high applicative head which connects an individual to an event, 
and a low applicative head which connects an individual to another individual. 
A high applicative head can freely attach an additional argument (Instrument, 
Benefactive, Malefactive, etc.) to both transitive and unergative verbs, and denote no 
transfer of possession reading between the additional argument and the theme. (31) is 
an example of a Luanda high applicative construction with an unergative verb and a 
benefactive argument: 
(31) Luganda 
Mukasa ya-tambu-le-dde Katonga 
Mukasa PAST-walk-APPL-PAST Katonga 
'Mukasa walked for Katonga' (Pylkkanen, 2002) 
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A low applicative head, on the other hand, only attaches to transitive verbs, as it 
connects an individual (a possessive goal) to the possession of the verb-internal 
theme in a transfer of possession event. As a result, low applicative constructions in 
English cannot be formed with unergative verbs (such as run in (32a)) or static verbs 
(such as hold in (32b)). 
(32) a. * I ran him. 
b. *I held him the bag. (Pylkkanen, 2002) 
Crosslinguistically, languages differ with respect to which type of applicative 
constructions they allow. Pylkkanen (2002) argues that English double object datives 
are low applicative constructions, because unergative cannot appear in this 
construction (see (32a))，and semantically, the goal is connected to the theme in a 
possessor-possessee relationship, and it denotes a transfer of possession reading 
which cannot be combined with static verbs such as hold (see (32b)). 
Pylkkanen (2002) suggests that the low applicative head in English connects an 
individual to the possession of the theme, and encodes the following semantic 
information:^^ 
(33) Low-APPL: ?ix.?iyAf<e<s,t»-^e. f(e,x) & theme (e,x) & to-1;he-possession(x’y) 
27 Pylkkanen (2002) argues that there exists another low applicative head which marks the 
source (rather than the goal) in transfer of possession. This head works for "possessor dative 
constructions" of Korean, Hebrew and several other Indo-European languages: 
(i) Korean 
Totuk-i Mary- hanthey panci-lul humchi-ess-ta 
thief-NOM Mary-DAT ring-ACC steal-PAST-PLAIN 
‘The thief stole a ring from Mary' (Lit: The thief stole Mary a ring) (Pylkkanen, 2002) 
The head encodes the following semantic information: 
(ii) Low-APPL-FROM (Source applicative): 
入XAy.入f<e<s,t»入e. f(e，x) & theme (e,x) & from-the-possession(x’y) 
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It is also suggested that in the syntactic structure, this low applicative head 
forms an ApplP that hosts the goal as its specifier and the theme as its complement: 
(34) a. I bake him a cake, 
b. V o i c ^ 
DP Vji i^ ' 
I Voice VP 
V A ^ j ^ l ^ 
bake DP A 败 
him Appl DP 
(adapted from Pylkkanen 2002) 
One advantage of adopting the low applicative analysis rather than the VP shell 
analysis for English double object datives, as Marantz (1993) mentions in his 
analysis of Bantu applicative constructions and English dative constructions, is that 
the applicative account makes the low applicative head's semantic contribution to the 
transfer of possession reading in double object datives clear. Marantz (1993) points 
out that in Larson's proposal, the specifier of VP and the complement of VP are 
treated similarly with regard to types of arguments they can host, but within the 
applicative account, it is predicted that only possessive goals can be projected to the 
VP specifier position. 
The remaining question, however, is what structure we are going to propose for 
English prepositional datives. As our discussion in section 2.1.3.2 reveals, when the 
preposition tolfor assumes the dative function, English prepositional datives 
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resemble double object datives in the transfer of possession reading, so a desirable 
consequence, following Marantz's suggestion of a structure that correctly depicts the 
semantic relation between goals and themes, is that the goal-PP and the theme-DP 
should just be hosted by the same low applicative head in the same manner inside the 
ApplP. 
Though Pylkkanen (2002) remains open on the structure of English 
prepositional datives, Bowers (2004) and Bowers and Georgala (2005) follow her 
ideas and propose that prepositional datives share the same structure with double 
object datives, and their differences in the surface word orders are results of different 
syntactic derivations in satisfying different Agree relations. In their proposal, the 
ApplP hosts both Goal-DP and Goal-PP as its specifier, and the theme-DP is at the 
specifier position of the ThP which is projected as the complement of ApplP: 
(35) ApplP 
to Mary/Mary j ^ p g T ^ ^ ^ ^ 
Appl T W ^ 
the ball Th' 
t C ^ . . 
(adapted from Bowers and Georgala, 2005) 
Bowers and Georgala (2005) assume that syntactic subject and object relations 
solely result from the operation of Agree. Two available probes in Tense and Voice 
assign respective structural Nominative and Accusative Cases to arguments that have 
28 Bowers and Georgala (2005) assume that every argument is licensed at the Spec position 
of some functional categories, and there is a Universal Order of Merge (UOM) which states 
that arguments merge with predicates in the following order: Agent < Benefactive < Goal < 
Theme < Applicative. 
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unvalued structural Case-features and contain matching (Z^features.29 If a DP already 
has inherent Case, it is inactive and frozen in place. Based on these assumptions, 
Bowers and Georgala (2005) suggest that sentences like (36a) is derived from (36b): 
(36) a. John threw a ball to Mary, 
b. TP 
joim ^ r 
NOM 
A T PrP 
小 7 \ 
Pr y i P ^ 
the ball V成e, 
ACC 
牟 Voice A D D I P 
\ to Mary Appl' 
\ 
\ Appl ThP 
\ 
AgW <the b a l l � T h ' 
\ ^ 今 〜 
\ ‘ Th AgtP 





(Bowers and Georgala, 2005) 
In (36b), the probe in Voice first establishes an Agree relation with the theme-
DP the ball {Mary receives Case from to so it is inactive for Agree ) .The theme is 
29 Bowers and Georgala (2005) assume that Agree is constrained by the standard Locality 
Condition (Chomsky, 2000), which requires every probe to establish an Agree relation with 
the nearest potential DP with matching f e a t u r e s . 
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assigned structural Accusative Case and moves to Spec of VoiceP to satisfy Voice's 
EPP/OCC features.^' Then the probe in Tense establishes an Agree relation with the 
agent-DP John and assigns it structural Nominative Case. The agent then moves to 
Spec of TP to satisfy T's EPP/OCC features. The verb adjoined to the head each time 
the head is merged, and in English the verb finally ends up at the Pr position. 
Note that ApplP in (35) allows both PP and DP to be its specifier. If a DP 
specifier is selected, then it becomes the nearest active DP for Voice to establish an 
Agree relation with, and it will receive a structural Accusative Case and move to 
Spec ofVoiP to satisfy Voice's EPP/OCC feature. The theme-DP, on the other hand, 
must be left inactive with its inherent structural Accusative Case ([OACC]). Then 
Tense will establish an Agree relation with the agent-DP in the same way like (36b). 
The derivation of prepositional datives is illustrated in (37) (below). 
Though Bowers and Georgala's (2005) account involves state-of-the-art 
syntactic operations of Merge and some details of their assumptions may not be 
unanimously adopted, it nonetheless offers inspiring proposals to the study of dative 
constructions and argument structure, as it offers a way to express the semantic 
relation between the applicative head, possessive goals and themes and at the same 
time fulfills the syntactic requirements of surface word orders.^^ 
30 Bowers (2004) and Bowers and Georgala (2005) propose that there only exist two probes 
in syntax (one at Voice and the other at Tense), which is responsible for interpreting objects 
and subjects. 
Such feature, according to Bowers and Georgala (2005), is ‘an uninterpretable c-selection 
feature' of the probe (Bowers and Georgala, 2005: 11). 
32 Note that another advantage in Bowers and Gerogala (2005)'s proposal is that it separates 
non-applicative benefactive or locative arguments neatly from applicative benefactive or 
goal arguments in the syntax. 
Only those arguments that are introduced by the low applicative head can alternatively be 
realized as DP at Spec of ApplP in dative constructions. Non-applicative arguments, 
according to UOM, are projected at a lower level. As non-applicative arguments and 
applicative arguments are introduced by different heads, dative constructions in English can 
have both Appl-PP and Goal-/Benefactive-PP: 
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小 7 \ 
Pr ^ i i P ^ 
Mary Vojce' 
ACC 
A Voice ApplP 
伞 
Agr^ <Mary> Appl， 
Appl ThP 
\ the ball Th' 
\ [OACC] 
\ Th AgtP 
\ 
\ <John> Agt, 





(Bowers and Georgala, 2005) 
The proposal of Bowers (2004) and Bowers and Georgala (2005) can be 
extended to Cantonese dative constructions as well. Many similarities are found 
between Lin's (2001) proposal of light verb syntax in Chinese and Bower's (2004) 
proposal of argument structure in English. In particular, both of them argue that each 
argument is located at its own phrase which is introduced by a light verb head. 
Bowers (2004) uses semantic features to label the head of each phrase (as Th, Appl, 
Agt, etc.) due to the lack of overt phonetic realization of such light verbs in English, 
(i) a. I shipped the package to Mary to her apartment in NY. 
b. I shipped the package to NY for Mary. 
c. 1 bought a book for Mary for Sue. 
d. I gave a book to Mary for Sue. (i(a), i(c) & i(d) from Bowers and Georgala, 2005) 
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and this proposal can be easily adapted to languages such as Mandarin or Cantonese 
which make use of overt light verbs at such positions to introduce arguments. Both 
Bowers (2004) and Lin (2001) propose that the main verb is located at the root 
position of TP and will undergo several steps of merge (with light verb heads if the 
head is phonetically empty) before reaching its final position. However, it is not clear 
why Cantonese does not allow dative verbs to alternate between double object 
datives and serial verb constructions. We tentatively propose that the serial verb 
dative constructions follow a derivation process similar to prepositional dative in 
English.33 
To summarize, several different accounts have been proposed to explain the 
structural relation between double object datives and prepositional datives in English. 
Each proposal has its own merits. This thesis adopts the applicative analysis 
proposed by Pylkkanen (2002), Bowers (2004) and Bowers and Georgala (2005) as it 
captures the semantic differences between applicative and non-applicative arguments, 
and at the same time yields the target word order and c-command relations. It 
remains an open issue whether the same analysis applies to Cantonese dative 
constructions as well. The issue is different in that Cantonese allows no dative 
alternation and the acquisition of the inverted ^e/2-double object datives depends 
heavily on knowledge of underlying serial verb constructions. For Cantonese dative 
constructions, the primary acquisition tasks are concerned with verb types and their 
underlying forms, and different verbs and verb types can be difficult for independent 
reasons. 
As this thesis does not focus on the acquisition of 'teach' verbs in Cantonese (these 
constructions are not attested in many children's transcripts), we leave the structure of 
double object datives in Cantonese open for future discussion. 
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2.2 Previous Acquisition Studies on Dative Constructions 
In this section we review previous studies on the acquisition of dative 
constructions in English and Cantonese. Cantonese-English bilingual children and 
monolingual Cantonese-speaking children are found to use non-target {bei2-God\-
Theme] structures frequently at their early stages of acquisition of Cantonese 
inverted 6ez2-double object datives. English monolingual children, on the other hand, 
are reported to be late in acquiring prepositional datives, and various proposals have 
been offered to explain this temporal gap between double object and prepositional 
datives. 
2.2.1 Chan (2003): Acquisition of Cantonese Inverted Double Object Datives 
Previous studies on the acquisition of Cantonese dative constructions are 
basically focused on the 6ez2-inverted double object datives. This construction is 
hypothesized to pose problems to children for several different reasons. Chan (2003), 
following 0，Grady's (2000) Markedness Hypothesis which states that children find 
unmarked structures (in this case, the double object dative) easier to acquire, argues 
that the marked inverted double object dative is predicted to be difficult. 
Alternatively, since the inverted double object dative is underlyingly a serial verb 
construction, it is natural to expect children to acquire the corresponding serial verb 
construction before they discover the correct word order for the inverted double 
object datives. However, this process may not be straightforward, as on the surface, 
the input does not suggest that there is a deleted dative marker bei2 in the inverted 
6ez2-double object datives. Though the second bei2 can be recovered in double bei2 
constructions {[bei2-ThQmQ-bei2-Goa\]) if the direct object NP is heavy, such 
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sentences may only amount to a small number of sentences in the input children are 
exposed to. 
Chan (2003) investigates the longitudinal development of 8 Cantonese 
monolingual children and 3 Cantonese-English bilingual children's early bei2 
inverted double object datives and finds that both mono Unguals and bilinguals have 
difficulty in acquiring the target [6e/2-Theme-Goal] structure. She reports that 
children's early utterances are generally in the non-target [6ez7-Goal-Theme] order, 
and some are in the topicalized [Theme-6e/2-Goal] order and the serial verb [bei2-
Theme-^)e/2-Goal] order. It usually takes them several years to unlearn these non-
target structures. The error rate of bei2 double object constructions for monolingual 
children is around 64%, while the rate for bilingual children is even higher around 
88% (Yip and Matthews, 2007). Bilinguals seem to have more problems with this 
structure as they also receive English input which is in the form of a double object 
dative with the Goal preceding Theme. 
Chan (2003) also reports that children's inverted 6ez7-double object datives 
often have null objects, which is a characteristic of Cantonese, with a preference for 
omitting the theme rather than goal in these structures. She argues that children treat 
these null-object [bei2-GodX\ structures as a unit and simply attaches the theme 
directly after the goal, yielding the [6ez2-Goal-Theme] non-target order. However, 
this is just one way to explain the delay of target Cantonese inverted 6ez2-double 
object construction, and we still need clear evidence to support the claim that 
children treat [heil-QodX] as an inseparable unit. Moreover we need to examine when 
children acquire the serial verb construction to see whether there is evidence for 
children's discovery of the underlying structure for the inverted 6e/2-double object 
dative. 
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2.2.2 Snyder and Stromswold (1997): Acquisition Order and Parameter 
Setting 
The syntactic and semantic complexities of dative constructions raise many 
interesting questions for acquisition researchers. Two fundamental research 
questions are: a) is there any connection between double objects datives and 
prepositional datives in children's language development; b) do children acquire the 
two constructions at the same time or at different times? 
Snyder and Stromswold (1997), using age of first use as a measure, analyze the 
correlation and relative acquisition order of double object and prepositional to-
datives of 12 American English monolingual children. 34 They find that the 
acquisition of the two dative constructions are highly correlated with each other, 
which means that the emergence of one dative construction can be used as an 
indicator for the emergence of the other dative construction. Although correlation in 
its statistical sense does not necessarily indicate a cause-effect relationship, it 
provides strong evidence for the claim that there is some connection between 
children's acquisition of the two dative constructions, thus yielding a positive answer 
to the first question. For the second question - order of acquisition - Snyder and 
Stromswold (1997) report that children acquire double object datives significantly 
earlier than ro-datives. The mean age of acquisition of double object datives is 2;2.5 
(years;months), while the mean age of acquisition of fo-datives is 2;6.9 
(years;months). There is an average gap and 4.4 months between the acquisition of 
double object datives and /o-datives. 
34 Snyder and Stromswold (1997) did not consider prepositional/or-datives in their analysis. 
Their reasons were: (i) it is difficult to distinguish /or-datives and other constructions 
involving for-PP; (ii) even if /o/'-datives are considered, their results would remain 
unchanged. 
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In their attempt to explain the correlation and developmental lag between the 
two datives, Snyder and Stromswold (1997) expand the range of correlation studies 
to other non-dative constructions in support of the argument that the acquisition of 
double object and prepositional datives are determined by two different parametric 
properties which influence not only dative constructions but also other syntactically 
related constructions as well. They find that the acquisition of both dative 
constructions is significantly correlated with the acquisition of causative/perceptual 
constructions, /7wr-locatives, and verb-particle constructions, which suggests that 
children treat these constructions as a syntactically correlated group. This strong 
correlation, according to Snyder and Stromswold (1997), strongly favors a 
parametric approach to the acquisition of dative constructions, causative/perceptual 
constructions, pwNlocatives, and verb-particle constructions. 
Snyder and Stromswold (1997) report that a developmental lag is observed 
between the acquisition of double object datives and ro-datives, as well as between 
V-NP-Particle constructions and V-Particle-NP constructions. Double object datives 
are acquired at the same time as V-NP-Particle constructions, and 勿-datives are 
acquired at the same time as V-Particle-NP constructions. Snyder and Stromswold 
(1997) hypothesize that Property A alone will determine the acquisition of double 
object datives, causative/perceptual constructions, pwr-locatives, and V-NP-Particle 
constructions, while Property B, when combined with Property A, will determine the 
acquisition of /o-datives and V-Particle-NP constructions.^^ They also observe that 
Property A is likely to act as a general requirement for complex predicate or small 
The acquisition of fo-datives must be determined by Parameter A as well because 
otherwise it will not be correlated with double object datives (Parameter B alone is not 
correlated with Parameter A). 
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clause constructions, while Property B determines the ability of a verb to head-
govern the head of its c o m p l e m e n t ? 
To sum up, one of the most important findings in Snyder and Stromswold (1997) 
is the correlation of different constructions in first language acquisition, which raises 
an interesting question as to why certain syntactically correlated structures, such as 
double object datives and ro-datives, are acquired at different times? Frequency in 
parental input can be a factor, but if frequency of the target structures in the input 
plays a major role in the acquisition of dative constructions, then it will be natural to 
expect that children who receive more input with 如-datives will produce 
prepositional datives earlier. However, Snyder and Stromswold (1997) argue against 
this possibility, as they observe no strong correlation between input frequency of to-
datives and children's developmental lag between double object datives and to-
datives. Therefore, the question why 如-datives are acquired late still remains open. 
2.2.3 Viau (2006); Lexical Decomposition and Primitives in Acquisition 
Viau (2006), adopting a decomposition approach to dative constructions, 
reexamines the developmental lag between the two dative constructions and reports 
that the late acquisition of prepositional datives is attributed to the late development 
of GO, which is demonstrated by the use of directional to, and argues that the 
correlation between the two results from the shared primitive CAUSE, which 
indicates the causative readings of the dative v e r b ” Viau's (2006) argument is based 
on the assumption that complex predicates can be decomposed into different heads, 
36 However, as Snyder and Stromswold (1997) noted several problematic issues on 
definitions of property values, they suggest that the discussion of the developmental lag 
should be left for future research. Snyder (2001) later proposes that Parameter A is a 
"compounding parameter" that determines whether a language will allow endocentric 
compounds. 
37 Viau (2006) makes the crucial assumption that dative verbs have causative readings. 
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and dative constructions which are headed by both CAUSE and HAVE/GO, will 
emerge only when each primitive is acquired. Constructions that Viau (2006) 
hypothesizes to contain CAUSE/HAVE/GO are: 
Table 2.2 Viau's (2006) primitives and their instantiations 
Primitive Instantiation Examples 
CAUSE Double object dative [x CAUSE [z HAVE y]] 
Prepositional dative [x CAUSE [y GO z]] 
Causative verbs [x CAUSE [y BECOME 
e.g. open, close, break, grow XPstatJ] 
HAVE Double object dative [x CAUSE [z HAVE y]] 
get [BECOME [x HAVE y]] 
have [BE [x HAVE y]] 
M^ant want [x HAVE y] 
GO Prepositional dative [x CAUSE [y GO z]] 
Directional to, e.g. to the store [x GO XPiocation] 
By analyzing utterances of 22 monolingual English children from the CHILDES 
corpus, Viau (2006) shows that predicates containing the primitive CAUSE or HAVE 
are acquired significantly earlier than or concurrently with double object datives, and 
there is a strong correlation between the age of acquisition of CAUSE/HAVE and the 
acquisition of double object datives. Also, predicates containing the primitive GO is 
acquired later, and the late development of preposition datives (which involves both 
CAUSE and GO) can be attributed to the late acquisition of the primitive GO. 
The relationship between the three primitives and the two dative constructions 
provides new insights complementing Snyder and Stromswold's (1997) 
indeterminate parameter value of Properties A and B. Since Property A, which is 
assumed to determine the acquisition of double object datives, may indeed have 
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some connection with both CAUSE and HAVE, and Property B, which is assumed to 
determine the acquisition of double object datives, may be connected to the primitive 
GO. However, there is still another question to be answered: why is the primitive GO, 
representing the goal of an action, difficult to acquire? It seems that GO is difficult 
only in the linguistic sense, as perceptual studies of non-linguistic motion events 
demonstrate that infants, as early as 12-month-old, can interpret events as goal-
related.^^ However, one possibility, raised by Viau (2006), is that English does not 
distinguish directional to clearly from dative to, and this ambiguity may cause 
confusion in children's mapping between different types of goals to their surface 
structures, and hence delay the acquisition of GO. 
Note that Viau's (2006) hypothesis that the ambiguity of dative to and 
directional to delays the acquisition of prepositional datives offers another way to 
look at the developmental lag between double object and prepositional datives. In 
fact, not every monolingual child takes longer to acquire /o-datives after they 
produce their first double object datives. In particular, based on data from Snyder 
and Stromswold (1997), we find that Adam (Brown, 1973) and Mark (MacWhinney, 
2000) exhibit a huge developmental lag of about 9 months between their first double 
object datives and first 如-datives, while other children either acquire both 
constructions at the same time, or have a small gap of less than 4 months?^ What is 
38 Viau (2006) cites Wagner and Carey (2005)，s finding that 12-month-old infants look 
longer at a non-catching chasing event than a catching chasing event, which supports the 
claim that infants are able to predict the rational catching-ending of a goal-directed motion 
event, and Lakusta (2005) also reports that 12-month-old infants are able to encode goal 
objects in motion events and have a non-linguistic goal-bias. 
39 Snyder and Stromswold (1997) did not include/or-datives in their study, but by examining 
all utterances that contains for in these children's corpus, I found that Adam's and Mark's 
first/or-datives occurred around the same time as their first ro-datives. 
Allison (in Bloom 1973) also exhibits a huge gap between first double object dative and first 
prepositional dative, but since her recordings are too infrequent after 1;10 (years;months) 
(one at 2;4 and another 2; 10)，it is possible that some early prepositional datives are missing 
from the corpus. 
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more puzzling, however, is the fact that both Adam and Mark produce directional to 
before or at the same time as their first double object datives. If the decomposition 
approach alone explains the late emergence of fo-datives, then why should Adam and 
Mark, who produce directional to from early on, wait another 9 months to produce 
their first ro-datives? 
One possibility is that after acquiring each syntactico-semantic primitive, 
children need some additional time to combine CAUSE and GO together. However, 
according to Viau (2006), there is no statistical difference between children's age of 
acquisition of primitives CAUSE and HAVE and their double object datives, which 
means that children almost need no additional time to combine CAUSE and HAVE 
together to produce their first double object datives. Thus, it seems unjustifiable to 
assume that children take longer time to combine CAUSE and GO, if these primitives 
alone equip children with the necessary syntactic representation of the prepositional 
datives. 
To summarize, many questions are left open in previous analyses of acquisition 
of dative constructions in English and Cantonese monolingual and bilingual children. 
In particular, we still do not know exactly why monolingual English-speaking 
children are delayed in the acquisition of prepositional datives, and why Cantonese-
speaking monolingual and bilingual children use double object datives for the verb 
bei2 rather than the target inverted 6d2-double object dative they are exposed to in 
the input. This thesis aims to address these two central questions, by showing that it 
is the ambiguity in prepositional tolfor that delays the acquisition of English 
prepositional datives, and it is the mismatch between the surface [6ez2-Theme-Goal] 
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order and the underlying serial verb dative form that makes Cantonese inverted bei2-
double object datives difficult to acquire. 
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Chapter Three Acquisition Tasks, Hypotheses and Methodology 
This chapter discusses tasks Cantonese-English bilingual children face in the 
acquisition of dative constructions in Cantonese and English, and proposes 
hypotheses for each construction's order of emergence as well as possible 
manifestations of crosslinguistic influence. Following Roeper (1999) and Miiller and 
Hulk (2001)，we first assess the relative structural minimality and input ambiguity of 
each dative construction, and discuss how these two conditions may affect children's 
acquisition of dative constructions. Then we identify several vulnerable domains for 
crosslinguistic influence to take place in bilingual acquisition of dative constructions. 
The methodology used in the current study is also presented. 
3.1 Acquisition Tasks and Hypotheses 
The acquisition task for Cantonese-English bilingual children is not exactly a 
combination of individual tasks for monolingual Cantonese and monolingual English 
children. Discussions in chapter one have revealed that bilingual children, unlike 
their monolingual counterparts, face possible interactions of the two grammars in 
certain grammatical domains. In this section, we first analyze the general tasks in 
acquiring English and Cantonese dative constructions, and then discuss possible 
areas of crosslinguistic influence in bilingual children. Hypotheses on order of 
emergence and acquisition problems are made based on the relative structural 
complexity and input ambiguity of each construction. 
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3.1.1 Acquisition of English Dative Constructions 
Children need to acquire three specific dative constructions in English: double 
object datives, -datives and ybr-datives. Previous analyses all assume that for-
datives share the same syntactic structure with /o-datives, and their differences 
mainly lie in the semantics of for and to. Therefore, the relative order of emergence 
between /"o-datives and /or-datives has not received much attention, and no syntactic 
distinction is made between the two constructions in previous studies of children's 
acquisition of dative constructions. We agree with previous researchers that 
differences between ro-datives and ybr-datives are not syntactic but semantic, and 
when we compare children's /o-datives with theirybr-datives, we put more emphasis 
on their semantic knowledge of to and for. 
Both Snyder and Stromswold (1997) and Viau (2006) agree that English 
monolingual children acquire double object datives before prepositional datives."^ ® 
However, they differ on what makes the acquisition of English prepositional datives 
difficult to acquire. Snyder and Stromswold (1997) suggest that the acquisition of to-
datives require one additional parameter, which is related to theta-selection in 
English. Viau's (2006) decomposition account disposes of the unsolved parametric 
issue, but suffers from the lack of explanation on the late combination of the 
primitives GO and CAUSE. 
According to Roeper (1999), structures that project fewer nodes and/or involve 
less movement are closer to the Minimal Default Grammar, and will appear earlier in 
the acquisition stage. Another proposal by Muller and Hulk (2001) suggests that 
ambiguity in the input will delay children's acquisition of target constructions. Based 
40 Note that Snyder and Stromswold (1997) and Viau (2006) use age of first non-imitative 
use as the indicator for age of acquisition, and as children make few errors in English dative 
constructions, they make no distinction between order of emergence and order of acquisition. 
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on these assumptions, we need to consider both structural complexity and input 
ambiguity in evaluating the relative difficulty of the two dative constructions in 
acquisition. First, if one construction is structurally more complex than the other, it is 
more distant from the default grammar and requires a longer time to acquire. Second, 
if input on one construction is ambiguous from the child's perspective, then that 
construction will also be difficult for children to acquire. It is possible that either one, 
or both, of these two factors affect children's acquisition of dative constructions, and 
contribute to the order where double object datives are acquired before prepositional 
datives in monolingual English-speaking children. 
With regard to structural complexity of each English dative construction, 
English double object datives, as Bowers and Georgala (2005) propose, share the 
same structure with prepositional datives (apart from the difference between DP and 
PP at the Spec of ApplP). Both of them are low applicative constructions which 
contain an applicative head that denotes a possessive relation between the Goal 
DP/PP and the Theme. Their surface word orders appear to be different because the 
probe in Voice establishes Agree relation with different DPs in their derivation. In 
double object datives, the probe in Voice forms an Agree relation with the goal DP 
and assigns it Accusative Case, and the goal DP then moves to Spec of VoiP to 
satisfy Voice's OCC features. Therefore, English double object datives exhibit a 
surface order of [V+DPcoai+DPTiieme] (shown in (38a)). In prepositional datives, the 
goal PP does not need to have its Case valued, and the probe in Voice forms an 
Agree relation with the theme DP. The theme DP, similarly, moves to Spec of VoiP 
to satisfy the OCC features. Therefore, English prepositional datives exhibit a 
surface order of [V+ThemeDP+coaiPP] (shown in (38b)). 
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(38) a. 
Mary Vo i^ ' 
ACC 
“ Voice Ap^P 
^ / 
A^ee <Mary> A叹1 
^ 小 
Appl ThP 
the ball Th， 
[OACC] 
Th ... 
b. ^ u P ^ 
the ball Vpke' 
ACC 
,, Voice AmjlP 
\ to Mary Appl' \ ^^ 
\ Appl ThP 
\ 
A t e e <the b a l l � Th' 
\ (t) 
Th ... 
(adapted from Bowers and Georgala, 2005) 
According to Roeper，s (1999) criterion, as both double object datives and 
prepositional datives contain the same number of nodes and same movement cost, no 
dative construction in English is more minimal than the other. The default grammar 
of dative constructions thus consists of the following rules: 
(39) Minimal Default Grammar of dative constructions: 
(a) Double object datives: V-DPcoai-DPTheme 
Move the goal to Spec of VoiP, the agent to Spec of TP, and the main verb to T. 
(b) Prepositional datives: V-DPTheme-PPooai 
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Move the theme to Spec ofVoiP, the agent to Spec of TP, and the main verb to T. 
With regard to the input condition on double object datives and prepositional 
datives in English, input on double object datives is unambiguous, but it is difficult 
to separate prepositional datives in English from constructions containing non-
applicative locative or benefactive arguments. As Levinson (2005) illustrates, 
differences between dative to and directional to and between dative for and other 
types of for are exemplified in English only in cases such as w/z-interrogatives and 
British do ellipsis. However, it is questionable whether such crucial evidence is 
readily available and accessible in the input children receive. 
Therefore, though prepositional datives are not structurally more complex than 
double object datives, input conditions on English prepositional datives reveal that 
children may find the applicative and non-applicative use of prepositional to and for 
ambiguous. Thus, children are hypothesized to acquire prepositional datives late. If, 
however, some children manage to make an early distinction between dative to/for 
and other types of to丨for, no acquisition problem should exist and these children are 
hypothesized to produce their first prepositional datives at the same time with their 
first double object datives. 
To summarize, based on analyses of structural complexity and input ambiguity, 
as well as the previous findings of Snyder and Stromswold (1997) and Viau (2006), 
we hypothesize that Cantonese-English bilingual children will find English 
prepositional datives more difficult than double object datives to acquire. It is also 
hypothesized that bilingual children, like their English monolingual counterparts, 
have problems with English prepositional datives because it takes longer to figure 
out the ambiguity between dative to and directional to’ and between dative for and 
other types o f f o r . 
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3.1.2 Acquisition of Cantonese Dative Constructions 
Children need to acquire three specific dative constructions for three groups of 
verbs in Cantonese: double object datives for 'teach' verbs, inverted double object 
datives for bei2 ('give'), and serial verb construction for other dative verbs. 
Chan (2003) reports that with regard to dative constructions that contain the 
main verb bei2 'give', children generally start with the ungrammatical [Zje/2-Goal-
Theme] double object datives and sometimes have the theme topicalized [Theme-
bei2-GoQ\] or use the serial verb form [6e/2-Theme-6e/2-Goal] instead of the target 
[^e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions. However, it is not clear when children start to 
produce target serial verb constructions and target double object datives for other 
dative verbs. 
Cantonese inverted ^ez'2-double object datives are expected to be difficult to 
acquire, as the acquisition process involves a discovery of an underlying structure 
which is very different from its surface form. To fully acquire the inverted bei2-
double object datives, children have to link this structure to serial verb dative 
constructions with deletion of the dative marker bei2 to derive the surface [bei2-
Theme-Goal] order. The most relevant evidence for a 6ez2-deletion analysis of [bei2-
Theme-Goal] is the adult double bei2 ([6e/2-Theme-Z7ez2-Goal]) input. However, 
Chan (2003) looks at child-directed speech in CANCORP (Lee et al. 1996) and finds 
that only 1.65% of all dative constructions that contain the main verb bei2 are in this 
form. As there is little direct evidence of the underlying structure in the input and 
6e/2-deletion is a language-specific principle, the inverted 6e/2-double object datives 
are expected to be difficult for children to acquire. 
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Apart from the main verb bei2’ we still do not know much about how children 
acquire other dative verbs and dative constructions in Cantonese. We also lack 
detailed syntactic analyses of serial verb constructions and double object datives in 
Cantonese. For our present purposes, we assume a working hypothesis that double 
object datives in Cantonese share the same structure of English double object datives 
and serial verb dative constructions share the same structure of English prepositional 
datives.4i Since Cantonese serial verb dative constructions distinguish bei2 ( 'give '= 
dative to) from heoi3 (‘go，= directional to), there should be no English-type 
ambiguity in the acquisition of serial verb constructions in Cantonese.42 
To summarize, the acquisition of Cantonese datives constructions consists of (i) 
the acquisition of the underlying serial verb dative structure with deletion of the 
dative marker to derive the surface inverted double object form with the verb 
bei2 'give', (ii) the acquisition of double object datives for 'teach' verbs, and (iii) the 
acquisition of serial verb dative constructions for other dative verbs. It is difficult to 
predict in which order target double object datives or target serial verb constructions 
will emerge in children's development, as the emergence of these constructions also 
depends on acquisition of individual verbs. However, for inverted Z7e/2-double object 
datives, since a complex derivation process is involved and children have little input 
to detect the underlying serial verb structure, it is hypothesized that Cantonese-
41 Cantonese dative constructions, like English dative constructions, indicate transfer of 
possession and are assumed to contain a low applicative head which introduces the goal to 
the possession of the theme. However, it is not clear whether the Cantonese dative marker 
bei2 functions exactly like English to/for, or is the phonetic realization of the low 
Applicative head. 
42 Notice that bei2 in Cantonese also functions as a passive marker (see Yip and Matthews 
2007). However, the distinction between triadic dative tolfor and other types of tolfor is one 
of the most difficult to make, as these prepositions can appear in identical structures (such as 
(15a-b) and (28a-b)), while in most cases, passive bei2 and dative bei2 appear in different 
structures. 
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English children will find the inverted bei2-dovib\Q object datives difficult to acquire, 
because they have few clues of the underlying structure and its derivation process. 
3.1.3 Possible Areas of Crosslinguistic Influence in Bilingual Acquisition 
There are several domains where crosslinguistic influence is likely to take place 
in the bilingual acquisition of Cantonese and English dative constructions. First, as 
Cantonese makes a lexical distinction between bei2 ('give' = dative to) and heoi3 
(‘go, = directional to) and between bei2 ('give' = dative for) and bongl ('help' = on 
behalf of), bilingual children may find the English to and for more ambiguous, as 
there is no way for them to create a new lexical item in English to separate 
prepositions that introduce non-applicative arguments from those that introduce 
applicative ones. Therefore, it is hypothesized that bilingual children will be further 
delayed in the acquisition of English prepositional datives. 
Second, as Cantonese inverted double object datives involve a complex 
derivation process, and English double object datives have an invariant [V-Goal-
Theme] order, bilingual children may find the Cantonese inverted Z)ez2-double object 
datives even more difficult to acquire and may be tempted by their English grammar 
to produce more [^e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions in Cantonese. Compared with 
their monolingual counterparts, bilingual children are hypothesized to have a higher 
error rate in non-target double object datives. 
To summarize, based on our current knowledge of structural properties of 
individual grammars and vulnerable domains in children's acquisition of dative 
constructions, we identify two possible areas of crosslinguistic interaction for 
Cantonese-English bilingual children: the English prepositional datives and the 
Cantonese inverted beil-douhlQ object datives. We make two specific hypotheses: (i) 
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for English prepositional datives, like monolingual children, bilingual children need 
to distinguish between dative to and directional to and between dative for and other 
forms of for. It is hypothesized that bilingual children will be further delayed in 
English prepositional datives; (ii) for Cantonese bei2-invcvted double object datives, 
as there is no corresponding form but a double object dative structure in English, 
bilingual children are expected to have higher error rates in this structure, due to 
difficulty to link the surface word order to its underlying serial verb form. 
3.2 Methodology 
This thesis investigates longitudinal data of five Cantonese-English bilingual 
children from the Hong Kong Bilingual Child Language Corpus (Yip and Matthews, 
2007), nine monolingual English-speaking children from various corpora, and eight 
monolingual Cantonese-speaking children from the Hong Kong Cantonese Child 
Language Corpus (CANCORP) (Lee et al. 1996). All these corpora are available at 
CHILDES (MacWhiimey, 2000). Background information of each corpus is 
provided in sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3. Measurement for acquisition of dative 
constructions is discussed in section 3.2.4. 
3.2.1 Cantonese-English Bilingual Children: The Hong Long Bilingual Child 
Language Corpus 
The Hong Long Bilingual Child Language Corpus contains longitudinal data of 
six children who come from one-parent-one-language families and are exposed to 
Cantonese and English naturally after birth. The children are recorded weekly or 
biweekly in an age period between 1;03 (years;months) and 4;06. Previous work 
from Snyder and Stromswold (1997) and Viau (2006) show that 1;06 to 3;06 
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represents the best age range for studies of early double object and prepositional 
datives, so we exclude one child whose transcribed recordings are available only 
after 3;01. Recordings of the other 5 bilingual children fit exactly into this age period. 
Among the 5 bilingual children, 4 are dominant in Cantonese, and 1 is dominant 
in English. This combination of different language dominance patterns allows us to 
investigate the role of language dominance in crosslinguistic influence. Also, note 
that 3 of the 4 Cantonese-dominant children (Timmy, Sophie and Alicia) are siblings 
in the same family. Information on age range, gender, dominant language and 
numbers of sessions in each language is summarized in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1 Background information of children in the Hong Kong Bilingual 
Child Language Corpus (Yip and Matthews, 2007) 
Child Gender Dominant Age Range Cantonese English 
Language Sessions Sessions 
Alicia F Cantonese 1;03;10 - 3;00;24 40 40 
Charlotte F English 1;08;28 - 3;00;03 19 19 
Llywelyn M Cantonese 2;00;12 - 3;04;17 17 17 
Sophie F Cantonese 1;06;00 - 3;00;09 40 40 
Timmy M Cantonese 1;05;20 - 3;06;25 34 38 
3.2.2 Monolingual English-speaking Children 
We select 9 children from the 12 children in the study by Snyder and 
Stromswold (1997). 3 children are excluded from our study because of infrequent 
recordings during an age period when first double object datives are expected to 
emerge.43 Information of each child is summarized in Table 3.2 (below). 
Recordings of Allison are infrequent after 1;10 (one at 2;4 and another at 2; 10). 
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Table 3.2 Background information on monolingual English-speaking children 
Child Gender Corpus Age Range Total Child Lines 
Adam M Brown 2 ;3 -5 ;2 21,070 
Eve F Brown l ; 6 - 2 ; 3 9,282 
Mark M MacWhinney l ; 5 - 6 ; 0 13,889 
Naomi F Sachs l ; 2 - 4 ; 9 7,593 
Nathaniel M Snow 2 ;6 -3 ;9 10,591 
Nina F Suppes 2 ;0 -3 ;3 22,535 
Peter M Bloom 1970 l ; 10 -3 ;2 26,764 
Sarah F Brown 2 ; 3 - 5 ; l 26,067 
Shem M Clark 2 ;3 -3 ;2 15,077 
3.2.3 Monolingual Cantonese-speaking children: The Hong Kong Cantonese 
Child Language Corpus (CANCORP) 
The Hong Kong Cantonese Child Language Corpus contains data of 8 children 
in an age range from 1;05 to 3;08. All these children were bom to Cantonese-
speaking parents and speak Cantonese as the first and only language, but 2 of these 8 
children were also taken care of by Filipino helpers so they occasionally received 
English input (from the helper). Each child was recorded on a biweekly basis. 
Information on age range, gender, and number of sessions is summarized in Table 
3.3 (below). 
Recordings of April are infrequent from l ;10to 2;09 (AprilOl: 1;10, April02: 2;01, ApriI03: 
2;01, April04: 2;09). 
Recordings of Ross have a huge gap between 1;06;09 and 2;06;17, and Ross has already 
produced a double object dative (‘give me that?') at 1;06;09. 
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Table 3.3 Background information on monolingual 
Cantonese-speaking children 
Child Gender Age Range No. of Sessions 
CCC M 1;10;08-2;10;27 ^ 
CGK F l ; l l ;01-2;09;09 19 
CKT M l;05;22-2;07;22 25 
HHC M 2;04;08-3;04;14 16 
LLY* F 2;08;10-3;08;09 20 
LTF* F 2;02;10-3;02;18 16 
MHZ M l;07;00-2;08;06 26 
WBH F 2;03;23-3;04;08 16 
*: Children who receive English input from Filipino helpers 
3.2.4 Measure for Acquisition 
Following Snyder and Stromswold (1997) and Viau (2006), this study chooses 
age of first non-imitative use as a measure of emergence.44 If children produce no 
non-target structures or only have a few performance errors after their first such 
constructions, the age of emergence is also considered as the age of acquisition of 
such constructions.'^^ We separate the notion of emergence from acquisition, as by 
acquisition we expect children to have very low error rates in certain constructions 
for a continuous period of time, while by emergence we only expect children to have 
some basic syntactic structures of those constructions, with or without making a 
choice of target vs. non-target structures. We think that compared with order of 
acquisition, order of emergence is a better indicator of children's developmental 
44 To qualify as a non-imitative utterance, children must produce an utterance which is not 
identical to the preceding adult utterance (i.e. children's utterance must contain at least one 
different element - which indicates that they have processed the preceding adult utterance 
and produced their own version afterwards). However, when children produce a very similar 
sentence after several such adult utterances, it would be regarded as imitative. 
45 For an utterance to be counted as the first use of a construction, it must be non-imitative 
and clearly uttered. 
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pattern in dative constructions, and as our study focuses more on children's 
developmental pattern, we put more emphasis on the order of emergence rather than 
the order of acquisition. 
As previous studies report that children acquiring Cantonese dative constructions 
are prone to error in producing the inverted Z7ez2-double object datives, a Cantonese 
dative construction will not be considered as being ftilly acquired until its accuracy 
rate reaches and remains more than 90% after a certain age."^ ^ 
The procedures to identify English dative constructions are similar to what 
Snyder and Stromswold (1997) use in their study. Snyder and Stromswold (1997) 
make a potential dativizable verb list to identify children's double object datives."^^ 
The CLAN program was used to extract all children's utterances that contained any 
of the potential dativizable verbs, and the results were checked by hand to make sure 
they were not imitations of a preceding adult utterance. For prepositional datives, the 
CLAN program were used to extract all children's utterances containing to and for, 
and these sentences was hand checked for possible prepositional datives, including 
ungrammatical ones. For an utterance to be counted as a prepositional dative, it must 
have two objects and an overt preposition to or for. The sequence of the two objects 
46 It is arbitrary to set the accuracy rate at higher than 90%, but in chapter five we will see 
that when children produce non-target structures alongside target structures, their accuracy 
rate is around 50%, which is just at chance-level. 
However, later children suddenly stop producing non-target structures and their accuracy 
rates rise to nearly 100%. Therefore, whether we take 90% rather than other rates to be the 
indicator of acquisition does not make significant differences to our argument. 
47 These verbs included: address, admit, afford, allocate, allocating, allow, ask, assign, bake, 
baking, bought, bring, broadcast, brought, build, building, built, buy, buying, commend, 
communicate, commumcating, concede, conceding, convey, demonstrate, demonstrating, 
denied, denies, deny, describe, describing, devote, devoting, dictate, dictating, did, dig, do, 
does, doing, done, dug, explain, gave, get, give, giving, got, gotten, grant, guarantee, impart, 
lend, lent, made, make, making, mention, order, ordering, orders, preach, prescribe, 
prescribing, promise, promising, radio, read, refer, refuse, refusing, relate, relating, relay, 
reserve, reserving, restore, restoring, reveal, sell, send, sent, serve, serving, show, sold, 
submit, take, taking, taught, teach, telegraph, tell, told, took, transmit, unveil, volunteer, 
whisper, wire, wiring, write, writing, and wrote. 
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could be non-target-like, but if there was no overt preposition, it would be counted as 
a double object dative. 
The procedures to identify Cantonese dative constructions are similar to the 
procedures for English ones. For inverted bei2 double object datives, the CLAN 
program was used to extract all children's utterances containing bei2, and the results 
were checked by hand to select possible non-target double object datives i\bei2-
Goal-Theme]) or target inverted ^ez2-double object datives ([&e/2-Theme-Goal]). 
For serial verb constructions and double object datives, the CLAN program was used 
to extract all children's utterances that contain potential dativizable verbs identified 
by Tang (1998).'*^ The results are hand checked to make sure they are ftill dative 
constructions. We also include topicalized [Theme-6ez2-G] or [Theme-V-6ez2-G] 
constructions in our study as topicalization is a prominent typological feature of 
Cantonese. 
48 These verbs include: sung3 'to give (a present)', zoeng2 'to award', bun I 'to move', daai3 
‘to bring，，dai6 ‘to hand to', deng3 'to pelt，，gaaul ‘to deliver', gaap3 'to lift food with 
chopsticks', gei3 ‘to send,’ lau4 'to reserve', lingl ‘to carry with hand/to take', lo2 'to bring', 
maai6 'to sell', paaiS 'to deliver', tekS 'to kick', wui6 ‘to remit', caau2 'to fiy', jing2 'to 
photocopy', pail ‘to cut', sai2 'to wash', tongS 'to iron', waak6 'to draw', zaml 'to pour', 
zikl ‘to knit', zing! 'to make', zak3 'to compose', zyu2 'to cook', coeng2 'to snatch', gaan2 
‘to choose', tnaaiS ‘to buy', lo2 'to get', taul 'to steal', zaak6 ‘to pluck', ceng2gaau3 ‘to 
inquire', gaau3 'to teach', haau2 ‘to test', kau4 'to request', and man6 'to ask'. 
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Chapter Four The Acquisition of English Dative Constructions 
This chapter reports findings on the acquisition of English double object datives and 
prepositional datives in Cantonese-English bilingual children, and compares the 
development of bilingual children with the that of monolingual English-speaking 
children in terms of order of emergence and developmental gap between the two 
dative constructions. It is found that both bilingual and monolingual children, in 
general, produce double object datives before prepositional datives, but there is a 
wider gap between bilingual children's first double object datives and first 
prepositional datives. There is one bilingual child Timmy who progresses 
exceptionally fast from double object datives to ro-datives, and distinguishes triadic 
non-applicative directional to from triadic applicative dative to at an early age. It is 
argued that this dative vs. directional distinction in prepositions is important for both 
bilingual and monolingual children in the acquisition of /o-datives. Although most 
prepositional datives bilingual children produce are target-like, two children exhibit a 
developmental period when ybr-datives exhibit a non-target word worder ([V-
P P G O A L - D P T H E M E ] ) due to influence from their Cantonese grammar, while such non-
target order is not observed in monolingual children. Verbs children use in double 
object datives and prepositional datives are also examined, and it is found that 
bilingual children use fewer verb types as monolingual children do in prepositional 
datives. 
4.1 Order of Emergence of Double Object Datives and Prepositional Datives 
English double object datives emerge before prepositional datives in all 5 
bilingual children. The age of emergence of double object datives ranges from 1;5.2 
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(years;months) to 2;2.9 (years;months), while the age of emergence of prepositional 
datives ranges from 2;4.9 to >3;4.6.' We also examine children's age of emergence 
of directional to as Viau (2006) reports that monolingual children produce directional 
to (which encodes the primitive GO) before prepositional datives, and the age of 
emergence of directional to can help us to figure out whether prepositional datives in 
bilingual children are further delayed. 
The mean age of bilingual children's acquisition of double object datives is 2;0.1, 
and their mean age of acquisition of prepositional datives is >2;9.8. No target to-
datives are attested in 2 children (Alicia and Llywelyn)'s transcripts, and no target 
/or-datives are attested in 2 children (Llywelyn and Sophie)'s transcripts. 
Age of emergence of directional to in bilingual children ranges from 2; 1.3 to 
2;5.5, and the mean age of emergence is 2;3.1. Except for Timmy, all children 
produce directional to before prepositional datives and after double object datives. 
Timmy produces directional to first, then double object datives, and prepositional 
datives come last. 
Each child's age of emergence of double object dative, prepositional dative, and 
directional to is provided in Table 4.1 (below). 
1 '>3;4.6' means greater or later than 3;4.6. The exact age of acquisition is not known 
because the child never produces any target construction before the recording ends. 
2 Note that the mean age for prepositional datives is calculated from the earlier age of 
emergence of /o-datives and/o/'-datives. 
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Table 4.1 Emergence of DOD, PD and directional to in bilingual children 
Child DOD PD Directional to 
get me the pant give it to me go to the kitchen 
Sophie 2;1.7' 2;9.8 … 2;5.5 ** 
give you one I give the bandage to him I go to school cry 
Alicia 1;5.2' 2;11.2 … 2;1.5 ** 
give po4pol heart you to open it for me ... go to Parkji'Shop 
Llywelyn 2;2.1 * >3;4.6 2;5.3 ** 
give me juice he 's going to school 
* * * * * * 
Charlotte 2;0.8 2;6.5 2;1.7 
give me nappy Ifind it for you I want to go to McDonald('s) 
Mean ^ >2;9.8 ^ 
：emerges first : emerges later : emerges last 
There is an average temporal gap of >9.7 months between the emergence of 
double object datives and prepositional datives and a gap of >10.4 months between 
the emergence of double object datives and 如-datives in bilingual children. 
Compared with the 3.3 months gap between double object datives and prepositional 
datives (Viau, 2006) and the 4.4 months gap between double object datives and to-
dative (Snyder and Stromswold, 1997) in monolingual English-speaking children, 
Cantonese-English bilingual children exhibit a much wider temporal gap between 
double object datives and prepositional datives. 
There is an average temporal gap of >6.7 months between the emergence of 
directional to and prepositional datives in bilingual children while the gap in 
monolingual English-speaking children is 0.9 months (Viau, 2006). In contrast, the 
average gap between the emergence of double object datives and directional to in 
bilingual children is 3.0 months, which is very similar to the 2.4 months gap in 
monolingual children (Viau, 2006). Table 4.2 summarizes the average temporal gaps 
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between double object datives and prepositional datives, directional to and 
prepositional datives and double object datives and directional to in bilingual and 
monolingual children. 
Table 4.2 Comparison of average temporal gaps of DOD/PD/directional to 
between bilingual and monolingual children 
DOD- PD Directional to 一 PD DOD- directional to 
(months) (months) (months) 
Bilingual ^ ^ ^ ” 
Monolingual ^ ^ 
Two reasons why the temporal gaps between double object datives and 
prepositional datives and between directional to and prepositional datives are wider 
are: i) the emergence of prepositional datives is further delayed in bilingual children 
than monolingual children; ii) the emergence of double object datives and directional 
to may be accelerated in bilingual children compared with monolingual children. To 
determine whether the development of a construction is further delayed or 
accelerated，we can compare the mean age of emergence of each construction 
between bilingual and monolingual children? The mean age of emergence of double 
object datives in bilingual children is 2;0.1, while the mean age of emergence of 
double object datives in monolingual children is 2; 1.6 (Viau, 2006). The mean age of 
emergence of prepositional datives in bilingual children is >2;9.8，while the mean 
age of emergence of prepositional datives in monolingual children is 2;4.9 (Viau, 
3 Here we only compare children's age but not MLU because MLU may not function as a 
good predictor of children's competence in dative constructions, and higher MLU which 
shows better overall mastery of a language—does not necessarily suggest masteiy of dative 
constructions. . 
Monolingual children produce their first double object datives and prepositional datives 
with different MLUs, and children's MLU in several consecutive sessions can differ greatly 
from each other, which makes it difficult to determine if there is any connection between 
MLU and acquisition of dative constructions. 
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2006). The mean age of emergence of directional to in bilingual children is 2;3.1, 
while the mean age emergence of directional to in monolingual children is 2;4.0 
(Viau, 2006). Information on the mean age of emergence of each construction in 
bilingual and monolingual children is summarized in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 Comparison of mean age of emergence of DOD/PD/directional to 
between bilingual and monolingual children 
DOD PD Directional to 
Bilingual ^ >2;9.8 ^ 
Monolingual ^ ^ 
A further look at the mean age of emergence shows that mean ages of 
emergence of double object datives and directional to in bilingual children and 
monolingual children are similar while the mean age of emergence of prepositional 
datives in bilingual children is much greater than that of monolingual children. This 
finding, combined with the fact that bilingual children have wider gaps between the 
emergence of double object datives and prepositional datives, shows that bilingual 
children are further delayed in prepositional datives. 
4.2 Ambiguous To and the Acquisition of 7V?-datives 
In chapter three we hypothesize that children's acquisition of English 
prepositional datives is greatly influenced by their knowledge of the distinction 
between dative and non-dative uses of to and for. If children find input that involves 
different prepositional to/for ambiguous, we cannot expect them to acquire to-
datives//or-datives in a straightforward manner if they have not acquired the non-
dative tolfor at roughly the same time. In this section, we analyze longitudinal data 
that contains children's utterances of triadic directional to and triadic dative to (to-
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datives)/ Triadic directional to and triadic dative to are potentially ambiguous to 
children, as both of them can appear with the same dative verb (e.g. (15)), and their 
syntactic difference can only be demonstrated in cases such as w/z-realization of 
goals, British cfo-ellipsis and dative alternation.^ It is argued that children's ability to 
distinguish dative and non-dative to in three-place predicate reflects their speed of 
progress from double object datives to 如-datives. 
4.2.1 Jo-datives and Triadic Directional to in Bilingual Children 
Among the five bilingual children, Timmy has the smallest gap (2.0 months) 
between the acquisition of double object datives and the acquisition of fo-datives.^ 
The gap in the other bilingual children ranges from 7.4 months to >19.6 months. 
Note that Charlotte, an English-dominant child, does not progress as fast as Timmy 
(a Cantonese-dominant child) does in the development of ro-datives, and the pace of 
development of the four Cantonese-dominant children varies greatly. Individual 
bilingual children's developmental gaps between double object datives and to-
datives are summarized in Table 4.4 (below). 
4 For-datives are not included in this section due to difficulty in figuring out which type of 
for children use in the transcripts. 
5 Dyadic directional to and dyadic dative to are not addressed in this section because these 
two prepositions do not appear with the same verb and do not involve genuine ambiguity. 
Dyadic dative to only appears with a limited number of verbs, such as belong, read, talk and 
happen. These verbs cannot be combined with directional to. 
6 This gap is even smaller than the mean gap of 4.4 months in monolingual children (Snyder 
and Stromswold 1997). 
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Table 4.4 Bilingual children's developmental gap between DOD and /o-datives 
Child Dominant language Gap between DOD and 切-datives (months) 
Timmy Cantonese 2.0 
Sophie Cantonese 8.1 
Alicia Cantonese >19.6 
Llywelyn Cantonese >14.5 
Charlotte English YA 
Clearly language dominance alone cannot answer the question why Timmy 
progresses exceptionally fast in his development of 如-datives. Examination of 
Timmy's production of to shows that he produces triadic directional to (40) at a 
remarkably early age of 2;04;14 even before his first 如-datives produced at 2;04;28. 
(40) I take him to the hospital. (Timmy 2;04;14) 
In contrast, among the other bilingual children, only Charlotte produces such 
triadic directional to (41) at the age of 3;03;03, which is 5.3 months after her first to-
datives. No other bilingual children produce similar instances of triadic directional to 
in their recordings. 
(41) Daddy can't do take her to the park. (Charlotte 3 ；03 ；03) 
Children's utterances with the verb take are also examined, and it is found that 
all 5 bilingual children are able to use take in Verb-Particle constructions ([V-NP-
Particle]/ [V-Particle-NP]) before their recordings end. So it is not difficulty in 
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learning the individual verbs that delays production of triadic directional to in these 
n 
children. 
Each bilingual child's developmental gaps between triadic directional to and 
triadic dative to and between double object datives and 如-datives are summarized in 
Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5 Bilingual children's production of triadic directional to and 
its relation with the acquisition of to-datives 
Legend for chart: 
A: Age of emergence of triadic directional to 
B: Age of emergence of triadic dative to (如-datives) 
C: Gap between triadic directional to and triadic dative to 
D: Age of emergence of double object datives 
E: Gap between double object datives and 如-datives 
Child A B C D E 
Timmy ^ ^ l o 
Sophie > 3;0.3 ^ ^ 
Alicia >3;0.8 >3;0.8 N/A 1;5.2 >19.6 
Llywelyn >3;4.6 >3;4.6 N/A 2;2.1 >14.5 
Charlotte 3;3.1 2;8.2 4.6 2;0.8 >7.4 
Mean >3;0.3 >2;10.5 N/A^ >10.4 
The data shows that the children (Sophie, Alicia, Llywelyn and Charlotte) who 
exhibit a huge gap between double object datives and 勿-datives also fail to produce 
both types of to in a short period of time, assuming that the ability to separate triadic 
7 Such Verb-Particle constructions are illustrated in (i-iii) (see also Yip and Matthews 2007 
Chapter 7): 
(i) take up that one. (Alicia 2; 11 ；05) 
(ii) I like to take my bike downstairs. (Llywelyn 3;04; 17) 
(iii) the witch take away this. (Sophie 2; 10; 10) 
8 As two children (Alicia and Llywelyn) do not produce any triadic directional or dative to, 
the mean gap is left undetermined. 
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dative to from triadic directional to is reflected in the progress from double object 
datives to /o-datives. We suggest that children who produce triadic dative to and 
triadic directional to roughly at the same time have a better grasp of each preposition, 
and with this dative to vs. directional to distinction children will not find input that 
contains triadic dative/ directional to ambiguous, and are able to produce fo-datives 
concurrently with or soon after their first double object datives. In contrast, children 
who progress slowly from one type of triadic to to the other type or have difficulty 
producing both types of to will be troubled by input ambiguity for a period of time, 
and they will not produce ro-datives soon after their first double object datives. 
The evidence presented above suggests that the ability to produce triadic 
directional to is linked to the acquisition of 如-datives which involves a triadic dative 
to. Only by distinguishing the two types of to in accordance with adult grammar can 
children make a quick step forward from double object datives to /o-datives. 
4.2.2 r<?-datives and Triadic Directional to in Monolingual Children 
The argument that the distinction of triadic directional to and triadic dative to is 
important for the acquisition of ro-datives is further strengthened by the observation 
that monolingual and bilingual children all follow the same developmental pattern. 
Analysis of 9 monolingual children shows that those who progress slower from 
double object datives to 如-datives (with a temporal gap of more than 8 months) are 
also late in producing triadic directional to. 
Among the 9 monolingual children, Adam and Mark demonstrate a gap of about 
9 months between their first double object datives and first /o-datives. For the other 7 
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children, the gap ranges from 0 months to 4.2 months.^ An investigation of these 
children's triadic directional to shows that Adam and Mark are also late in producing 
triadic directional to, and both of them have a gap between triadic dative to and 
triadic directional to that exceeds the mean gap in monolingual children. Note that 
Adam and Mark do not have problems with dyadic directional to. Adam produces his 
first dyadic directional to at age 2;3.0, which is concurrent with his first double 
object dative (2;3.1), but his first 勿-dative emerges at 2;11.9. Mark produces his first 
dyadic directional to at 2;6.2, which is also roughly concurrent with his first double 
object dative (2;7.2), but his first ro-dative emerges at 3;4.2. Contrary to what Viau 
(2006) has proposed, emergence of dyadic directional to fails to predict emergence 
of fo-datives in monolingual children. 
Each monolingual child's age of emergence of triadic directional to, triadic 
dative to and gaps between triadic directional to and triadic dative to and between 
double object datives and ro-datives are summarized in Table 4.6 (below). 
9 Information on monolingual children's age of emergence of double object datives and to-
datives in monolingual children comes from Snyder and Stromswold (1997). 
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Table 4.6 Monolingual children's age of emergence of triadic directional to and 
its relation with the emergence of to-datives^^ 
Legend for chart: 
A: Age of emergence of triadic directional to 
B: Age of emergence of triadic dative to (如-datives) 
C: Gap between triadic directional to and triadic dative to 
D: Age of emergence of double object datives 
E: Gap between double object datives and 如-datives 
Child A B C D E 
Adam 2;11.9 ^ ^ 
Mark 3;10.6 3;4.2 6.4* 2;7.2 9.0* 
" E ^ ^ r 9 4 l 
Naomi 2;5.0 2;5.1 0.1 2;0.9 4.2 
Nathaniel 2;5.6 2;7.0 1.4 2;5.6 1.4 
Nina 2;9.4 2;1.5 1.9* 2;0.0 1.5 
Peter 2; 1.6 2;0.2 1.4 2;0.2 0 
Sarah 3;4.9 3;2.8 2.1 2;10.7 4.1 
Shem 2;5.5 2;4.8 0.7 2;2.8 2.0 
Mean 1 ^ 5 ^ ^ J s 
：children who exhibit a gap that far exceeds the average gap 
Again, children who produce triadic directional to late do not have problems 
using verbs like take or throw in Verb-Particle construction from early on, and it is 
Monolingual children's age of acquisition of double object datives and to-datives is based 
on data reported by Snyder and Stromswold (1997). The mean age of acquisition in Table 
4.6 is slightly different from their mean age because they study 12 children but we do not 
include Allison, April and Ross in this study (as there are huge gaps in their first few 
recordings, which may contain their first dative constructions). 
“Our hypothesis does not predict that there will be an ordering effect in the separation of 
triadic directional to from triadic dative to. Children may start with either type of to, and the 
gap is calculated by deducting the smaller age of emergence of triadic directional/dative to 
ifi om the greater age of emergence of triadic directional/dative to. 
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not the acquisition of the verb that delays children's production of triadic directional 
,0.12 
Among the 9 monolingual children, only Adam and Mark exhibit a gap that far 
exceeds the average gap between double object datives and ro-datives. Adam and 
Mark also have an above-average gap between triadic directional to and triadic 
dative toP This indicates that the ability to produce both triadic directional to and 
triadic dative to in a short period is crucial for children to make fast progress from 
double object datives to ro-datives. 
However, quantitatively, only 2 out of 9 monolingual children are late in 
producing to-datives and triadic directional to while 4 out of 5 bilingual children 
have similar problems. The largest gap between double object datives and /o-datives 
in monolingual children is 9 months, while such gap in bilingual children is >19.6 
months. To conclude, bilingual children are further delayed in the acquisition of to-
datives, and are more likely to be affected by the input ambiguity between triadic 
directional to and triadic dative to. Though in general bilingual children follow the 
same developmental pattern observed in monolingual children, crosslinguistic 
influence manifests as delay in the acquisition of 如-datives. 
4.3 The Acquisition of For-datives 
This section reports bilingual children's acquisition of ybr-datives, comparing 
their development with that of monolingual children. It is observed that 2 bilingual 
children produce non-target /o卜datives with [ V - P P G O A L - D P T H E M E ] word order and 
12 Such Verb-Particle constructions in monolingual children are illustrated in (i-iii): 
(i) take head off. (Adam 2;03;04) 
(ii) I want to throw that away. (Mark 2;06; 14) 
(iii) take it off. (N ina l ; l l ; 24 ) 
� N i n a also exhibits such an above-average gap though she acquires /o-datives soon after 
double object datives. There is no clear explanation for Nina's delay in production of triadic 
directional to and we treat it as an exception. 
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one bilingual child conflates theme and goal. Such mistakes are rarely found in 
monolingual children. Also, some bilingual and monolingual children have not 
acquired the semantic distinction between to and for and conflate to with for in 
prepositional datives. 
4.3.1 For-datives in Bilingual Children 
Target /or-datives are not attested in 2 bilingual children's corpus when the 
recording ends at 3;6. Both of these children only produce non-target /or-datives 
with [Verb-PPcoAL-DPTHEME] order. Llywelyn produces 1 such /or-dative in his last 
recording at age 3;04;17. Sophie produces a total of 4 such/or-datives in her corpus, 
and all these 4/or-datives are found in the same session at age 2;05;30.i4 Some of 
these non-targetybr-datives are illustrated in (42-44). 
(42) will buy for Kenny that. (Llywelyn 3;04;17) 
(43) I buy for you the bear okay? (Sophie 2;05;30) 
(44) buy for me this one. (Sophie 2;05;30) 
14 Sophie does produce one target /o/^-dative in her recordings, but that utterance is 
considered imitative, as the adult specifically elicits the construction: 
(i) INV: you say to mummy, say +，，/. 
INV: +，’ buy sunglasses for me, mummy? 
CHI: mummy next time buy sunglasses for me? (Sophie 2;04;18) 
Much of the content of Sophie's utterances (especially the/or-dative part) is a repetition 
based on investigator's prior utterance, and if we consider the fact that Sophie does not 
produce any target/or-datives in the later recordings (only non-target ones at 2;05;30), it is 
reasonable to treat (i) as imitative, which is not evidence for the acquisition of/o/^-datives at 
that age. 
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An analysis of adults' utterances containing /or-datives shows that this non-
target [V-PP-DP] order never appears in the input, neither is this order grammatical 
in Cantonese, as the theme appears after the verb in the Cantonese serial verb dative 
construction, following the [V-Theme-^e/2-Goal] order strictly. ^^  If we adopt 
Bowers and Georgala's (2005) proposal on the derivation of prepositional datives, 
this [V-PP-DP] order shows that the children fail to move the theme-DP to the Spec 
of VoiP or fail to construct the Agree relation between the probe in Voice and the 
theme-DP in /or-datives. However, we suggest that this [V-PP-DP] structure is 
transferred from Cantonese, and after we look at children's non-target [V-6e/2-Goal-
Theme] structure in Cantonese serial verb dative constructions in chapter five, we 
will discuss possible reasons for this non-target word order in both languages in 
chapter six. 
The non-target [V-PP-DP] order is not found in the other bilingual children's 
/or-datives. Alicia, Charlotte and Timmy all follow the [V-DP-PP] order in for-
datives. However, some /or-datives (45-46) in Charlotte and Timmy are not well-
formed, as the goal (also benefaciary) and the theme seem to be misplaced. 
(45) CHI: let's make a market for girl. 
INV: ha? 
CHI: market. 
CHI: XX the market. 
INV: yah. 
CHI: make the girl for blanket. (Charlotte 3;00;03) 
"However, note that Sophie and some monolingual Cantonese children also produce several 
non-target serial verb dative constructions with [V-^ez2-Goal-Theme] order. This will be 
discussed in detail in Chapter Five. 
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In (45)，Charlotte at first produces a well-formedybr-dative {let's make a market 
for girl), but later she switches the two objects blanket and the girl, producing an ill-
formed ybr-dative {make the girl for blanket) which is difficult to interpret. 
Timmy also produces an ill-formed^br-dative in the following conversation (46). 
At the beginning, he uses a big house as a typical theme, but later he switches you 
and this one (referring to the house) and produces an ill-formedybr-dative: 
(46) INV: yeh make a big house. 
CHI: +" make a big house. 
CHI: +" make a big house. 
INV: yeh, this house is not big enough now. 
CHI: I make you for this one. (Timmy 2;01;22) 
Charlotte produces a total of 12 /or-datives in her corpus, and only 1 of these 12 
/or-datives is uninterpretable. We suggest that (45) can be considered a performance 
error, as Charlotte continuously produces 8 well-formed target /or-datives in the 
same transcript before she produces the non-target (45).^^ 
However, the case with Timmy is somewhat different, as the uninterpretable (46) 
is his first/or-dative. Timmy produces a total of 4 /or-datives, and his subsequent 
/or-datives, though target-like and well-formed, appear after 3;04;15. Therefore, we 
take the ill-formed (46) as evidence that Timmy has not fully acquired /o卜datives at 
that age. 
Some of these target/or-datives include: 
(i) we'll make a seatbelt for daddy. (Charlotte 3；00;03) 
(ii) make a house for the girl. (Charlotte 3;00;03) 
(iii) make a quilt for her. (Charlotte 3;00;03) 
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The five bilingual children's developmental gaps between double object datives 
andybr-datives and non-target uses of/or-datives are summarized in Table 4.7. 
Table 4.7 Bilingual children's development of/or-datives 
Child Dominant Gap between DOD - Ill-formedness Non-target 
language /<?r-datives (months) Order 
Timmy Cantonese 13.6 Yes No 
Sophie Cantonese >10.6 No Yes 
Alicia Cantonese 18.0 No No 
Llywelyn Cantonese >14.5 No Yes 
Char lo t t eEng l i sh J j No No 
It can be seen that Charlotte's /or-datives are more target-like than those of 
other bilingual children. Charlotte proceeds relatively fast from double object datives 
to /br-datives, and does not produce ill-formed or non-target /or-datives in her 
utterances, whereas the other bilingual children either use /or-datives with a [V-PP-
DP] order, or produce /or-datives that are difficult to comprehend in terms of adult 
grammar, progressing slowly from double object datives to /or-datives. 
Note that we have not discussed the ambiguity between triadic dative for and 
other types of for in this section. This is because from what children produce we can 
hardly determine which for they are u s i n g . W e suggest that the distinction between 
triadic dative for and other types of for is related to the distinction between triadic 
dative to and triadic directional to. If children know that triadic dative to differs from 
triadic directional to because it takes dative arguments, then they may be able to 
apply the same analysis to dative for and other types of for. However, if some 
17 Unlike non-dative to, non-dative for can appear with the same arguments that dative for 
takes, and the meaning difference is often so subtle that only a clear context can help to 
separate the two types o f f o r apart. 
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children have difficulty disambiguating different types of to, they probably cannot 
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make an early distinction between dative for and other types o f f o r . 
4.3.2 F(Or-datives in Monolingual Children 
To make a comparison with bilingual children, we check 9 monolingual 
English-speaking children's utterances before 3;07 (as all 5 bilingual children's 
recordings ends before or at 3;06;25). It is found that the age of emergence of /or-
datives in monolingual children ranges from 1;11.3 to 3;4.5. The gap between double 
object datives and /or-datives ranges from 1.7 months to 9.3 months (mean = 4.2 
months). The age of firstybr-datives and gaps between double object datives and^br-
datives are provided in Table 4.8 (below). 
18 However, note that in English, verbs appearing in 如-datives are generally different from 
verbs appearing in /or-datives, and children's first to-datives and first /or-datives can be 
influenced greatly by types of verbs they have acquired at that age. 
Also, for may be more complex for children to acquire as it requires the notion of 
beneficiary. We find that some bilingual and monolingual children occasionally conflate to 
and for in prepositional datives. This shows that they have not fully mastered the non-
benefactive vs. benefactive distinction between to and for. For this reason, some children 
may be a little 丨ate in producing/or-datives. 
19 Nathaniel's age of acquisition of /or-datives is unclear, because although he does not 
produce any/o7'-datives in his corpus which ends at 3;9.1, the recording becomes infrequent 
after 3;0.6 with intervals of more than one month. There may be missing/o/'-datives between 
3;0.6 and 3;9.1, thus it is better to leave Nathaniel out from our comparison. 
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Table 4.8 For-datives in monolingual children 
Child First DOD First>r-datives Gap between DOD -
(years, months) (years;months) /or-datives (months) 
Adam ^ 2;11.0 TF" 
Mark 2;7.2 3;4.5 9.3 * 
Eve 1;7.9 1;11.3 3.4 
Naomi 2;0.9 2;3.6 2.7 
Nina 2;0.0 2;1.7 1.7 
Peter 2;0.2 2;4.5 4.3 
Sarah 2;10.7 3;0.6 1.9 
Shem 2;2.8 2;5.1 2.3 
Mean 2;2.6 
：children who exhibit a gap that far exceeds the average gap 
It is found that monolingual children, on average, produce /or-datives earlier 
than bilingual children. The mean age of emergence of ybr-dative in monolingual 
children is 2;6.8，while the mean age of emergence in bilingual children is >3;0.3. 
The average gap between double object datives and /o/'-datives in monolingual 
children is 4.2 months, while such gap in bilingual children is >12.5 months. Most 
monolingual children produce /or-datives within 4.3 months after their first double 
object datives, while all bilingual children take a longer time to acquire/or-datives 
after their first double object datives. Charlotte, an English-dominant child, produces 
/or-datives 5.7 months after her first double object datives, with a smaller gap than 
other Cantonese-dominant bilingual children. A comparison of temporal gaps 
between double object datives and /or-datives and mean ages of acquisition of /or -
datives in bilingual and monolingual children is provided in Table 4.9 (below). 
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Table 4.9 Comparison of/or-datives between monolingual 
and bilingual children 
Gap between DOD and for- Mean age of acquisition oifor-
datives (months) datives (years; months) 
Bilingual >12.5 >3;0.3 
Monolingual 4.2 2;6.8 
There is an interesting parallel between the late emergence of ybr-datives and 
the late emergence of /o-datives in Adam and Mark. Though we do not know when 
Adam and Mark differentiate dative for from other types of for, we suggest that this 
differentiation is related to the distinction between triadic dative to and triadic 
directional to. As Adam and Mark are late in separating triadic dative to from triadic 
directional to, not surprisingly, they also have difficulty distinguishing dative^br and 
other types o f f o r . As a result, they produce/or-datives much later than double object 
datives compared with other monolingual children. 
Among the 12 monolingual children (here we include data of Allison, April and 
Ross as we would like to see their later development in /or-datives), only Peter 
produces one/o卜dative that exhibits the double object dative [V-Goal-Theme] order. 
(47) write for me a Patsy. (Peter 2;05;22) 
Peter produces a total of 17/or-datives during the age period 2;04;15 to 3;01;20, 
and only one token is in the non-target order (47). This case is very likely a 
performance error, as Peter never makes the same mistake again and no other 
monolingual children use the same order for their /or-datives. If we compare 
bilingual children's /or-datives with those of monolingual children, the difference is 
striking: 2 out of 5 bilingual children use the non-target [Verb-PP-DP] order for all 
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their 5 ybr-datives while only 1 out of 12 monolingual child accidentally produces 1 
suchybr-dative. This is more likely a case of qualitative difference between bilingual 
and monolingual children than a quantitative difference. 
The majority of /or-datives monolingual children produced are well-formed. 
However, 3 children (Eve, Ross and Nina) occasionally repeat the goal by attaching 
a /or-PP to the double object dative ([Verb-DPGOAL-DPxHEME-PPGOAL]). These 
utterances are illustrated in (48)-(50). 
(48) FAT: we'll put the pretty picture # right there . 
CHI: so Papa can look at i t . 
FAT: so I can see it # yes .an(d) I go get you another one for you. 
CHI: an(d) I go get you another one for you . (Eve 2;02) 
(49) CHI: are you going to buy me pooey pooey for me? (Ross 2; 10; 17) 
(50) MOT: did you tell her that story already? 
CHI: told her that story for her. (Nina 2;05;25) 
In all three cases, monolingual children's goal appears twice, once immediately 
after the verb and again inside the for-??, and no strong evidence from the context 
shows that the for-?? is used in the non-applicative sense. These utterances may be 
treated as performance errors, as only one such structure is found in each of these 
three children's transcripts. But even if they are not performance errors, they do not 
necessarily show that these children have problems with the structure of double 
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object datives orybr-datives. Rather, it seems that these children try to emphasize the 
benefactive reading by adding a for-PP to double object datives. 
In general, there exist very few problems with regard to word order or theme-
goal relation in the ^r-datives monolingual children produce. In contrast, bilingual 
children produce more non-target word order or uninterpretable /br-datives in their 
recordings, and there seems to be a qualitative difference between bilingual and 
monolingual children in their production of ^br-datives. We will discuss bilingual 
children's non-target /br-datives together with other cases of crosslinguistic 
influence we observe in chapter six. 
4.3.3 To-datives and/or-datives 
In this section we investigate conflation of to and for in children's prepositional 
datives. It is found that both bilingual and monolingual children occasionally 
conflate to and for, but this shows a semantic rather than syntactic difficulty in the 
development of prepositional datives. 
Among the 5 bilingual children, Sophie is the only child who occasionally 
conflate to and for in prepositional datives. She has produced 3 /o-datives that are 
normally used as ybr-datives according to adult usage, and 1 /or-dative with a null 
theme with the verb 'give' that should take to-?? instead. 
(51) CHI: you want? 
INV: uhm, yes, if you can�g ive me one> [>]. 
CHI: <I g ive� [< ] for you. (Sophie: 2;08;22) 
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Here Sophie omits the theme one in the utterance I give for you. This is not 
surprising as null object is frequently observed in bilingual children's English (Yip 
and Matthews, 2000，2007). However, the context shows that Sophie is using the 
wrong preposition for with the verb give, because the investigator just asks Sophie to 
give her one crab. In this situation, ybr cannot be understood as on behalf of, and the 
right preposition for this sentence should be to. 
(52) CHI: I want to buy something to this pencil. (Sophie: 2; 10; 10) 
Before Sophie produces this utterance (52), she is talking about a princess with 
the investigator. It is difficult to figure out what Sophie intends to mean with this 
utterance. She might have omitted a verb between to and this pencil, but that is 
unlikely because Sophie does not pause when she utters the whole sentence. Another 
similar utterance is also observed in a later transcript: 
(53) CHI: I'll buy you +... 
INV: buy me what? 
CHI: <I> [/] I buy <the> [/] the xxx to you. (Sophie: 3 ；00;09) 
Though in this conversation the theme is not clearly pronounced, the structure 
{buy xxx to you) shows that Sophie uses a ro-dative with the verb buy as a response to 
the w/7-in-situ question asked by the adult investigator. This example, together with 
the previous examples (51-52), demonstrate that Sophie has not fully acquired the 
semantic distinction between to and for in prepositional datives at age 3;00. 
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Sophie produces a total of 4 prepositional datives which conflate to and for 
(including null object datives) in her corpus. Her conflated prepositional datives 
greatly outnumber her target prepositional datives, as she only produces 1 target to-
dative in her corpus, and her 4 yor-datives (excluding the conflated ones) are all in 
the non-target [V-PP-DP] order. 
Similar to-for conflation in prepositional datives is also observed in 
monolingual children. Among the 12 monolingual children we looked at, 5 conflate 
to and for in /or-datives and the rare cases of Adam and Ross can be considered as 
performance errors. Analysis of the context in which these conflated ^ r-datives are 
produced shows that there is no reason to believe that these children use/or-PP in the 
benefactive or deputy (on-behalf-of) sense. The ratio of conflated /or-datives to 
target /or-datives, verbs that children use in conflated /or-datives and age of each 
case of conflation are summarized in Table 4.10. 
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Table 4.10 Monolingual children's to-for conflation 
Child Ratio of conflated/<?r-datives Verbs that appear in conflation (age 
to target/or-datives of production) 
Adam 1 to 34 give (3;03;04) 
Eve 5 to 34 give (1;11)，take (2;00) 
Shem 2 to 11 throw (2;05;16) 
Ross 2 to 40 give (2;06;17,3;03;15) 
Nina 7 to 61 give (2;03;18,2;04;12,2;05;27, 
2;05;28, 2;09;21,3;03;01), send 
(2;03;18) 
Here Eve's one case with conflation o f f o r and triadic directional to is also included in the 
table. 
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Monolingual children's production of /o-datives is also checked, and it is found 
that there is no to-for conflation in these /^o-datives. Compared with bilingual 
children, monolingual children seem to make less conflation errors in prepositional 
datives, as Sophie's ratio of conflated prepositional datives to target prepositional 
datives is 4 to 1，and with conflation of to and for in both /or-datives and ^o-dative 
while monolingual children only have such problems with ^br-datives. However, 3 
out of 12 monolingual children have some conflation problem in ^ br-datives while 1 
out of 5 bilingual children have similar problems. We suggest that this quantitative 
difference results from the fact that bilingual children are generally delayed in 
acquiring prepositional datives, and they have not produced as many prepositional 
datives as monolingual children do before the recording ends. Therefore, we are not 
able to figure out whether bilingual children will have more to-for conflation 
problems when they start producing more prepositional datives. 
The same to-for conflation in prepositional datives is also found in monolingual 
Cantonese-speaking children who acquire English as a second language. Dai (2006) 
reports the experimental finding that Cantonese-speaking children from 8;4 to 13;8 
conflate to and for in the L2 English prepositional datives with verbs like give and 
make. 
To summarize, both monolingual children and bilingual children have the 
tendency to conflate to and for in prepositional datives. Monolingual children only 
have problems with ybr-datives, while bilingual children have conflation in both to-
datives and ybr-datives. This conflation reveals that some children have difficulty in 
acquiring the semantics of preposition in English. However, it does not show that 
children have difficulty acquiring the syntactic function of English prepositions. 
Their word order is basically target-like (except for Sophie), and the conflation 
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makes their utterances ungrammatical only if we apply the strict adult semantics to 
the child's language. 
4.4 Double Object Datives and Dative Alternation 
In this section we discuss types of dative verbs children use in dative 
constructions and make comparison between bilingual children and monolingual 
children in the type of verbs they use in each dative construction. It is found that 
bilingual children use much fewer types of verbs in prepositional datives than 
monolingual children. Also, bilingual children allow the same verbs to alternate 
between double object datives and prepositional datives when they reach a more 
advanced level in dative constructions. 
4.4.1 Double Object Datives and Dative Alternation in Bilingual Children 
All the 5 bilingual children produce more tokens and verb types in double 
object datives than prepositional datives. The number and age range of grammatical 
dative constructions bilingual children use are summarized in Table 4.12 (below). 
Bilingual children's dative verbs are separated into two age ranges: those verbs 
that emerge before (or at) 3;0 and those verbs that emerge between 3;1 and 3;6, 
because recordings of Alicia, Charlotte and Sophie end around 3;0 while Llywelyn's 
data is available till 3;4 and Timmy till 3;6. 
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Table 4.12 Dative Verbs in Bilingual Children 
Verbs that emerge before (or at) 3;0 
Child DOD Jo-datives For-datives 
(token) age range (token) age range (token) age range 
Timmy get (7) 2;02;27-3;05;01give (2) 2 ;04 ;28 -3 ;6 ; l lNo 
give (12) 2;04;21-3;05;14 kick(\) 2;11;18 
send{4) 2;02;27-3;05;\4 
re//(l)2;08;25 
Sophie getil)2;01;\0 give (1) 2;09;24 No 
give (17) 2;01;20-2;11;18 
Alicia get (I) 1;05;05 No open (l) 2;\\;05 
Llywelyn give (2) 2;02;03-2;10;04 No No 
read (2) 3;00;27 
Charlotte bring (1) 2;02;06 give (2) 2;08;06-3;00;03 fmd{\) 2;06;16 
buy (1) 2;08;06 •yfl少� 2;09;19 get � 2;10;15 
draw (1) 2;03;17 make (9) 2;09;19-
ger(l)2;04;20 3;00;03 
give (15) 2;00;25-2;10;29 
make (\)2;09;\9 
show (1) 2;08;06 
Verbs that emerge between 3;1 and 3;6 
Timmy 少⑴ 3;01;06 throw (1) 3;06;25 get (3)3;04;15-
3;05;14 
buy (\)3;06;\\ 
Llywelyn No No No 
Timmy and Charlotte produce more verb types and tokens of dative 
constructions than other children. This is consistent with their overall developmental 
pattern in English dative construction. Timmy produces 如-datives soon after his first 
double object datives, and though his /or-datives emerge late，he does not produce 
non-target/or-datives. Charlotte, though having a gap between her first double object 
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dative and her first prepositional dative, does not produce any non-target 
prepositional datives in her corpus. Therefore, it is not surprising that Timmy and 
Charlotte are able to use a number of different verbs in dative constructions. 
Among the other three bilingual children, Sophie produces a relatively large 
number of double object datives and acquires /'o-datives 8 months after her first 
double object dative. Alicia and Llywelyn do not produce many double object 
datives and their prepositional datives are even fewer. 
The five bilingual children produce 10 different verbs in double object datives, 
3 verbs in fo-datives and 4 verbs in /or-datives before 3;0. On average, each child 
uses 3.2 verbs in double object datives, 1 verb in 如-datives, and 0.8 verbs in/or-
datives. Timmy continues to produce new verbs in each construction between 3;1 
and 3;6 while Llywelyn does not use any new verbs in these constructions during 
that age period. 
Most bilingual children are able to use the verb give in both double object 
datives and /o-datives. Apart from give, Timmy also uses get and buy in both forms, 
and Charlotte uses make in both forms. It seems that when bilingual children become 
more advanced in the acquisition of dative constructions, they allow verbs to 
alternate freely between double object datives and prepositional datives. However, 
note that all these verbs first appear in double object datives rather than prepositional 
datives, and the only exception is Charlotte's make which occurs concurrently in 
both forms in the same transcript. This may be because bilingual children are more 
confident with double object datives or they prefer to use double object datives as a 
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basis to acquire new dative verbs. 
Another possibility is that as we are sampling two constructions occurring at different 
frequencies, and children generally produce more double object datives than prepositional 
datives, we may miss some early prepositional datives. 
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4.4.2 Double Object Datives and Dative Alternation in Monolingual Children 
Gropen et al. (1989)，using CHILDES data, investigate 5 monolingual 
children's type, token and age range of dative constructions, and part of their results 
are summarized in table 4.13. In order to make monolingual data comparable to 
bilingual children, we separate the monolingual children's dative verbs into two 
groups: i) verbs that emerge before (or at) 3;0; ii) verbs emerge between 3;1 and 3;6. 
Table 4.13 Dative Verbs in Monolingual children^^ 
Verbs that emerge before (or at) 3;0 
Child Double Object Datives Prepositional datives 
Adam get, give, hand, show, sing, tell, give, make, show 
Eve bring, get, give, read, show bring, buy, do, find, get, give, make, 
push, read, say 
Ross bring, buy, give bring, buy, give, make, save 
Sarah give, pour make 
Verbs that emerge between 3;1 and 3;6 
Child Double Object Datives Prepositional datives 
Adam bring, buy, draw, make cook, get, keep, open, read, set, send, 
take, throw, turn 
Ross bring, draw, get, find, make, read, bring, open, read, say, sing, tell, throw 
show, teach, tell 
Sarah get, show, tell bring, buy, give, throw 
Table 4.13 shows that monolingual children, similar to bilingual children, do 
not use a large number of verbs in double object datives before age 3;0. A total often 
different verbs are used by four children in double object datives, and each child, on 
22 This table is constructed based on information provided by Gropen et al. (1989). Gropen et 
al. (1989) did not separate /o-datives from/or-datives so we only have data on prepositional 
datives as a whole. 
Note some verbs included in Gropen et al. (1989)，s list are not likely to be used in dative 
constructions, such as hold and fix, and these verbs are not included in Table 4.13. 
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average, uses four verbs in double object datives before 3;0. This suggests that the 
bilingual children we study do not differ greatly from monolingual children in their 
use of double object datives before 3;0. However, monolingual children use more 
verbs in double object datives between 3;l-3;6 while bilingual children of this age do 
not use these verbs in any type of dative constructions. 
Monolingual children in both age periods (before and after 3;0) generally use 
more different verbs in prepositional datives than bilingual children do. The four 
children produce a total of 12 different verbs in prepositional datives before 3;0, and 
three children produce 10 new verbs between 3;1 and 3;6. Each child, on average, 
uses 4.75 verbs before 3;0, and 13 verbs before 3;6. There is a quantitative difference 
between bilingual and monolingual children in the variety of verbs children use in 
prepositional datives. Bilingual children do not produce prepositional datives 
frequently because they are further delayed in the acquisition of both 如-datives and 
/or-datives, and do not use as many new dative verbs in this construction. 
4.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we investigate bilingual children's acquisition of English dative 
construction and compare their development with that of monolingual children. 
Bilingual children, in general, are further delayed in the acquisition of prepositional 
datives, but one child Timmy progresses as fast as most monolingual children do in 
his acquisition of prepositional datives. It is argued that the ambiguity between 
triadic dative tolfor and other types of tolfor makes prepositional datives difficult to 
acquire, and only children who can successfully distinguish the two types of 
prepositions produce their first prepositional datives soon after or concurrently with 
23 Bilingual children have acquired most of these verbs {bring, draw, find, show, sing, teach, 
tell), but they use them in the bare form or with one object. 
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their first double object datives. Some bilingual children also produce non-target 
prepositional datives in the [ V - P P G O A L - D P T H E M E ] order, and this structure is 
transferred from similar structures in their Cantonese grammar. To-for conflation is 
also detected in prepositional datives of some bilingual and monolingual children, 
suggesting that these children have not fully acquired the semantic content of to and 
for. 
We observe that crosslinguistic influence is manifested as delay in the late 
emergence of prepositional datives and as transfer in the non-target [V-PP-DP] 
structure in bilingual children. In chapter six we will discuss the role of language 
dominance and input ambiguity as well as factors that make English prepositional 
datives a vulnerable domains in child language acquisition. 
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Chapter Five The Acquisition of Cantonese Dative Constructions 
This chapter discusses the acquisition of Cantonese dative constructions in both 
bilingual and monolingual children. It is necessary to separate order of emergence 
from order of acquisition, as children are known to use non-target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions for a prolonged period of time in their early grammar (Chan, 2003). 
We will first discuss the order of emergence of each Cantonese dative construction in 
bilingual and monolingual children, and then examine target and non-target forms of 
inverted ^e/2-double object datives and serial verb dative constructions. Several 
qualitative as well as quantitative differences are observed between monolingual and 
bilingual children. In particular, the syntactic derivation of inverted 6ez2-double 
object datives is more challenging to bilingual children, and their high frequency of 
early non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] utterances are attributed to crosslinguistic 
influence from their English grammar. 
5.1 Order of Emergence of Cantonese Dative Constructions 
This section presents the order of emergence of Cantonese dative constructions 
in both bilingual and monolingual children. We shall examine the development of 
inverted &ez2-double object datives ([6g/2-Theme-Goal]), non-target [6ez2-Goal-
Theme] constructions, double bei2 constructions ([6ez2-Theme-6ez2-Goal]), serial 
verb dative constructions ([V-Theme-6ez7-Goal]), double object datives with teach 
verbs ([V-Goal-Theme])，and topicalized [Theme-6e/2-Goal] constructions. We take 
age of first non-imitative use as the age of emergence for each construction. It is 
found that both bilingual and monolingual children start with the topicalized 
[Theme-6e/2-Goal] constructions, but monolingual children progress faster from 
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non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions to target [bei 2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions, and produce serial verb dative constructions at an earlier age 
compared with bilingual children. 
5.1.1 Order of Emergence in Bilingual Children 
While each bilingual child exhibits a slightly different order of emergence in 
dative constructions, they generally produce topicalized [Theme-办e/2-Goal] 
constructions first, and their non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions appear 
before their first target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions. Most bilingual children, 
unlike their monolingual counterparts, do not produce serial verb dative 
constructions or double bei2 constructions before their first target [Z)ez2-Theme-Goal] 
and non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions. One child, Sophie, also produces 
non-target [V-6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions before target serial verb dative 
constructions. Few bilingual children produce double object datives (with teach 
verbs) datives in their recordings. Bilingual children's order of emergence of 
Cantonese dative constructions is summarized in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 Bilingual children's order of emergence of 
Cantonese dative constructions 
"Child T-bei2-G bei2-G-T bei2-T-G V-G-T 
Timmy 2;01;22 2;07;14 2;04;28 
Sophie 1;08;23 2;03;25 2;08;22 n.a. 
Alicia 1;09;10 2;03;16 n.a. 3;00;10 
Llywelyn n.a. 2;09;07 2;10;04 n.a. 
72 Monolingual children's order of emergence of Cantonese dative constructions will be 
discussed in section 5.1.2. 
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Child bei2-T-bei2-G \-bei2-G'T \-T-bei2-G 
Timmy 2;08;18 r ^ 2;10.28 
Sophie 2;11;18 2;05;02 2;05;16 
Alicia 1;11;05 n.a. 2;00;26 
Llywelyn n.a. n.a. n.a. 
n.a. = not attested 
Table 5.1 shows that children generally start with the topicalized [Theme-6ez2-
Goal] construction. They are sensitive to topicalization as a typological feature of 
Cantonese early in their development. Three children (Alicia, Llywelyn and Sophie) 
produce non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions before target [^)ez2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions, while one child (Timmy) produces target |>d2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions before non-target [^)e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions. The order of 
emergence of serial verb datives constructions in most bilingual children (except 
Alicia) differs from the pattern in monolingual children, which is serial verb dative 
constructions before non-target j>ez7-Goal-Theme] constructions and target [bei2-
Theme-Goal] constructions (shown in section 5.1.2). Only Alicia produces target 
double object datives with teach verbs. All the other bilingual children have acquired 
at least one of the teach verbs, but they have not produced any dative constructions 
with these verbs. Each bilingual children's order or emergence of serial verb dative 
constructions, non-target [6gz2-Goal-Theme] constructions and target [6ez2-Theme-
Goal] constructions are summarized in Table 5.2 (below). 
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Table 5.2 Bilingual children's order of emergence of serial verb dative 
constructions, {bei2-G-J] constructions and {bei2-T-G\ constructions 
Child Order of Emergence 
Timmy [beil-T-G] < [beil-G-T] < serial verb dative~“ 
Sophie [bei2-G-T] < serial verb dative < [bei2-T-G] 
Alicia Serial verb dative < [bei2-G-Tl no [bei2-T-G] 
Llywelyn [bei2-G-T] < [bei2-T-G], no serial verb dative 
Sophie's non-target [V-Z)e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions emerge at 2;05;02 and 
last till 2;08;22. One of these non-target serial verb datives is illustrated in (54). 
(54) CHI: ngo5 dou2 bei2 leiS sau2 aal . 
I pour DAT you hand SFP 
'I pour for you hand.' 
INV: lei5 dou2 bei2 ngo5 zou6mel aa3 . 
you pour DAT me for what SFP 
'Why do you pour (hand) for me?, 
CHI: ngo5 dou2 bei2 leiS seoi2 aa3 . 
I pour DAT you water SFP 
‘I pour for you water.' (Sophie: 2;08;28) 
In (54), Sophie at first produces sau2 (‘hand,) which does not make sense as 
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indicated by the adult's query, and she then replaces it with seoi2 ('water'). Notice 
that in both serial verb dative constructions Sophie uses the non-target [V-6e/2-Goal-
Theme] order. Sophie's non-target serial verb datives are discussed in detail in 
section 5.3. 
“ I n fact, Sophie's first production of sau2 is probably a mispronunciation ofseoil 'water'. 
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5.1.2 Order of Emergence in Monolingual Children 
Monolingual children, in general, start with the topicalized [Theme-6e/2-Goal] 
construction. However, they differ from bilingual children in that more monolingual 
children produce the target [^?e/2-Theme-Goal] construction before or concurrently 
with the non-target [^ez2-Goal-Theme] construction. Also, the serial verb dative 
construction emerges relatively earlier in monolingual children. Monolingual 
children's order of emergence of Cantonese dative constructions is summarized in 
Table 5.3. 
Table 5.3 Monolingual children's order of emergence of 
Cantonese dative constructions^"* 
C h i l d T - b e i 2 - G bei2-T-G bei2-G-T V-G-T 
CCC 2;09;07 iLa! n ^ 
CGK 2;02;07 2;03;11 2;03;11 n.a. 
CKT 2;04;00 2;07;02 n.a. n.a. 
HHC 2;06;10 n.a. 2;10;13 n.a. 
LLY n.a. 3;01;13 2;11;08 3;03;15 
LTF n.a. 2;04;27 2;03;30 3;02;18 
MHZ 1;11;06 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
WBH 2;09;19 n.a. n.a. n.a. 
(to be continued below) 
74 Note that both LLY and LTF produce [T-bei2-G] constructions in their corpus, but their 
first such utterances are found after their first [bei2-T-G] or [bei2-G-T] constructions. As 
most children produce [T-bei2-G] constructions before [bei2-T-G] and [bei2-G-T] 
constructions, the first [T-bei2-G] utterances we find in transcripts of LLY and LTF may not 
be their first such constructions, and therefore we leave the age of emergence of [T-bei2-G] 
constructions in LLY and LTF unattested in Table 5.3. 
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Child T-W-bei2-G V-beil-T-G V-T-bei2-G bei2-T-bei2-G 
CCC 2;09;23 2;09;23 
CGK n.a. n.a. 2;02;21 2;03;04 
CKT n.a. n.a. 2;06;18 n.a. 
HHC 2;09;30 2;11;08 2;11;08 n.a. 
LLY n.a. 3;03;15 2;11;08 2;11;08 
LTF n.a. n.a. 2;03;30 n.a. 
MHZ n.a. n.a. 2;04;07 2;03;09 
WBH n.a. n.a. 2;11;28 n.a. 
n.a. = not attested 
It can be found that among the eight monolingual children, six produce the 
topicalized [Theme-6e/2-Goal] construction first. We suggest that the early 
emergence of the topicalized [Theme-bei2-Goa\] construction, in both bilingual and 
monolingual children, shows that children are sensitive to the topicalization as a 
typological feature of Cantonese, and this structure may enable children to form 
dative constructions with the verb bei2 before they fiilly acquire the inverted bei2-
double object dative.?，Two children (LLY and LTF) rarely produce any topicalized 
[Theme-6ez2-Goal] constructions in their recordings. For LLY, the late starting age 
of her recordings (2;08;10) makes it difficult to track her earlier development with 
the verb bei2.�For LTF, as she produces more target [6e/2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions and non-target |>ez7-Goal-Theme] constructions than most 
monolingual children (she also has the highest accuracy rate in the |>ez7-Theme_ 
75 Note that the topicalized [Theme-6e/2-Goal] construction may be derived from two 
different underlying structures: [6e/2-Theme-Goal] and [6e/2-Goal-Theme]. In both cases, 
the theme can be topicalized and the surface word order becomes [Theme-Z)e/2-Goal]. 
However, we do not know whether children have made a choice between the two possible 
underlying structures when they start to produce the topicalized [Theme-i[)e/2-Goal] structure, 
76 Note that LLY does not produce any full dative constructions in the first five recordings 
during 2;08;10-2;09;28, so except the topicalized [Theme-6e/2-Goal] construction, it is 
unlikely that the recordings fail to capture other earlier dative constructions of LLY. 
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Goal] construction among monolingual children), she probably does not need to rely 
on the topicalized structure for the verb bei2. 
Among children who have produced either target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] or non-
target [&e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions in their recording sessions, three out of four 
(75%) bilingual children produce non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions before 
target [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions, while three out of five monolingual children 
(60%) produce non-target [办e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions before target [bei2-
theme-Goal] constructions. Details of the acquisition of target inverted bei2-&ou\AQ 
object datives in bilingual and monolingual children will be discussed in section 5.2. 
Most monolingual children produce serial dative construction first or right after 
their first topicalized [Theme-6e/2-Goal] constructions (except for HHC who has 
problems with the word order of serial verb dative constructions). This 
developmental pattern differs greatly from the pattern in bilingual children. A 
detailed comparison of serial verb dative constructions in bilingual and monolingual 
children is presented in section 5.3. 
Each monolingual child's order or emergence of serial verb dative constructions, 
non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions and target [6e/2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions are summarized in Table 5.4 (below). 
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Table 5.4 Monolingual children's order of emergence of serial verb dative 
constructions, {bei2-G-T] constructions and [bei2-T-G\ constructions 
Child Order of Emergence 
CCC serial verb dative, no [hei2-G-T], no [hei2-T-G\ 
CGK serial verb dative < [6e/2-T-G] = [hei2-G-T] 
CKT serial verb dative < [6e/2-T-G], no {hei2-G-l] 
HHC [bea-G-T] < serial verb dative, no [hei2-T-G'\ 
LLY serial verb dative < [hei2-G-l] < [bei2-T-G] 
LTF serial verb dative = [bei2-G-T] < [bei2-T-G] 
MHZ serial verb dative, no [beil-Q-T], no \hei2-i:-G\ 
WBH serial verb dative, no [Zje/2-G-T], no [6e/2-T-G] 
By comparing the order of emergence of Cantonese dative constructions in each 
bilingual and monolingual child, we find that one bilingual child (Timmy) 
demonstrates a developmental pattern which is more similar to that of most 
monolingual children, and one monolingual child (HHC) progresses in a manner that 
resembles that of most bilingual children. Timmy differs from other bilingual 
children in that he produces his first target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] construction before 
non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions, and he produces a total of seven such 
target constructions in five sessions of his corpus (which is very frequent compared 
with the one or two target constructions produced by other bilingual children) and he 
has the highest accuracy rate in [6e/2-Theme-Goal] construction in bilingual children 
(each child's accuracy rate and frequency of target [Z?ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions 
is presented in section 5.2.1). 
HHC differs from other monolingual children in that he only produces non-
target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions in his corpus, and he has the highest error 
rate in serial verb dative constructions (children's serial verb dative constructions 
will be discussed in section 5.3). Therefore, Timmy and HHC might be considered as 
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exceptional cases, and their performance does not conform to the general 
developmental pattern of the majority of bilingual and monolingual groups. 
5.2 The Acquisition of Inverted Double Object Datives 
This section discusses children's use of target inverted &ez2-double object 
datives and non-target [Z)ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions. Comparisons of the 
developmental pattern and preference of target vs. non-target forms in bilingual and 
monolingual children show that monolingual children are more target-like in 
Cantonese inverted 6e/2-double object datives. Also, as most monolingual children 
produce serial verb dative constructions before target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions, they are in a better position to form the correct syntactic connection 
between the serial verb dative construction and the inverted 6ez2-double object 
dative. 
5.2.1 Developmental Pattern and Preference of Target vs. Non-target Forms 
One major difference we observe between monolingual and bilingual children is 
the order of emergence between the target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] construction and the 
non-target [^ez2-Goal-Theme] construction. Four bilingual children produce at least 
one of these two constructions in their recordings, and three of them (75%) produce 
the non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] form first. ？？ The mean age of first non-target 
[^e/2-Goal-Theme] construction in bilingual children is 2;6.0，while the mean age of 
first target [^e/2-Theme-Goal] construction is If we exclude Timmy, the 
77 We do not include Charlotte in this study because no full bei2 dative constructions is 
attested in her corpus. 
78 Alicia has not produced any target [Z)e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions in her corpus and she 
continues to use the non-target form before her recording ends at 3;00;24. Therefore, we 
estimate that age of emergence of Alicia's [^e/2-Theme-Goal] construction should be 
>3;00;24. 
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mean emerging age of non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] construction in bilingual 
children will be 2;5.5, while the mean emerging age of target [^e/2-Theme-Goal] 
construction will be >2; 10.5. The emerging age of non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] and 
target [Z?e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions in bilingual children is summarized in Table 
5.5. 
Table 5.5 Age of emergence of non-target [bei2-G-T\ and target [beil-T-G] 
constructions in bilingual children 
Child [如/2-G-T] (years;months) [bei2-J-G\ (years;months) 
Timmy 2 ^ 5 
Sophie 2;3.8 2;8.7 
Alicia 2;3.5 >3;0.8 
Llywelyn 2;9.2 2; 10.1 
Mean 2;6.0 / 2;5.5 (except Timmy) >2;9.1 />2;10.5 (except Timmy) 
Five monolingual children produce at least one of the [Z?e/2-Theme-Goal] 
construction and the [6e/2-Goal-Theme] construction in their transcripts, and three of 
them (60%) produce the non-target form before the target form. The mean age of 
first non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] construction in monolingual children is >2;7.2, 
while the mean age of first target [办e/2-Theme-Goal] construction is If we 
exclude HHC, the mean emerging age of non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] construction 
in monolingual children will be >2;6.5, while the mean emerging age of target [hei2-
Theme-Goal] construction will be 2;7.2. The age of emergence of non-target {bei2-
79 CKT has not produced any non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions before his 
recording ends at 2;07;02. However, since most monolingual children make use of the non-
target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] form, it is possible for CKT to produce some [^)e/2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions after 2;07;02. 
HHC has not produced any target [^e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions before his recording 
ends at 3;04;14. Therefore, we deem that the emerging age of HHC's [Z>e/2-Theme-Goal] 
construction should be >3;04;14. 
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Goal-Theme] and target [&e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions in bilingual children is 
summarized in Table 5.6 (below). 
Table 5.6 Age of emergence of non-target [bei2'G-T\ and target {bei2-T-G\ 
constructions in monolingual children 
Child \bei2-G-T] (years;months) [beil-T-G] (years;months) 
CGK 
CKT >2;7.1 2;7.1 
HHC 2;10.4 >3;4.5 
LLY 2;11.3 3;1.4 
LTF 2;4.0 2;4.9 
Mean >2;7.2 / >2;6.5 (except HHC) >2;9.1/2;7.2 (except HHC) 
When we compare the mean gap between [Z)e/2-Goal-Theme] and {hei2-
Theme-Goal] constructions in monolingual and bilingual children, we find that 
bilingual children have a wider gap (>5.0 months excluding Timmy) between their 
first [^7g/2-Goal-Theme] and first [6ei2-Theme-Goal] constructions than monolingual 
children (<0.7 excluding HHC). This suggests that monolingual children move faster 
than bilingual children do from their first non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] 
constructions to their first target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions. 
To summarize, although both monolingual and bilingual children produce target 
[6e/2-Theme-Goal] and non-target [Z?ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions in their early 
grammar, more bilingual children start with the non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] 
structure, and a wider gap between emergence of target and non-target constructions 
is found in bilingual children. 
Moreover, bilingual children demonstrate a strong preference for the non-target 
[6e/2-Goal-Theme] construction, and most of them only use the target [6d2-Theme-
Goal] form within a limited period of time. The average accuracy rate of [bei2-
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Theme-Goal] constructions in bilingual children is 20%.^ ^ Among the four children, 
Alicia has the lowest accuracy rate (0%), and Timmy has the highest accuracy rate 
(41.2%). Table 5.16 presents each bilingual child's number of tokens of target [bei2-
Theme-Goal] and non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions and their individual 
and average accuracy rates. 
Table 5.7 Number of tokens and accuracy rates of \bei2-T-G\ 
in bilingual children 
Alicia Llywelyn Sophie Timmy Average 
[beil-l-Q] 0 i 2 7 10 
[bei2-G-T] 9 4 17 10 40 
Accuracy rate 0% ^ 10.5% 41.2% 20% 
Alicia only produces non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions in her corpus. 
Llywelyn and Sophie do produce the target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] construction once or 
twice, but their target constructions only appear in one transcript while their non-
target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions appear several times before and after the 
target constructions. Timmy differs from other bilingual children, as he produces 
target [^ez'2-Theme-Goal] constructions 10 times in 5 different sessions throughout 
his corpus. 
When both target and non-target constructions appear in the same transcript, the 
non-target constructions always outnumber (or appear as often as) the target ones. 
Timmy's accuracy rate of [6ez2-Theme-Goal] reaches 100% only in the last 
recording at 3;06;25, but we still need more information (such as accuracy rates in 
肌 Here the accuracy rate refers to percentage of target [^?e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions in 
all 6e/2-double object dative constructions (both [Z)e/2-Theme-Goal] and [bei2-God\-
Theme]). 
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several continuous recordings after 3;06;25) to determine whether he has acquired 
the target [6e/2-Theme-Goal] construction at that age. 
Monolingual children differ from bilingual children in that they show higher 
accuracy rates and more frequent uses of [6ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions 
throughout their recording sessions. The average accuracy rate is 50%. One child 
(CKT) solely uses the target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] form in the corpus.^^ Three children 
(CGK, LLY and LTF) produce both target [6e/2-Theme-Goal] and non-target [bei2-
Goal-Theme] constructions, and among them, LTF has the highest accuracy rate 
(63.6%), while CGK has the lowest accuracy rate (40%). HHC only produces the 
non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions. CCC, MHZ and WBH do not produce 
any target or non-target inverted &e/2-double object datives in their recordings so 
their developmental patterns and preference of inverted 6ez2-double object cannot be 
studied. Each monolingual child's number of tokens of target [Z7ez2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions and non-target [fte/2-Goal-Theme] constructions and their individual 
and average accuracy rate are summarized in Table 5.8. 
Table 5.8 Number of tokens and accuracy rates of [bei2-T-G] 
in monolingual children 
CCC CGK CKT HHC LLY L T F M H Z WBH Average 
[bei2-T-G] 0 6 2 0 4 7 0 0 19 
[bei2-Q-T] 0 9 0 2 4 4 0 0 19 
A c c u r a c y N / A 4 0 % 1 0 0 % 0% ^ 6 3 . 6 % N / A n Z ^ ^ 
rate 
81 Note that CKT only produces two target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions in one 
transcript. It is possible that later he will also use the non-target [办e/2-Goal-Theme] form. 
Therefore, it is more reliable to use data from CGK, LLY and LTF, who produce more 
[6e/2-Theme-Goal] and [Z)e/2-Goal-丁heme] constructions, in the comparison of bilingual and 
monolingual children. 
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Except for HHC, every monolingual child demonstrates a higher accuracy rate 
in [^ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions than bilingual children (excluding Timmy). The 
highest accuracy rate in monolingual children is 100%, while the lowest accuracy 
rate in monolingual children (CGK: 40%) is close to the rate of Timmy (41.2%), and 
much higher than rates of Alicia (0%), Llywelyn (20%) and Sophie (10.5%). 
In addition to higher accuracy rates, monolingual children also use the target 
construction more frequently than bilingual children. Among the three monolingual 
children who produce both target [^e/2-Theme-Goal] and non-target [办ez7-Goal-
Theme] constructions, the number of target constructions generally exceeds (or 
equals to) the number of non-target ones. Among the three monolingual children 
who produce both [^e/2-Theme-Goal] and [bei2-Goa\-Theme] constructions, CGK 
use the non-target [6e/2-Goal-theme] constructions more persistently throughout her 
recordings. Her target [Z7e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions never outnumber her non-
target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions in each session, and she continues to 
produce the non-target form at the end of her recordings. In contrast, both LLY and 
LTF use more target [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions in the second half of their 
recordings. LLY stops using the non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] form after age 3;0, 
and LTF's last non-target j>e/2-Goal-Theme] construction appears at age 2;9. LLY's 
accuracy rate reaches and remains 100% after 3;3. LTF's accuracy rate reaches 
100% at age 2;4，and although it drops down once to 66.7% at age 2;9，it stays at 
100% after 3;0. However, we cannot conclude that LLY and LTF have acquired 
6e/2-inverted double object datives at 3;3 and 3;0, respectively, because we do not 
have information on their later development in these constructions. We suggest that 
future research should focus on children of this age period in determining the age of 
acquisition of Cantonese 6e/2-inverted double object datives. 
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To summarize, by comparing the order of emergence, age of emergence and 
tokens of target and non-target constructions in each age range, we find two 
developmental patterns with respect to the acquisition of inverted bei2-&ouh\Q object 
datives in monolingual and bilingual children. Most monolingual children (except 
HHC) have a smaller gap between first non-target [&e/2-Goal-Theme] utterances and 
first target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] utterances, and they use the target forms more 
frequently throughout their recording sessions. In contrast, most bilingual children 
(except Timmy) take a longer time to produce their first target [Z?ez2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions, and target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions only appear once or twice 
within a short period of time in their recordings. 
5.2.2 Underlying Form and Surface Order 
In chapter three, we hypothesize that children who have little knowledge of the 
underlying structure of Cantonese inverted double object datives will find the 
inverted 6e/2-double object dative difficult to acquire. Acquisition of the serial verb 
dative construction is a necessary step in the discovery of the underlying [bei2-
Theme-6e/2-Goal] structure and the 6ez2-deletion rule which generate the surface 
[6e/2-Theme-Goal] order. If children do not produce any serial verb dative or double 
bei2 constructions (which is considered to be a special instantiation of serial verb 
dative construction with the main verb bei2 in this thesis) before their first inverted 
double object datives, it is questionable whether the underlying structure is in place, 
and it follows that children may not apply the 6ez2-deletion analysis to the inverted 
6e/2-double object dative. 
Analysis of the order of emergence of serial verb datives (including double 
6e/2-constructions) and inverted double object datives shows that it is very unlikely 
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that the bilingual children we study have formed a syntactic connection between 
double 6e/2-construction/serial verb datives and inverted 6ez2-double object datives. 
The early inverted double object datives of these children are all produced before 
their double 办e/2-contrustions/serial verb datives, and children who have produced 
double ^e/2-constructions/serial verb datives do not produce any target [6ez2-Theme-
Goal] constructions at all. 
Bilingual children's age of emergence of serial verb dative constructions and 
[Z7e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions are listed in table 5.9.82 
Table 5.9 Bilingual children's order of emergence of serial verb dative 
constructions and [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions 
Child Serial verb dative constructions [6e/2-Theme-Goal] 
Timmy 2;08;18 2;04;28 
Sophie 2;05;16 2;08;22 
Alicia 1;11;05 >3;00;24 
Llywelyn >3;04;17 2;10;04 
Alicia starts to produce double 6ez2-constructions at age 1;11;05 (and her first 
serial verb dative constructions emerges at 2;00;26), and altogether three such 
constructions are found in her corpus, but she has not produced any target [bei2-
Theme-Goal] constructions before her recording ends at 3;00;24. This suggests that 
even though Alicia acquires serial verb construction early, she has not constructed 
the underlying connection between serial verb dative constructions and [6ez2-Theme-
Goal] constructions. 
82 If a child produces double bei2 constructions before serial verb dative constructions, the 
age of emergence of double bei2 constructions will be used instead of the age of emergence 
of serial verb constructions, because the double bei2 construction can be analyzed as a serial 
verb dative construction with the verb bei2. 
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Llywelyn has not produced any serial verb dative constructions before his 
recording ends at age 3;04;17. It is questionable whether he has discovered the 
underlying form of the inverted beil-dovible object datives when he first uses it at 
age 2;10;04. 
Sophie produces her first serial verb dative construction before her first [bei2-
Theme-Goal] construction. However, she also produces three non-target serial verb 
dative constructions with the [V-&e/2-Goal-Theme] order during age period 2;05;02-
2;08;22, and her accuracy rate of serial verb dative constructions remains 100% only 
after 2;09;05. Since Sophie has not fully acquired serial verb dative constructions 
until 2;09;05, we cannot conclude that she is able to link the [Z)ez2-Theme-Goal] 
structure to the underlying serial verb dative form (as the underlying serial verb form 
may still not be in the target order) when she first produces [6ez2-Theme-Goal] 
structures at age 2;08;22. 
Timmy produces his first [^ez2-Theme-Goal] before his first serial verb dative 
constructions and double bei2 constructions. As his Cantonese dative constructions 
develop in this sequence, it is questionable whether Timmy has already discovered 
the underlying form of [6ez7-Theme-Goal] constructions when he first starts to use it 
at age 2;04;28. 
To summarize, no bilingual children demonstrate that they have connected the 
inverted bei2-do\xh\Q object datives construction to the underlying serial verb dative 
form in their acquisition of Cantonese inverted 办ez'2-dative constructions. When they 
start to produce the [6ez7-Theme-Goal] construction, they may have little (or still 
uncertain) knowledge of the structure of serial verb dative constructions, and even 
though one child (Alicia) acquires the serial verb dative construction at an earlier age, 
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no evidence shows that she has linked the structure of the serial verb constructions to 
the inverted 6e/2-double object datives. 
Monolingual children, on the other hand, acquire serial verb dative 
constructions before they produce their first [Z)ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions. Table 
5.10 (below) presents the order of emergence of serial verb dative constructions 
(including double bei2 constructions) and inverted bei2-douh\e object datives in 
monolingual children. 
Table 5.10. Monolingual children's order of emergence of 
• 83 
serial verb dative constructions and [bei2'T-G] constructions 
Child Serial verb dative constructions [Ae/2-Theme-Goal] 
CCC 2;09;23 >2;10;27 
CGK 2;02;21 2;03;11 
CKT 2;06;18 2;07;02 
HHC 2;11;08 >3;04;14 
LLY 2;11;08 3;01;13 
LTF 2;03;30 2;04;27 
MHZ 2;03;09 >2;06;18 
WBH 2;04;07 >3;01;01 
Four monolingual children have produced both serial verb dative constructions 
and [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions in their transcripts, and their first serial verb 
dative constructions all appear before their first [6d2-Theme-Goal] constructions. 
For the other four children, since recording of CCC ends one month after his first 
serial verb dative construction appears, we have no idea whether he produces his first 
[^e/2-Theme-Goal] construction soon after his first serial verb dative constructions. 
83 Recordings of MHZ become infrequent after age 2;06;18, so we cannot know when he 
produces his first [6e/2-Theme-Goal], and recordings of WBH become infrequent after age 
3;01;01, and we cannot know when she produces her first [6e/2-Theme-Goal]. 
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No target [办e/2-Theme-Goal] construction is attested in HHC's corpus before his 
recording ends at 3;04;14. This is probably because he continues to use non-target 
serial verb dative constructions from 2;11;08 to 3;01;16, and the target order appears 
only once at 2;11;08. However，the fact that HHC does not produce any target [bei2-
Theme-Goal] construction before he fully acquires serial verb dative constructions 
shows that he at least does not try to form the [Z)ez2-Theme-Goal] structure on the 
basis of some other unrelated constructions, unlike most bilingual children who start 
to use [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions before they produce their first serial verb 
datives. 
MHZ and WBH seem to have some problems linking the structure of serial verb 
dative constructions to the inverted 6e/2-double object dative, as they acquire serial 
verb dative constructions early but have not produced any target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions in their recordings. However, note that not a single non-target [bei2-
Goal-Theme] construction is found in recordings of MHZ and WBH, either. In 
contrast, Alicia, who produces serial verb dative constructions early without 
producing any target [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions, produces nine non-target 
[6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions from 2;03;16 to 3;00;10. Differences between 
Alicia and monolingual MHZ/WBH show that MHZ and WBH may be influenced 
by other non-linguistic factors and avoid using inverted 办e/2-double object datives 
(target or non-target). Their topicalized [Theme-6e/2-Goal] constructions are also not 
attested beyond age 2;05;04 and 2;09;19, respectively. 
In general, only monolingual children demonstrate some evidence that they 
have linked the structure of serial verb dative construction to the inverted bei2-
double object dative in their development of Cantonese dative constructions. 
Bilingual children, on the other hand, may not have [Z7g/2-Theme-6e/2-Goal] as the 
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underlying structure of the inverted &e?7-double object dative and form the [bei2-
Theme-Goal] order by other means.各斗 Notice that though Timmy produces target 
[6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions more frequently than other bilingual children and 
has an accuracy rate which is close to the average rate of monolingual children, his 
developmental pattern of inverted 6e/2-double object datives and serial verb dative 
constructions shows that he does not connect the [Z)e/2-Theme-Goal] construction to 
its underlying structure. Also, HHC, though producing more non-target [beil-GodX-
Theme] constructions than other monolingual children do, does not try to form the 
[6ez7-Theme-Goal] orders by other non-target methods. The patterns of Timmy and 
HHC shows that while quantitatively their accuracy rates are more close to the other 
group, qualitatively, they belong to a category of their own group with regard to the 
availability of the underlying structure of [6d2-Theme-Goal]). 
To summarize, in this section, we compare the development of target [bei2-
Theme-Goal] and non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions in bilingual and 
monolingual children. We present evidence that bilingual children generally produce 
[6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions later and less frequently than monolingual children 
do. Also, bilingual children do not demonstrate evidence that their the underlying 
structure of inverted 6e/2-double object datives is in place, while monolingual 
children are more likely to have linked the serial verb dative construction to the 
inverted 6e/2-double object dative before they produce their first [5ez2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions, because only monolingual children produce serial verb dative 
constructions consistently before [Z?ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions. 
84 We are open on how bilingual children form their early [^e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions. 
From their developmental pattern, we can only conclude that they do not seem to use the 
target 6e/2-deletion analysis when they start to produce their first [Z)e/2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions. 
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5.3 The Acquisition of Serial Verb Dative Constructions 
In this session we discuss the development of serial verb dative constructions in 
bilingual and monolingual children. Both groups of children use the serial verb 
dative construction quite productively, and only one bilingual child and one 
monolingual child produce non-target serial verb dative constructions with the [V-
^e/2-Goal-Theme] order. Bilingual children differ from monolingual children in their 
order of emergence of serial verb dative constructions and non-target {bei2-GodX-
Theme] constructions. Bilingual children, due to influence from English double 
object datives, produce [^e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions earlier than serial verb 
dative constructions, while monolingual children, on the other hand, do no produce 
[6ez2-Goal-Theme] before their first serial verb dative constructions. 
5.3.1 Target and Non-target Serial Verb Dative Constructions 
Three bilingual children produce target serial verb dative constructions in their 
recordings. Alicia and 丁immy have a 100% accuracy rate in these constructions, 
while Sophie produces three non-target [V-Z7e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions and has 
an accuracy rate of 81.3%. Verbs used by each bilingual child in the target serial 
verb dative constructions are summarized in Table 5.11 (below). 
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Table 5.11. Serial Verb Dative Constructions in Bilingual Children^^ 
Child Verbs in Target Serial Verb Dative Constructions (tokens) 
Alicia maaiS 'buy' (1), dou2 'pour' (1) 
Sophie maai5 'buy' (3)，zaml 'pour' (2), daa2 'make (a call)' (2)，hoil ‘open, 
(1), zmg2 ‘make, (1)，gaau2 'make' (1), gong2 'tell' (1), lo2 'bring' 
(1)，zyu2 'cook' (1) 
Timmy lo2 ('bring') (3), gong2 ('tell') (1) 
These three bilingual children altogether use ten different verbs in serial verb 
dative constructions. Two verbs take possessive goals and denote little benefactive 
reading in serial verb dative constructions {daa2 'make (a call)' and lo2 'bring'), 
while the majority of verbs take benefactive indirect objects {maai5 'buy', dou2 
'pour', zaml 'pour', hoil 'open', zing2 'make', gaau2 'make', gong2 'tell', zyu2 
'cook'). 86 Alicia and Timmy only use serial verb dative constructions with 
benefactive reading, while Sophie produces both benefactive and non-benefactive 
serial verb dative constructions. In general, bilingual children who have produced 
serial verb dative constructions use several different verbs in this construction. 
All the eight monolingual children we study produce target serial verb dative 
constructions in their recordings. HHC has a low accuracy rate in this construction 
(12.5%). LLY and LTF produce one non-target form and have a high accuracy rate 
of 88.9% and 87.5%, respectively.^^ All other children use the serial verb dative 
construction solely in the target order. Verbs used by each monolingual child in the 
target serial verb dative constructions are summarized in Table 5.12 (below). 
Note that Cantonese serial verb dative constructions are not attested in transcripts of 
Charlotte and Llywelyn. 
86 Like English /or-datives, Cantonese serial verb dative constructions with benefactive 
indirect object also denote a transfer of possession reading. 
87 The non-target [V-6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions in LLY and LTF are most likely 
performance errors. 
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The eight monolingual children use a total of 16 different verbs in serial verb 
dative constructions. Five of these verbs take possessive goals and denote little 
benefactive reading (zeS ‘lend’，daa2 'make (a call)', lo2 'bring', daaiS 'bring' and 
sungS 'give (as a present)'. The other 11 verbs all take benefactive indirect objects 
{cits ‘cut，，maai5 'buy', gam5 'press', lingl ‘carry，，coeng3 ‘sing，，waak6 'draw', 
duk6 'read', gong2 ‘tell,，zyu2 'cook', M>an2 ‘find，and zing2 'make'). CCC, CKT, 
HHC and WBH only produce one verb in serial verb dative constructions. Among 
them, CKT, HHC and WBH use serial verb dative constructions with benefactive 
indirect objects (similar to English/or-datives), while CCC uses it with the verb ze3 
'lend' which corresponds to /o-datives in English. Other children produce both 
benefactive and non-benefactive serial verb dative constructions. 
Table 5.12. Serial Verb Dative Constructions in Monolingual Children 
C h i l d V e r b s in Target Serial Verb Dative Constructions (tokens) 
CCC ze3 ‘lend，（2) ~ 
CGK cit3 'cut' (1), lo2 ('bring') (2), maai5 'buy' (6)，gamS 'press' (1)， 
daa2 'make (a call)' (1)，lingl ('pick) (1) 
CKT coengS 'sing' (1) 
HHC maaiS ‘buy, (1) 
LLY lo2 ‘bring, (1), maai5 'buy' (2), daaiS 'bring' (1)，waak6 'draw' (1), 
daa2 'make (a call)' (1), sungS 'give (as a present)' (2) 
LTF duk6 'read' (1), gong2 ('tell') (2), maaiS ‘buy，（2)，zyu2 'cook' (1)， 
sung3 'give (as a present)' (1) 
MHZ zyu2 ‘cook, (1), lo2 'bring' (1), wan2 'find' (1)，zing2 'make' (1) 
WBH maaiS 'buy' (1) 
Monolingual children also use a number of different verbs in serial verb dative 
constructions, but it is difficult to decide whether they are more advanced than 
bilingual children in the acquisition of serial verb dative constructions, as verb types 
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in serial verb dative constructions can be influenced by many different factors (such 
as children's vocabulary size, activities children participated in during recording 
sessions, etc.). 
Only one bilingual child (Sophie) and one monolingual child (HHC) produce 
non-target [V-Z)ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions consistently in their corpus. Sophie 
produces the non-target order with maaiS 'buy' and dou2 'pour', and HHC uses it 
with maaiS 'buy' and sungS 'give (as a present)'. Table 5.13 (below) summarizes the 
number of tokens of target and non-target serial verb dative constructions Sophie and 
HHC use in each age period. 
Table 5.13 Serial verb dative constructions in Sophie and HHC 
Sophie ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
[V-i:-bei2-G] 1 0 3 3 5 0 1 0 
{V-bei2-G-l] 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
Accuracy rate 50% N/A 1 0 0 % ^ 1 0 0 % W K 1 0 0 % N ^ 
HHC 2 0 1 3 a ^ ^ ^ 
[W-T-bei2-G] 1 0 0 0 0 0 
[Y-bei2-G-T] 1 0 6 0 0 0 
Accuracy rate 50% W k 0% WK N ^ ^ 
The accuracy rate of serial verb dative constructions in Sophie remains at 100% 
after 2;9, while HHC still has not acquired this constructions at 3;4. Analysis on 
input from investigators/caretakers shows that the non-target [V-6e/2-Goal-Theme] 
order rarely appears in the adult language. Of the 27 serial verb dative constructions 
investigators and caretaker use in HHC's corpus, only 1 sentence exhibits the [V-
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^e/2-Goal-Theme] order, and that construction is an echo question in response to 
HHC ' s non-target [V-办e/2-Goal-Theme] u t t e r a n c e . 
Of the 177 serial verb dative constructions investigators and caretakers use in 
Sophie's corpus, 4 contain right-located theme and all other utterances are target-
like. ^ ^ We do not know when children are able to analyze right dislocation in 
Cantonese and whether this type of input will confuse them about the word order of 
serial verb dative constructions in Cantonese. However, since the majority (97.7%) 
of serial verb dative constructions in the input are target-like, it is not likely that 
children produce non-target [V-6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions based on the input. 
One possible answer to children's novel [V-6e/2-Goal-Theme] order is that 
some children have not fully acquired the syntactic derivation of Cantonese serial 
verb dative constructions and leave the theme in-situ. Also, as there are null-object 
(null theme) serial verb dative constructions {[V-bei2-G]) and topicalized [T-W-bei2-
G] constructions in Cantonese, children may infer that [V-^>e/2-Goal-Theme] is also 
a possible structure. 
5.3.2 Serial Verb Dative Constructions and [5e/2-Goal-Theme] Constructions 
An interesting parallel exists between English double object datives and 
Cantonese non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions, and between English 
88 This adult [V-6e/2-Goal-Theme] construction is illustrated in (i): 
(i) CHI:'wai3, lam4 sinlsaangl sung3 bei2 ngo5 nel go3 &a3. 
ex Lin mister give (as a present) DAT me DET CL SFP 
‘Mr. Lin give to me that one.' 
INV: lam4 sinlsaangl jau6 sung3 bei2 nei5 nel go3 &a4? 
Lin mister again give (as a present) DAT you DET CL SFP 




89 One of such right dislocated theme constructions is illustrated in (ii): 
(ii) INV: binlgo3 maaiS bei2 leiS gaa3 tiu4 sildaai2 . 
who buy DAT you SFP CL ribbon 
'Who bought for you this ribbon?' (Sophie: 2;00; 18) 
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prepositional datives and Cantonese serial verb dative constructions.卯 In the 
acquisition of English dative constructions, we find that children acquire double 
object datives before prepositional datives. However, in the acquisition of Cantonese 
dative constructions, monolingual children do not produce non-target [beil-GodX-
Theme] constructions before serial verb dative constructions, while bilingual 
children start to use [^ez2-Goal-Theme] at an earlier stage than monolingual children. 
Of the four bilingual children who produce at least one of the serial verb dative 
constructions (including double bei2 constructions) and [6ez2-Goal-Theme] 
constructions, only Alicia produces the serial verb dative construction before the 
non-target [^e/2-Goal-Theme] construction. Llywelyn only produces non-target 
[^gz2-Goal-Theme] constructions before his recordings end at 3;04;17. Sophie and 
Timmy produce their first [Z)e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions before their first serial 
verb dative constructions. Each bilingual child's age of first use of [hei2-God\-
丁heme] and serial verb dative constructions are summarized in Table 5.14. 
Table 5.14 {Bei2-G-T\ constructions and SVC in bilingual children 
Child [办e/2"Goal-Theme] Serial verb dative constructions 
(years;months) (years;months) 
Timmy ^ 2;8.6 “ 
Sophie 2;3.8 2;5.5 
Alicia 2;3.5 1;11.2 
Llywelyn 2;9.2 >3;4.6 
Mean >2;7.5 
卯 The Cantonese serial verb dative constructions discussed in this session include the double 
bei2 constructions, as [6e/2-Thei-ne-^)e/2-Goal] is an instantiation of the serial verb dative 
construction with the main verb bei2. 
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In contrast, seven out of eight monolingual children produce serial verb dative 
constructions before or concurrently with their first non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] 
constructions. HHC is the only exception, and he produces his first {bei2-GodX-
Theme] construction about 0.9 months before his first serial verb dative construction, 
but notice that HHC has a high error rate in word order of serial verb dative 
constructions, and for this reason his serial verb datives may develop at a below-
than-average speed and appear later than his first non-target [办d2-Goal-Theme] 
construction. Each monolingual child's age of first use of [6ez2-Goal-Theme] and 
serial verb dative constructions are summarized in Table 5.15. 
Table 5.15 [Beil-G-l：] constructions and SVC in monolingual children 
Child [^e/2-Goal-Theme] Serial verb dative constructions 
(years;months) (years;months) 
CCC >2;10.9 
CGK 2;3.4 2;2.7 
CKT >2;7.1 2;6.6 
HHC 2;10.4 2;11.3 
LLY 2;11.3 2;11.3 
LTF 2;4.0 2;4.0 
MHZ >2;8.2 2;3.3 
WBH >3;2.7 2;4.2 
Mean >2;8.8 ^ 
The order of emerging between serial verb dative constructions and non-target 
[6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions in monolingual children shows that it is possible 
for children to produce serial verb dative constructions, which has a similar order of 
English prepositional datives, before the non-target [6ez7-Goal-Theme] construction, 
which resembles English double object datives. However, language-specific 
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grammar may play a role here in determining the relative order of emergence of 
serial verb dative construction and [Z)e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions, as the [bei2-
Goal-Theme] order is more marked (only used when the theme is heavy) and rarely 
appears in the input (Chan, 2003). 
Nonetheless, as the [Z>e/2-Goal-Theme] structure is derived from children's non-
target grammar of Cantonese dative constructions (and this grammar is possibly part 
of the default grammar), it will emerge as long as children are mature enough to 
express dative arguments in dative constructions. Also, if a child can produce serial 
verb dative constructions, he is already capable of expressing dative arguments in 
Cantonese. Therefore, the fact that [6ez2-Goal-Theme] structure emerges later than 
serial verb dative constructions in monolingual children suggests that monolingual 
children do not treat double object datives as a syntactically more minimal structure 
than serial verb dative constructions (prepositional datives). 
Different developmental patterns in bilingual children and monolingual children 
suggest that bilingual children's earlier [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions are results 
of crosslinguistic influence from their English grammar, which allows both double 
object datives and prepositional datives for the verb give. Though bilingual children 
do not produce Cantonese [6d2-Goal-Theme] constructions immediately after their 
first English double object datives with the verb give, crosslinguistic influence from 
English double object datives enable bilingual children to produce Cantonese [bei2-
Goal-Theme] constructions at a relatively earlier developmental stage than 
monolingual children do. This can be considered as a case of earlier onset of a non-
target structure. Bilingual children's ages of first use of English double object dative 
with the verb give and Cantonese non-target |>d2-Goal-Theme] constructions are 
presented in Table 5.16 (below). 
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Table 5.16 English double object datives with give and 
Cantonese [^g/2-Goal-Theme] constructions in bilingual children 
Child English double object datives Cantonese [6ei2-Goal-Theme] 
Timmy 2;4.7 2 ^ 5 
Sophie 2;1.7 2;3.8 
Alicia 1;5.2 2;3.5 
Charlotte 2;0.8 N/A 
Llywelyn 2;2.1 2;9.2 
To summarize, in this section, we report that both bilingual and monolingual 
children are quite productive with serial verb dative constructions, and only a small 
number of children have used the non-target [V-Z)ez2-Goal-Theme] word order in this 
construction. Serial verb dative constructions emerge earlier than non-target \hei2-
Goal-Theme] constructions in monolingual children, while bilingual children, due to 
crosslinguistic influence, produce [6ez7-Goal-Theme] constructions at an earlier age. 
5.4 Summary 
In this chapter, we discuss bilingual and monolingual children's development in 
Cantonese dative constructions. Quantitative differences are observed in bilingual 
children's low accuracy rates and shorter periods of target inverted ^?ez2-double 
object datives, and relatively earlier emergence of non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] 
constructions. Bilingual children are influenced by English double object datives in 
their acquisition of Cantonese inverted 6ez2-double object datives, and progress 
slower from the non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] form to the target [^e/2-Theme-Goal] 
form. Also, bilingual children do not demonstrate evidence that they have the 
underlying serial verb dative structure in place when they start to produce target 
[bei2-ThemQ-Goa\] constructions. Monolingual children, on the other hand, produce 
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serial verb dative constructions before their first inverted Z?ez2-double object datives 
(or do not produce any [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions before they fully acquire 
the word order of serial verb dative constructions). Bilingual children exhibit 
qualitative differences in their syntactic knowledge of inverted hei2-&o\xh\Q object 
datives from monolingual children. 
There are no significant quantitative differences in verb types bilingual and 
monolingual children use in serial verb dative constructions. However, one of the 
bilingual children and one of monolingual children produce non-target [V-^e/2-Goal-
Theme] serial verb dative constructions. Quantitatively, more bilingual children 
(33.3%) produce this non-target order than monolingual children (12.5%). We 
suggest that children create this structure due to influence from the null-theme [V-
6e/2-Goal] constructions and topicalized [Theme-V-6ez2-Goal] constructions in the 
input. 
Moreover, most monolingual Cantonese-speaking children produce serial verb 
dative constructions (the counterpart of English prepositional datives) before [bei2-
Goal-Theme] constructions (the counterpart of English double object datives), while 
monolingual English-speaking children produce double object datives before 
prepositional datives. Different developmental patterns are observed in the 
acquisition of double object and prepositional datives in different languages, and 
language-specific grammars play an important role in determining the relevant order 
of emergence of double object datives and prepositional datives. 
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Chapter Six Discussions 
This chapter discusses types and locus of crosslinguistic influence and vulnerable 
domains in the acquisition of dative constructions. Delay and transfer effects are 
observed in the development of English prepositional datives in Cantonese-English 
bilingual children, and both language dominance and input ambiguity play a role in 
accounting for the crosslinguistic influence in bilingual children. Earlier onset and 
transfer effects of non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions are observed in 
bilingual children's development of Cantonese dative constructions, and input 
ambiguity helps to account for this difference between Cantonese-dominant bilingual 
children and monolingual Cantonese-speaking children. 
Both prepositional datives and inverted-6ez2 double object datives form 
vulnerable domains in acquisition for monolingual children as well. As prepositional 
datives involve ambiguity in dative and other types of prepositions, and inverted-&ez2 
double object datives are generated through complex syntactic derivation and the 
haplology effect, children generally take longer time to acquire the target 
constructions, and they may also adopt non-target structures for an extended period. 
These constructions form vulnerable domains in child language acquisition, since 
evidence in the input is ambiguous or offers few direct cues of the target syntactic 
analyses. 
We question the role of input frequency in accounting for the delay of 
prepositional datives. With regard to Snyder and Stromswold's (1997) parametric 
model, we raise some new questions to consider whether there is a second parameter 
in the acquisition of prepositional datives. 
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6.1 Crosslinguistic Influence in the Acquisition of Dative Constructions 
In this section we discuss types of crosslinguistic influence in the acquisition of 
dative constructions in Cantonese-English bilingual children. The findings reported 
in chapter four and chapter five show that bilingual children exhibit bi-directional 
crosslinguistic influence in the acquisition of Cantonese and English dative 
constructions. Bilingual children's development of English prepositional datives is 
influenced by their Cantonese grammar, and their development in Cantonese 
inverted ^ez7-double object datives is influenced by their English grammar. 
Language dominance, input ambiguity, as well as other factors that influence 
bilingual children's acquisition of dative constructions will be discussed in this 
section. Both quantitative and qualitative differences are found in the acquisition of 
English prepositional datives and Cantonese inverted 6ez2-double object datives. 
Language dominance and input ambiguity explain some of these differences between 
bilingual and monolingual children, but the key to this difference is still each child's 
analysis of the syntactic operation underlying each dative construction. 
6.1.1 Crosslinguistic Influence on English Dative Constructions 
In chapter four, we observe a wider temporal gap between the emergence of 
double object datives and prepositional dative in bilingual children, suggesting that 
the emergence of prepositional datives is further delayed in bilingual children. 
Comparison of verb types children use in dative constructions shows that bilingual 
children use les different verbs in prepositional datives. Also, two bilingual children 
use non-target [ V - P P G O A L - D P T H E M E ] order in English prepositional datives, while no 
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monolingual children adopt this order for prepositional datives/ Some bilingual and 
monolingual children exhibit to-for conflation in their prepositional datives, but this 
reflects a semantic rather than syntactic difficulty in acquisition. 
Crosslinguistic influence is manifested as delay in the late emergence of 
prepositional datives in bilingual children. Transfer effects are also identified in 
bilingual children's non-target [V-PP-DP] structures, which come from their 
Cantonese grammar that allows a similar non-target [V-6ez7-Goal-Theme] structure. 
Language dominance may account for some (but not all) differences we observe 
between bilingual and monolingual children. Charlotte, an English-dominant child, 
does not progress faster than Timmy, a Cantonese-dominant child, in producing 
prepositional datives. Charlotte exhibit a gap of 5.7 months between her first double 
object dative and first prepositional dative, while Timmy only takes 2.0 months to 
produce his first prepositional dative after his first double object dative. Timmy 
produces triadic directional to 0.4 months before triadic dative to, while Charlotte 
produces triadic directional to 5.3 months after her first /o-dative. Compared with 
Timmy, Charlotte is not so advanced in the disambiguation of triadic dative to and 
triadic directional to, and as a result, she does not produce ro-datives immediately 
after double object datives. 
However, according to Yip and Matthews (2007)，Timmy is relatively less 
dominant in Cantonese than other Cantonese-dominant children, and we find that 
Charlotte does perform better than other Cantonese-dominant children in the 
development of English prepositional datives. This shows that Charlotte's knowledge 
of English grammar (in particular, the distinction between triadic dative to and 
triadic directional to) is still more advanced than most Cantonese-dominant bilingual 
1 Here we exclude Peter's one non-target/or-dative, which appears in the [V-PP-DP] order, 
as that construction is possibly a performance error. 
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children. Charlotte's dominance in English seems to help her disambiguate different 
types of prepositions. 
Language dominance pattern does make a difference when we compare 
children's verb types in English dative constructions. Charlotte uses a larger variety 
of verbs in both double object datives and prepositional datives than other bilingual 
children, including Timmy. However, this verb-type difference may just reflect 
Charlotte's larger vocabulary size, as Timmy and other Cantonese-dominant children 
may not have acquired so many different dative verbs at that time, or they may not 
prefer to use full dative constructions (rather than the bare form or with null objects). 
Bilingual children's [ V - P P G O A L - D P T H E M E ] structures are most likely transfer 
effects from Cantonese. Sophie produces four [V-PP-DP] constructions at 2;05;30, 
and uses a similar word order in Cantonese ([V-6e/2-Goal-Theme]) three times 
during 2;05;02-2;08;21. Llywelyn produces one [V-PP-DP] constructions in his last 
recording at 3;04;17, and although he does not produce any Cantonese serial verb 
dative constructions in his corpus, as there is a 3.5-months gap between Llywelyn's 
last two recordings, his first non-target Cantonese serial verb dative constructions 
may have emerged before 3;04;17. Only Cantonese-dominant children in our corpus 
have this word order problem in English prepositional datives, and the underlying 
motivation for this transfer effect may be children's non-target analysis of 
prepositional datives in English and serial verb dative constructions in Cantonese. 
However, there exist languages that allow such [V-PPGOAL-DPTHEME]/[V-dative 
marker-Goal-Theme] order (e.g. Mandarin Chinese) in dative constructions, and 
children who use these non-target structures in English and/or Cantonese may 
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analyze English prepositional datives and Cantonese serial verb dative constructions 
as a Mandarin-type structure. 
With respect to input ambiguity, we think bilingual children's Cantonese 
grammar influences their development in English prepositional datives, because 
Cantonese, unlike English, adopts a different lexicalization pattern and contrasts 
dative to with directional to by choices of two different lexical items bei2 and heoi3, 
and dative/or with other types of for by bei2 and bongl (literally 'help', but means 
‘on one's behalf in serial verb constructions) etc. Furthermore, in Cantonese, no 
lexical distinction is made between dative to and dative for (both represented by the 
same dative marker bei2). The existence of only one unambiguous dative marker 
bei2 significantly reduces the load of acquisition of serial verb dative constructions 
in Cantonese. ^ Children acquiring Cantonese only need to know that the indirect 
object is an applicative (dative) argument which is marked by bei2, while English-
speaking children have to disambiguate triadic dative tolfor and other types of tolfor 
and separate applicative arguments from other arguments. However, though there is 
little input ambiguity in Cantonese, the knowledge of Cantonese serial verb dative 
constructions does not necessarily help bilingual children to acquire English 
prepositional dative, because they have no way to make a lexical distinction between 
triadic dative tolfor and other types of tolfor in English. Bilingual children may take 
longer to figure out the distinction between English triadic dative tolfor and other 
2 The structure of Mandarin [V-dative marker-Goal-Theme] constructions is currently under 
discussion. Georgala, Waltraud and Whitman (2007) suggest that low applicative heads 
function as expletive heads that license but not introduce the additional applicative 
arguments, and Mandarin [V-dative marker-Goal-Theme] constructions are one of such 
"Expletive" Applicative Structure: 
(i) [APPLP个Appl [ypNPio [ V N P D O ] ] ] . 
3 Note that bilingual children never produce Cantonese-based [V-Theme-gzve-Goal] structure 
in English. This suggests that bilingual children know that the dative marker bei2 is 
syntactically different from the main verb bei2. 
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types of tolfor, and exhibit wider gaps between their first double object datives and 
first prepositional datives. 
To summarize, bilingual children are further delayed in the acquisition of 
English prepositional datives. While language dominance and input ambiguity help 
to explain some differences we observe between bilingual children and monolingual 
children, what is most crucial is each child's ability to form the target analysis of 
English prepositional datives. In other words, bilingual children who are dominant in 
Cantonese or receive input from another language that further complicates their 
acquisition of English prepositional datives usually take a long time to achieve the 
target analysis, and as a result, they are not able to produce their first prepositional 
datives concurrently with or soon after their first double object datives, and tend to 
use non-target structures in prepositional datives. 
6.1.2 Crosslinguistic Influence on Cantonese Dative Constructions 
Findings in chapter five show that bilingual children start to use non-target 
[6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions relatively earlier than monolingual children in their 
development of Cantonese dative constructions, and they have lower accuracy rates 
in inverted 6e/2-double object datives. There is little or no evidence that they make 
use of the underlying syntactic derivation of inverted 6ez2-double object datives 
when they start to produce [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions, which constitutes a 
qualitative difference from monolingual children who produce serial verb dative 
constructions before their first [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions. Also, most 
bilingual children produce non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions before serial 
verb dative constructions, while monolingual children produce serial verb dative 
constructions before or concurrently with [6gz2-Goal-Theme] constructions (except 
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HHC who has problems in the word order of serial verb dative constructions). The 
earlier onset of the non-target double-object-dative-like [bei2-Goa\-Theme] structure 
in bilingual children suggests that bilingual children are influenced by their English 
grammar and start to use non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions at a relatively 
earlier developmental stage. 
As Charlotte's dominant language is English, she progresses slower than other 
Cantonese-dominant children in her development of Cantonese dative constructions. 
Charlotte does not produce any full Cantonese dative constructions or topicalized 
[Theme-6ez2-Goal] constructions in her corpus. She only uses the verb bei2 in its 
bare form or in null-object constructions, but is not ready to use it in full dative 
constructions. 
However, language dominance does not explain why Cantonese-dominant 
children differ from monolingual Cantonese-speaking children in the development of 
Cantonese inverted 6ez2-double object datives. All the four Cantonese-dominant 
children do not make a connection between target inverted bei2-douh\e object 
datives and serial verb dative constructions. Among these children, only Timmy 
exhibits a relatively high accuracy rate in target inverted bei2-dovh\e object datives 
and uses this construction for a relatively long period of time，and only Alicia does 
not exhibit an earlier onset of [6ez2-Goal-Theme] structures (but she does not 
produce target [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions, either). 
The qualitative as well as quantitative differences between Cantonese-dominant 
children and monolingual Cantonese-speaking children can be attributed to input 
ambiguity. As Cantonese does not show overt evidence for the underlying derivation 
of inverted 6e/2-double object datives in the input, and allows null-object [bei2-Goa\] 
constructions which exhibit a different surface word order from the target [bei2-
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Theme-Goal] construction, bilingual children are tempted by their English grammar 
to use the English order of double object datives for the verb bei2 (‘give，)，as English 
input does not contain any ambiguity with this double object dative structure. The 
fact that bilingual children start to produce [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions at a 
relatively earlier developmental stage than monolingual children also makes it more 
challenging for them to build the correct syntactic connection between the target 
[6ez2-Theme-Goal] structure and the underlying serial verb dative form. As bilingual 
children adopt a non-target grammar for bei2-douh\e object datives before they 
construct the link between [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions and serial verb dative 
constructions, they encounter more difficulty analyzing the structure of [bei2-ThQme-
Goal] constructions, and henceforth have lower accuracy rates and longer period of 
non-target uses. 
As we can see from the different developmental patterns in bilingual and 
monolingual children in the acquisition of Cantonese dative constructions, it is 
crucial to form the correct analysis of the target inverted bei2-douh\e object dative at 
the beginning of acquisition, otherwise the non-target j>d2-Goal-Theme] structures 
will emerge at a relatively earlier developmental stage, and delay the acquisition of 
inverted bei2-douh\Q object datives. Input ambiguity plays an important role in the 
acquisition of [6e/2-Theme-Goal] constructions, because this construction, compared 
with other dative constructions, is more difficult to acquire and more likely to be 
affected by the English grammar, 
4 The inverted bei2-douh\e object datives are more difficult to acquire than other dative 
constructions, because no negative evidence is provided to children in the input, and with 
null-object [^e/2-Goal] constructions being frequent in the input (Chan (2003) reports that 
48.46% of adult input containing the verb bei2 is in this form), there is few straightforward 
mechanism for children to unlearn the [6e/2-Goal-Theme] grammar. 
The most useful analysis children can rely on, as we have proposed, is the syntactic 
connection between [办e/2-Theme-Goal] and serial verb dative constructions/double bei2 
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To summarize, in the acquisition of Cantonese dative constructions, bilingual 
children exhibit both quantitative differences (earlier onset and higher error rates of 
non-target [6e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions) and qualitative differences (failure to 
form the syntactic connection between inverted Z)ez2-double object datives and serial 
verb dative constructions). Language dominance only explains developmental 
differences among bilingual children, but the input ambiguity account, to a larger 
extent, accounts for the finding that bilingual children whose dominant language is 
Cantonese demonstrate crosslinguistic influence in their acquisition of inverted bei2-
double object datives. Note that the crosslinguistic influence we observe does not 
indicate that children have difficulty in separating the two language systems. The 
bilingual children in this study produce English double object datives with a variety 
of verbs (while such verbs do not appear in double object datives in Cantonese), and 
use the Cantonese inverted bei2 double object datives to some extent (while no such 
form can be found in English). As Muller and Hulk (2001) propose, bilingual 
children's two language systems are more likely to interact with each other when 
certain grammatical domains pose problems to monolingual children as well. 
6.2 Vulnerable Domains in Dative Constructions 
In this section, we discuss vulnerable domains in the acquisition of dative 
constructions. Both bilingual and monolingual children exhibit delay of target 
structures/earlier onset of non-target structures in several different dative 
constructions in English and Cantonese. The key to the acquisition of these 
constructions ([Z>e/2-TheiTie-6e/2-Goal]), and we find that this is the path monolingual 
children follow in their acquisition of inverted 6e/2-double object datives. 
However, bilingual children, due to influence from English that allows a double object 
dative structure for the verb give, are not so capable of converging on the correct analysis for 
the inverted 6e/2-double object datives. 
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vulnerable domains is children's ability to form the correct syntactic analysis of the 
target structures. 
6.2.1 Vulnerable Domains in English Dative Construction 
We propose that prepositional datives are a vulnerable domain in the acquisition 
of English dative constructions. 2 out of 9 monolingual children and 4 out of 5 
bilingual children exhibit a temporal gap of more than 8 months between their first 
double object dative and first prepositional datives, and no children produce 
prepositional datives before double object datives. 3 out of 9 monolingual children 
and 2 out of 5 bilingual children conflate to and for in prepositional datives. 2 
bilingual children use the non-target [V-PP-DP] order for/or-datives, and 1 bilingual 
child occasionally misplaces theme and goal in /or-datives. The delay of 
prepositional datives, as well as children's non-target forms, fit into Miiller's (2003) 
definition of vulnerable domains as domains that "children develop particular 
grammatical phenomena much later than others", and "are prone to error in 
acquisition in the sense that children will deduce systems for these domains which do 
not correspond to the target system" (Muller, 2003: vii). 
It is observed that children who have difficulty separating triadic dative to from 
triadic directional to experience delay in the acquisition of prepositional datives, and 
it is the ambiguity between dative and other types of prepositions that makes 
prepositional datives a vulnerable domain in acquisition. However, it is not clear why 
some children distinguish dative 如/for from other types of to!for earlier than others. 
As Levinson's (2005) analysis on dative to has shown, there is syntactic 
difference between dative to and other types of to. ro-datives can undergo British 
English do ellipsis and correspond to who/what in w/z-interrogatives, while 
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directional to does not exhibit do ellipsis and corresponds to where in wh-
interrogatives. Do ellipsis may not appear very often in the input, but the 
corresponding M'/z-interrogative for each triadic to may help children to capture the 
difference between triadic dative to and triadic directional to. However, an analysis 
of adult input in CHILDES reveals that this kind of crucial evidence, for many 
children, is very rare. 
We extract all adults' utterances containing both ‘who/what， and 
‘give/send/take’ and both 'where' and 'send/take' in the 9 monolingual English-
speaking children's corpus.^ Adults' usages of w/z-questions corresponding to triadic 
dative to and triadic directional to are summarized in Table 6.1. 
Table 6.1. ^f7i-correspondence of triadic to in adult's speech 
Child Dative to-to wholwhat Directional to-where Both 
Adam No 1 (from mother) No 
Eve No No No 
Mark No No No 
Naomi 1 (from mother) No No 
Nathaniel No No No 
Nina 7 (from mother) 27 (from mother) No 
Peter 1 (from investigator) No No 
Sarah No 1 (from mother) No 
Shem 1 (from investigator) 3 (from investigator) No 
5 Verbs like give，send and take are selected because they are among the highest frequent 
verbs that appear with triadic dative to or triadic directional to. 
Adults' utterances in bilingual children's corpus are not examined, because investigators 
participating in those studies are not native speakers of English, and those children's 
English-speaking parents are not often involved in recording sessions, which makes it 
difficult for us to investigate the input properties of triadic dative to and triadic directional to 
that bilingual children are exposed to. 
6 Both here refers to having both w/7-correspondences {where and to whom/what) for the 
same verb. 
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Correspondence of triadic dative to with the verb give is found in the 
investigators' utterances in transcripts of Peter and Shem, and the mother's 
utterances in Nina's transcripts.^ Correspondence of triadic directional to with the 
verb send and/or take is found in mother's utterances in recordings of Adam, Nina, 
Sarah and Shem. However, in the corpus, no parents use both to who and where for 
the verb send and take, which suggests that this type of input is not readily available. 
As longitudinal studies may not be sensitive enough to capture children's 
choices of w/2-interrogatives for triadic dative and directional to, we are not able to 
determine when and in what ways children make a syntactic differentiation of the 
two types of prepositions. However, what we find in the adult input suggests that 
there is very little direct evidence that gives children clues for the differences 
between triadic dative to and triadic directional to, and children may need to rely on 
other means to acquire the distinction between the two types of prepositions. 
One such possible mechanism is knowledge of dative arguments in argument 
structure. Dative arguments are distinctive from other arguments, as they are 
individuals that have possession of another individual (the theme) (Pylkkanen, 2002). 
When children start to produce double object datives, they should have already 
grasped some ideas of the distinctiveness of dative arguments, and the semantic 
property of dative argument may ‘bootstrap’ the syntactic differentiation of triadic 
dative and directional to. 
Bilingual children's [V-PP-DP] structures are likely to be based on the non-
target [V-6ez2-Goal-Theme] construction in Cantonese. The vulnerability of this 
domain is specific to bilingual children, as monolingual English-speaking children 
7 Note that Nina produces 2 where-quQstions corresponding to triadic directional to (i-ii) 
around 3;00. However, no children produce the w/7-correspondence of triadic dative to. 
(i) where did lie take me? (Nina 3 ；00;24) 
(ii) where we gonna take them ？ (Nina 3；01 ；05) 
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are not exposed to Cantonese and have no motivation to form the [V-PP-DP] 
structure. Nonetheless，as the [V-6e/2-Goal-Theme] form is a non-target structure in 
Cantonese, it is interesting to ask why both monolingual and bilingual children have 
a tendency to derive a non-target analysis for serial verb dative constructions in 
Cantonese.8 The answer has to do with the language-specific properties of serial verb 
dative constructions in Cantonese. However, before we understand what makes the 
[V-^e/2-Goal-Theme] structure grammatical in languages other than English and 
Cantonese such as Mandarin, we may not be able to provide a full answer to 
children's production of non-target [V-PP-DP] in English and [V-6ez2-Goal-Theme] 
constructions in Cantonese. We suggest that children acquiring languages that allow 
serial verb dative constructions may be more flexible with word order and allow 
theme to stay in-situ or put the applicative head at other positions in serial verb 
dative constructions. 
6.2.2 Vulnerable Domains in Cantonese Dative Constructions 
The inverted ^e/2-double object datives form a broad vulnerable domain in the 
acquisition of Cantonese dative constructions. Both monolingual and bilingual 
children have high error rates in producing the non-target [&ez2-Goal-Theme] rather 
than the target [6ez2-Theme-Goal] construction, and both groups have not fully 
acquired the target structure when their recordings end around 3;0-3;6. 
Chan (2003) reports that among all the sentences in the adult input containing a 
main verb bei2, 48.46% consists of [bei2-QodX\ structures while only 5.05% consists 
8 In contrast, monolingual English-speaking children do not make this type of error with 
prepositional datives. 
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of [bei2-Theme] structures.^ Since [6ez2-Goal] is a highly frequent structure while 
[办d2-Theme] is restricted to a small range of themes, Chan (2003) suggests that 
children treat [bei2-Goa\] as an entrenched unit with the theme tagged on at the end. 
As we have proposed earlier, serial verb dative constructions and double bei2 
constructions are keys to the target analysis of [&ez2-Theme-Goal] constructions. 
However, since double bei2 constructions are infrequent in adult input as Chan (2003) 
finds that only 1.65% of all utterances containing main verb bei2 are in this [bei2-
Theme-办e/2-Goal] form, children have to rely on serial verb dative constructions 
with other dative verbs to infer the underlying structure of the inverted Z7e/2-double 
object datives. However, this process may not be straightforward, as in Cantonese, 
not all dative verbs appear in the serial verb dative construction. Children have to 
acquire the knowledge that the 'teach' type of verbs forms a special class of dative 
verbs that only appear in double object datives, whereas other Cantonese dative 
verbs appear in serial verb dative constructions. The discovery of the target analysis 
of inverted ^e/2-double object datives is not straightforward, and the question why 
children make errors may need to be considered in relation to why children are 
capable of acquiring the complex derivation underlying the target [^>ez2-Theme-Goal] 
structure. 
In fact, there is a leamability problem in unlearning the non-target [6ez2-Goal-
Theme] constructions in both bilingual and monolingual children. Children are 
mainly exposed to target constructions which contains the full [6ez2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions, the topicalized [Theme-6ez2-Goal] constructions, the null-object 
[Z7ez2-Goal]/[&e/2-Theme] constructions, and sometimes the double bei2 {[bei2-
9 Note that when the main verb is bei2, themes can rarely be omitted, and [^?e/2-Theme] 
structure is grammatical only for some lexicalized [bei2-cm2] ('give-money (pay)') 
expressions. 
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Theme-6e/2-Goal]) constructions. As no positive input informs children that [bei2-
Goal-Theme] is a non-target structure, and children do not follow the Subset 
Principle but start to produce both [6e/2-Theme-Goal] and [办e/2-Goal-Theme] 
constructions early in their development of Cantonese dative constructions, there is 
no straightforward mechanism to remove the non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] 
structures. 10 Thus，future studies should focus on older children's performance in 
target [Z7ez2-Theme-Goal] and non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions to 
achieve a comprehensive account of when and how children unlearn the non-target 
[Z7ez2-Goal-Theme] structure. 
6.3 Other Factors in the Acquisition of Dative Constructions 
In this session we discuss input frequency and Snyder and Stromswold's (1997) 
parametric approach to the acquisition of dative constructions, as well as possible 
default structures in children's grammar of dative constructions. Input frequency is 
hypothesized to influence children's developmental pattern in dative constructions, 
but no strong evidence shows that prepositional datives are acquired late due to their 
lower frequency in the input. Findings in this study show that the two proposed 
parameters in Snyder and Stromswold (1997) may need to be refined, but some 
important insights in their study are worth noting. The default grammar of dative 
constructions is still open for discussion, as developmental patterns we observe in 
this study are heavily influenced by language-specific input conditions. 
10 Here we consider a grammar of both [Z>e/2-Theme-Goal] and [^)ez2-Goal-Theme] to be the 
superset, while the grammar of [Z?e/2-Theme-Goal] is the subset. 
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6.3.1 Input frequency 
Snyder and Stromswold (1997) report that with regard to the verb give, adult 
input generally contains more double object datives than to-datives. The percentage 
of double object datives in all adult dative constructions (with the verb give) in most 
children's corpus ranges from 33% to 85%, and the average percentage is 73.2%.'^ 
However, Snyder and Stromswold (1997) reject the hypothesis that input frequency 
influences children's acquisition of prepositional datives, as there is no significant 
correlation between percentage of /o-datives in adult input and children's age of 
acquisition of /o-datives. 
Viau (2006) extends the study of adult input to the other dative verbs and 
reports that the percentage of double object datives ranges from 40% to 86% in all 
adult dative constructions, with the mean being 64%. Similar to Snyder and 
Stromswold (1997)，he finds no significant correlation between adult usage of double 
object datives and children's age of acquisition of double object datives, or between 
adult prepositional datives and children's age of acquisition of prepositional datives. 
In this study, we provide further evidence in support of the position of Snyder 
and Stromswold (1997) and Viau (2006). Though our bilingual children's English-
speaking parents do not often participate in recording sessions, we find that children 
living in the same family exhibit very different developmental patterns in the 
acquisition of English dative constructions. 
Timmy is the eldest child in the family, and he produces prepositional dative 
much earlier than his younger sisters Sophie and Alicia. Their father is the major 
source of English input, and these children in general should be exposed to a similar 
“Except for the adult input in April's corpus, all the other adult double object datives 
consist of more than 68% of all dative constructions. In April's corpus, adults' double object 
datives consist of only 33% of all dative constructions, but this low percentage may not be 
representative as April's recording only contains 6 sessions. 
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12 percentage of double object datives and prepositional dative from their father. Yet 
they exhibit very different patterns: Timmy produces prepositional datives soon after 
double object datives, while Sophie makes quite a number of [V-PP-DP] errors. This 
individual difference shows that children make their own choices of grammatical 
analysis with exposure to similar input. 
Among monolingual English-speaking children Ross and Mark are also siblings. 
Though Ross's earlier development in dative constructions before 2;6.6 is not 
captured in the corpus, we know from the transcribed sessions that he uses double 
object datives at 2;7;0 and prepositional datives at 2;9.0, while Mark has a gap of 8 
months between his first double object and prepositional datives and does not 
produce any prepositional dative until 3;4.2. Based on the information Snyder and 
Stromswold (1997) provide, we know that for both Ross and Mark, 85% of all dative 
constructions with the verb give in the input are double object datives, and 73% of 
dative constructions Ross (the elder brother of Mark) used are double object datives. 
These input conditions do not tell us why Mark, compared with Ross, progresses 
with a relatively slow pace from double object datives to prepositional datives. 
Therefore, the findings of our study are consistent with those reported in 
previous studies of Snyder and Stromswold (1997) and Viau (2006): input frequency 
does not play a major role in children's acquisition of dative constructions. The 
developmental patterns observed in the bilingual children cannot be explained by 
input frequency. 
12 Each child may also receive English input from their siblings, but it is difficult to figure 
out the proportion of double object and prepositional datives each child uses to address the 
other children as the corpus does not contain many such conversation exchanges between 
these children. 
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6.3.2 Parameters in Dative Constructions 
Snyder and Stromswold (1997) propose that the acquisition of both double 
object datives and prepositional datives (as well as causative/perceptual 
constructions, V-NP-Particle constructions, V-Particle-NP constructions, and put-
locatives) can be accounted for by one parameter that is related to formation of 
complex predicates, while the acquisition of 如-datives and V-Particle-NP 
constructions also involves another parameter which facilitates a special case of head 
government that mediates theta-selection. This study does not show directly whether 
these parameters exist or not in the acquisition of dative constructions, but the 
finding that it is the ambiguity between triadic dative to and triadic directional to that 
causes the delay of prepositional datives may call for a refinement of Snyder and 
Stromswold's (1997) two-parameter approach to the delay of fo-datives/[V-Particle-
NP] constructions. 
If it is the difficulty in separating triadic dative to/for from other types of to丨for 
that slows down the acquisition of prepositional datives, then it seems not necessary 
to propose a second parameter to explain the late acquisition of prepositional datives, 
as the ambiguity alone does not justify the need for a parameter in acquisition, and 
with the analysis of Bowers (2004) and Bowers and Georgala (2005), double object 
datives and prepositional datives now only differ in how the goal and the theme 
receive Case: the theme gets inherent Case in double object datives (and the goal 
receives Case from the probe in VoiP), while in prepositional datives, the theme 
receives Case from the probe in VoiP and the goal receives Case from the 
preposition. 
However, Snyder and Stromswold's (1997) parametric proposal may be 
defensible, if we can give justifications for the second parameter that explains the 
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delay of both prepositional datives and [V-Particle-NP] constructions. However, 
before we put forward any arguments for the second parameter, we should go back to 
children's acquisition of verb-particle constructions and see if those who are late in 
producing prepositional datives are also delayed in [V-Particle-NP] constructions. 
The reasoning goes as follows: if prepositional datives and [V-Particle-NP] 
constructions both fall out from the same parameter, and it is the setting of this 
parameter that makes these constructions difficult to acquire, then children who are 
late in acquiring one of these structures should also be late in acquiring the other. 
However, Adam, who has a gap of 8.8 months between his first double object and to-
datives, only takes 0.5 months to produce [V-Particle-NP] constructions after his first 
[V-NP-Particle] construction�3 This casts doubts on the claim that the delay in [V-
Particle-NP] constructions and the delay in prepositional datives are caused by 
difficulty of setting the second parameter. In other words, though some children 
produce [V-Particle-NP] constructions later than [V-NP-Particle] constructions and 
some children produce prepositional datives later than double object datives, 
different reasons may be involved in the delay of each construction, and the proposal 
of a second parameter cannot explain the different developmental patterns we 
observe in these children. 
As this study does not look further into bilingual children's developmental 
patterns in [V-NP-Particle] and [V-Particle-NP] constructions, we cannot provide 
any alternative solutions to the parametric approach in the acquisition of dative 
constructions. With the data presented here, it seems that there is no uniform second 
parameter that determines the acquisition of prepositional datives and [V-Particle-NP] 
13 Mark, who has a gap of 8.0 months between his first double object and /o-datives, is also 
late in producing [V-Particle-NP] constructions (with a gap of 8.0 months 一 the average gap 
between first [V-NP-particle] construction and fist [V-particle-NP] construction in 
monolingual children is 3.0 months). 
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constructions. Prepositional datives are delayed mainly because there is ambiguity 
between triadic dative tolfor and other types of tolfor, while [V-Particle-NP] 
constructions may be delayed for other unrelated reasons. Though Snyder and 
Stromswold (1997) report that prepositional datives and [V-Particle-NP] 
constructions are acquired concurrently, this evidence alone does not show that both 
constructions are connected by the same parameter. 
However, a great deal of insight still remains useful in Snyder and Stromswold's 
(1997) proposal (in particular, with their acquisition data, they predict that there 
should be a syntactic distinction between dative to and directional to), and more 
future work is needed to investigate the setting of the parameter that account for the 
development of the cluster of properties related to complex predicates. 
6.3.3 Default Grammars of Dative Constructions 
With respect to the Minimal Default Grammar of dative constructions, we take 
the notion of default grammar to be the default structure(s) that exhibit certain 
grammatical aspects (in this case, dative arguments) with lest possible cost in 
derivation. The default grammar of dative constructions refers to the structurally 
more minimal choice children make among all possible dative constructions. 
Bowers (2004) and Bowers and Georgala (2005) propose that both double 
object datives and prepositional datives are generated from the same underlying 
structure, and the two constructions contain the same number of nodes and same 
movement cost in derivation. Thus, both double object datives and prepositional 
datives may form the Minimal Default Grammar of dative constructions in 
acquisition. Though some English-speaking children are late in producing English 
prepositional datives, this delay can be explained by the difficulty in acquiring triadic 
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dative tolfor. However, it does not show that children treat prepositional dative as a 
structurally less minimal choice than double object datives. 
We observe that monolingual Cantonese-speaking children produce serial verb 
dative constructions before or concurrently with non-target [6ez2-Goal-Theme] 
constructions. Children's non-target double-object-like [^ez2-Goal-Theme] structure 
does not conform to target dative constructions with the verb bei2 they receive in the 
input but is generated by children's own grammar. We propose that like monolingual 
English-speaking children, monolingual Cantonese-speaking children treat both 
serial verb dative constructions and non-target |>e/2-Goal-Theme] constructions as 
part of the default grammar of dative constructions, and due to the fact that input 
contains predominantly [bei2-Goa\] but not [6ez2-Goal-Theme] constructions, 
children do not start to produce the [6ez2-Goal-Theme] structure as early as the serial 
verb dative construction, which is a target structure instantiated in the Cantonese 
adult input. 
With this proposal we also predict that monolingual Cantonese-speaking 
children are prone to make overgeneralization errors in the [V-Z?e/2-Goal-Theme] 
structure with dative verbs other than bei2 ‘give, or gaau3 'teach' verbs before they 
acquire target serial verb dative constructions, and bilingual children may transfer 
this overgeneralization error to English prepositional datives and produce [V-PP-DP] 
structures before they acquire target prepositional datives, because Cantonese input 
contains frequent occurrences of [V-^ez7-Goal] with a null object which makes the 
position of the theme indeterminate. Some children show a tendency to put the theme 
after the goal and form the non-target [V-&e/2-Goal-Theme] structure. For children 
who generate [V-^ez7-Goal-Theme] constructions, it seems [V-办d2-Goal-Theme] 
(and also [V-PP-DP]) is more minimal than [V-Theme-^e/2-Goal] ([V-DP-PP]) in its 
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syntactic derivation, as the theme does not need to move further in [V-^ez2-Goal-
Theme]/[V-PP-DP] structures?4 Thus, it is predicted that non-target [V-6ez2-Goal-
Theme]/[V-PP-DP] constructions will emerge earlier than target [V-Theme-6ez2-
Goal]/[V-DP-PP] constructions. This prediction is supported by data from a 
monolingual child HHC and a bilingual child Sophie as both of these children 
produce these non-target [V-6ez2-Goal-Theme]/[V-PP-DP] structures before (or 
concurrently with) their first target serial verb dative constructions/ prepositional 
datives. 
Though double object datives and prepositional datives emerge in different 
orders in monolingual and bilingual children, we suggest that children's Minimal 
Default Grammar may still contain both double object datives and prepositional 
datives, and these structures develop in different patterns due to language-specific 
properties of the input. 
6.4 Summary 
111 this chapter we first evaluate the role of language dominance and input 
ambiguity in determining the direction and locus of crosslinguistic difference in 
Cantonese-English bilingual children's acquisition of dative constructions. Language 
dominance helps to explain the delay and transfer effects we observe in bilingual 
children's English prepositional datives, while input ambiguity accounts for 
crosslinguistic influence in the acquisition of both English prepositional datives and 
Cantonese inverted 6ez2-double object datives. 
14 However, we remain open as to whether [V-^)e/2-Goal-Theme] and [V-PP-DP] structures 
form part of the Minimal Default Grammar of dative constructions. First, only a few children 
produce such non-target structures (in particular monolingual children rarely make this type 
of errors). Second, these structures emerge later than double object datives or [6e/2-Goal-
Theme] constructions in Sophie and HHC, and their emergence may have an effect on the 
delay of prepositional datives/[V-Theme-^e/2-Goal] constructions in these children. 
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English prepositional datives and Cantonese inverted Z)e?2-double object datives 
form vulnerable domains in language acquisition for both bilingual and monolingual 
children. The former is difficult because children need time to distinguish triadic 
dative to/for from other types of tolfor, and the latter is challenging as it is generated 
from a completely different underlying structure which is not directly instantiated in 
the input. The key evidence for the target analysis of both constructions is either 
inaccessible or in short supply in the input. To acquire prepositional datives, children 
have to detect the syntactic difference between triadic dative tolfor and other types of 
tolfor from their corresponding w/i-interrogatives, or distinguish the two types of 
prepositions with help from their semantic knowledge of dative (applicative) 
arguments. To acquire Cantonese target inverted &ez2-double object datives, children 
need to first generalize the serial verb dative structure for most Cantonese dative 
verbs (except 'teach' verbs), and then delete the second bei2 in double bei2 
construction {[bei2-ThemQ-bei2-Goa\]} to get the surface [Z?ez2-Theme-Goal] order. 
We have discussed the role of input frequency and suggested that the low 
frequency of prepositional datives does not have a direct and major effect on 
children's delay in prepositional datives given that even children bom in the same 
family exhibit different developmental patterns as they make their own choices of 
grammar. 
With respect to the parametric approach proposed by Snyder and Stromswold 
(1997), we think that the second parameter which is hypothesized to cause the delay 
of prepositional datives and [V-Particle-NP] constructions calls for close 
examination. As children who have difficulty with prepositional datives do not 
necessarily progress slowly from [V-NP-Particle] to [V-Particle-NP] constructions, 
there may be specific reasons to explain the delay of each construction. Children 
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acquire prepositional datives late because they cannot distinguish triadic dative tolfor 
immediately from other types of tolfor. Unless new evidence shows that the delay of 
[V-Particle-NP] constructions is caused by similar reasons, it is doubtful whether the 
delay of prepositional datives and the delay of [V-Particle-NP] constructions have to 
be attributed to the late acquisition of the same parameter. 
Developmental orders of dative constructions in both bilingual and monolingual 
children do not provide strong evidence to determine which double object dative 
structure or prepositional dative is chosen by children to be the Minimal Default 
Grammar of dative constructions. Most likely, children treat both constructions as 
the default grammar at the beginning of acquisition, and proceed in different patterns 
due to language-specific properties and inherent vulnerability of certain domains. 
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Chapter Seven Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Research 
This chapter summarizes major findings and arguments in this thesis and makes 
suggestions for future search. Our study offers new analyses to the acquisition of 
dative constructions in both English and Cantonese in three groups of children: 
Cantonese-English bilingual children, monolingual English-speaking children and 
monolingual Cantonese-speaking children. The difficulty that makes English 
prepositional datives and Cantonese inverted 6ez2-double object datives vulnerable 
domains in acquisition is analyzed, and different effects of crosslinguistic influence 
are discussed with regard to language dominance and input ambiguity. Our data 
proposes a reanalysis of Snyder and Stromswold's (1997) parametric approach to the 
acquisition of dative constructions, and enriched our general understanding of 
children's development in vulnerable domains in child language acquisition. 
7.1 Conclusions 
In the acquisition of English dative constructions, Cantonese-English bilingual 
children, like their monolingual English-speaking counterparts, exhibit a temporal 
gap between their first double object datives and first prepositional datives. 
Difficulty in separating triadic dative to/for from other types of to/for is proposed as 
main reason that makes prepositional datives a vulnerable domain for both 
monolingual and bilingual children in acquisition. However, the development of 
prepositional datives is further delayed in bilingual children, as most of our bilingual 
children are dominant in Cantonese, and Cantonese input does not help them to 
distinguish the two types of prepositions in English. Bilingual children seem to be 
more affected than monolingual children by the ambiguity between dative to If or and 
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other types of to/for. Though we do not know exactly how children separate the two 
types of prepositions apart, we suggest that semantic knowledge of dative arguments 
may have ‘bootstrapping’ effects on the acquisition of triadic dative to If or. 
Some bilingual children produce non-target [ V - P P G O A L - D P T H E M E ] structures that 
are not used by monolingual English-speaking children. The non-target [V-PP-DP] 
order in these bilingual children is analyzed as a transfer effect from Cantonese, 
suggesting that children are following a different grammar (e.g. a Mandarin-type 
grammar) rather than the target English/Cantonese grammar. 
A few bilingual and monolingual children occasionally misplace themes and 
goals in prepositional datives or conflate to with for, but these non-target uses reflect 
lack of semantic competence rather than syntactic competence of the target structure. 
It shows that the thematic roles assigned by to and for still need to be properly 
distinguished. 
In the acquisition of Cantonese dative constructions, Cantonese-English 
bilingual children, like monolingual Cantonese-speaking children, encounter 
difficulty in learning the target inverted 6e/2-double object datives. The [bei2-
Theme-Goal] order contributes a vulnerable domain in acquisition for both bilingual 
and monolingual children because it is derived from a serial-verb-like structure 
([^>e/2-Theme-6ez2-Goal]) with the second bei2 deleted due to haplology effects, and 
this derivation process is not directly available to children in the input. Compared 
with their monolingual counterparts, bilingual children start to use non-target 
English-double-object-like [6e/2-Goal-Theme] order earlier in their development, 
and are more reluctant to move from the non-target order to the target order. 
Monolingual children may have linked the target inverted bei2- double object datives 
to serial verb dative constructions at the beginning of acquisition, but the order of 
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emergence of dative constructions in bilingual children suggests that they may not 
have recognized the syntactic relation between inverted Zje/2-double object datives 
and serial verb dative constructions. We argue that it is input ambiguity rather than 
language dominance that accounts for the crosslinguistic influence in Cantonese-
dominant bilingual children. So far there is no strong evidence suggesting that any 
child has fully acquired the inverted 6ez2-double object datives at the end of their 
recordings, and the question remains open as when and how children figure out the 
underlying derivation for the target [^e/2-Theme-Goal] construction. 
We argue that it is the difficulty in arriving at the correct analysis for 
prepositional datives and inverted 办ez7-double object datives that makes these 
constructions vulnerable domains in acquisition. Input frequency does not seem to 
have a major role to play and no evidence suggests that it has direct and strong 
influence on children's delay in the acquisition of prepositional datives. 
New questions have been raised concerning the parametric approach to the 
acquisition of dative constructions (Snyder and Stromswold, 1997). First, since it is 
the ambiguity between different types of prepositions that delays the acquisition of 
prepositional datives, and it is difficult to see how this ambiguity can be 
parameterized, it seems not necessary to use a second parameter to explain the gap in 
the development of double object datives and prepositional datives. Second, as there 
are children who are late in acquiring prepositional datives but are not late in 
producing [V-Particle-NP] constructions, it is unclear whether Snyder and 
Stromswold, s second parameter determines the acquisition of both prepositional 
datives and [V-Particle-NP] constructions. Nonetheless, many interesting findings 
and insights in Snyder and Stromswold (1997) still await further explorations, and 
future work is needed to address the issue of how children acquire similar 
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constructions in different languages to enrich our understanding of the acquisition of 
dative constructions. 
7.2 Open Questions 
Several questions remain open for future investigation. With regard to how 
children manage to arrive at the target analysis of triadic dative tolfor despite lack of 
direct evidence on syntactic and semantic differences between triadic dative tolfor 
and other types of tolfor from the input, we suggest that the semantics of 
dative/applicative arguments has bootstrapping effects on the acquisition of dative 
tolfor. However, we have no idea when and how children acquire the semantic 
notion of dative/applicative arguments. With production of double object datives, it 
seems that children have already mastered the idea that certain arguments are related 
to other arguments in a possessor-possessee relationship, and as double object 
datives are produced before or concurrently with prepositional datives, the semantic 
bootstrapping account seems plausible in explaining how children distinguish triadic 
dative to/for from other types of tolfor. However, much work needs to be done with 
respect to children's acquisition of "additional arguments" in argument structure. 
Pylkkanen (2002) suggests that recipients are only one type of additional arguments 
which are introduced by the low applicative head, and there exists another type of 
additional arguments which mark the source of the theme rather than the recipient of 
the theme. 1 Though English does not have this type of source-applicative arguments, 
‘Pylkkanen (2002) refers to the possessive dative construction (i) (see e.g. Landau, 1999), 
which has a double-object-like surface order but denotes the reading that the agent acts on 
the theme which is from the possession of the applicative argument (ii): 
(i) Hebrew 
ha-yalda kilkela le-Dan et ha-radio. 
the-girl spoiled to-Dan Acc the-radio 
'The girl broke Dan's radio on him' (Landau, 1999) 
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Hebrew, German and many other languages are argued to demonstrate such 
structures (e.g. Landau, 1999，Shibatani, 1994). Studies on the acquisition of 
applicative arguments of various kinds in different languages in monolingual and 
bilingual children may enrich our understanding of children's acquisition of dative 
constructions as well. 
With regard to the direction and locus of crosslinguistic influence, our findings 
suggest that crosslinguistic influence is likely to affect structures that are also 
difficult for monolingual children. Prepositional datives and [^7e/2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions are vulnerable domains in acquisition for both bilingual and 
monolingual children, and though some qualitative as well as quantitative differences 
exist between the two groups, children in general have trouble acquiring these 
constructions for similar reasons - difficulty in achieving the target syntactic analysis. 
Vulnerable domains are especially prone to crosslinguistic influence, as when 
bilingual children face such problems in learning these structures, they may resort to 
another language's grammar for help, regardless of their language dominance 
patterns. However, the question exactly where and when crosslinguistic influence 
will take place is still open for future investigation, as analysis of different language 
pairs or different structures may offer different results on this issue. 
With regard to Roeper's (1999) Minimal Default Grammar proposal, we still do 
not know what structure(s) form the default grammar of dative constructions, and 
perhaps，there are more fundamental questions to ask about the nature of default 
grammar in children's minds: where do children get the idea that some structures are 
more minimal than others? There may be some innate mechanism that computes the 
structural complexity of each possible grammar, but it is difficult to figure out the 
(ii) Low-APPL-FROM (Source applicative): 
A,xAyAf<e<s,t»Ae. f(e,x) & theme (e’x) & from-tlie-possession(x,y) 
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correlation between children's developmental patterns and structural complexity of 
each candidate grammars (and children may analyze each grammar from a 
perspective which is different from the target adult grammar, and the more minimal 
structures they choose may be ungrammatical in adult's grammar). As input may 
contain indeterminacy (such as null object in [Z)ez2-Goal] and \y-beil-God^ 
constructions in Cantonese) and fail to provide direct information (such as the 
syntactic and semantic properties of dative tolfor), children may infer many different 
possible grammars or encounter difficulty in their acquisition of dative constructions. 
7.3 Suggestions for Future Research 
While longitudinal studies are extremely helpful in studying children's order of 
emergence in dative constructions, future studies could use experimental methods to 
further clarify children's problems and their target/non-target analyses of dative 
constructions. Also, languages differ in allowing one structure for dative 
constructions or more possibilities for the same dative verbs. Studies on languages 
other than English and Cantonese may also make interesting discoveries on 
children's development in dative constructions. 
7.3.1 Experimental Studies of Dative Constructions 
With regard to the separation of triadic dative tolfor from other types of tolfor, 
in chapter six we have given a preliminary analysis of parental input that contains 
key evidence of the syntactic difference between the two types of prepositions (their 
distinct w/7-correspondence in the adult grammar), but it is far from answering the 
question how children manage to distinguish triadic dative tolfor from other types of 
tolfor. One possible direction of future research is to focus on children's knowledge 
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of triadic to and its w/z-correspondence. We need to know whether children realize 
that triadic dative to corresponds to to who/what in w/z-questions and triadic 
directional to corresponds to where when they start to produce their first 
prepositional datives. Also, we have not addressed another syntactic and semantic 
difference between triadic dative tolfor and other types of tolfor. only triadic dative 
tolfor denotes a possessive goal and has double object counterparts. Future work can 
test children's knowledge of this rule by using novel verbs and eliciting 
corresponding dative constructions. With this type of experiments we can have a 
better understanding of dative arguments in children's argument structures. 
Studies on children's understanding of the syntactic and semantic properties of 
triadic dative to is important, as there exists another logically possible explanation to 
the 'quick distinction' of triadic dative to and triadic directional to in most 
monolingual English-speaking children and the bilingual child Timmy: these 
children may not realize that there exist different types of prepositions in English and 
treat triadic dative to and directional to as the same element. They may start to 
produce /o-datives and triadic directional to from early on, without making a 
distinction between the two prepositions and mastering the syntax and semantics of 
triadic dative to (and also triadic dative for). In contrast, those children who notice 
such differences take a longer time to figure out the distinction between triadic dative 
to and triadic directional to, and produce /o-datives late in their development. For 
bilingual children, as Cantonese forces children to distinguish triadic dative to from 
triadic directional to from early on, children are more likely to notice the distinction 
between different types of prepositions in English, and due to factors such as 
language dominance and input ambiguity, they become further delayed in producing 
English prepositional datives. Though no strong evidence (from our theoretical 
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proposal or empirical data) suggests that children fail to recognize the distinction 
between triadic dative to I for and other types of tolfor from early on, the alternative 
account can also explain the developmental patterns we observe in both bilingual and 
monolingual children very well, and to exclude this alternative, we need to collect 
experimental data that shows children's ability in drawing the correct analysis of 
triadic dative tolfor. 
For Cantonese inverted 6ez2-double object datives, it is necessary to conduct 
experiments with children between 3;6 and 6;8 to determine when children fully 
acquire the target |>d2-Theme-Goal] order, and how the non-target [6ez2-Goal-
Theme] structure is unlearned. ^ An interesting leamability problem arises in 
accounting for how children unlearn the non-target [6d2-Goal-Theme] structure. 
Information on how elder children acquire the target [Z?ez2-Theme-Goal] 
constructions will be useful in informing us of the mechanism children use to move 
from an overgeneralized superset grammar (both target and non-target structures) to 
a more restricted subset grammar (only target structures). Also, with experiments, we 
can test children's knowledge of the non-target [V-6e/2-Goal-Theme] structure. This 
structure does not appear very frequently in the corpus, but experiments designed to 
test dative constructions may be more effective in capturing children's target and 
non-target word order in dative constructions at a certain age. 
7.3.2 Dative Constructions in Other Languages 
Studies on acquisition of dative constructions in languages other than English 
can be informative in evaluating Snyder and Stromswold's (1997) parametric 
2 Based on elder children's inverted ^e/2-double object datives in CANCORP (these children 
are elder siblings of the target children), Chan (2003) suggests that children beyond 6;08 
have already achieved the target grammar for inverted ^e/2-double object datives. 
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approach, and important in deepening our general understanding of children's 
argument structure. First, we still do not know if all conditions being equal, whether 
children will start to produce double object datives and prepositional datives at the 
same time in their development, as English prepositions are ambiguous between 
dative and directional (and for is even more complex), and Cantonese does not allow 
dative verbs to alternate between different structures. Though we know that in 
English, the main reason for the delay of prepositional datives is the difficulty of 
acquiring triadic dative to, and in Cantonese, monolingual children start to produce 
serial verb dative constructions earlier than non-target [6d2-Goal-Theme] 
constructions, we still need to find a language that does not contain ambiguity in 
dative tolfor and provides children with all different structural options for dative 
constructions. 3 
On the other hand, many languages (e.g. French) only allow dative verbs to 
appear in prepositional datives. As we have proposed, children have access to both 
double object datives and prepositional datives in their default grammar, and children 
acquiring languages that do not allow double object datives may exhibit a tendency 
to produce non-target double object datives at the beginning stage of acquisition. 
Future work may want to address this question to enrich our knowledge of children's 
acquisition of dative constructions in general. 
Also, many SOV languages only have the double object dative but not the 
prepositional dative constructions (due to typological reasons). Children acquiring 
3 Mandarin Chinese can be a good candidate. Like Cantonese, it separates the dative marker 
lexically from other types of prepositions/light verbs in serial verb dative constructions. The 
dative marker originally means give as a verb, while other prepositions/light verbs originally 
mean go (directional to) or help (deputy for). Unlike Cantonese, it allows certain verbs 
{song4 ‘give as a present', mai4 'sell') to alternate between double object datives and serial 
verb dative constructions. 
However, Mandarin also has a [V-ge/i (dative marker)-Goal-Theme] structure for all dative 
verbs, and the study of the acquisition of Mandarin dative constructions is predicted to be 
more complex than the English and Cantonese counterparts. 
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these languages as their first language may encounter difficulty in learning English 
prepositional datives (as a second language). 
7.3.3 Other Related Constructions 
Snyder and Stromswold (1997) argue that the late acquisition of 勿-datives and 
[V-Particle-NP] constructions are determined by the same parameter. Studies on the 
acquisition of Verb-Particle constructions will illuminate the question whether there 
exists such parameter that acts as a pre-requisite for both prepositional datives and 
[V-Particle-NP] constructions. We are also interested in the nature as well as the 
setting of Snyder and Stromswold's (1997) first parameter, which is proposed to be a 
pre-requisite of complex predicate in English. Studies on various constructions that 
are linked to this parameter may inform us more about children's knowledge of 
argument structure. 
As dative constructions are analyzed as one type of low applicative 
constructions by Pylkkanen (2002)，people may wonder how children acquire other 
types of applicative constructions, and what kind of relations they perceive among 
different applicative constructions. Though English only has the (recipient) low 
applicative construction (dative constructions), various other languages have been 
found to contain both high and low applicative constructions and/or both recipient-
and source-low applicative constructions (Pylkkanen, 2002). Research in the 
acquisition of applicative constructions in these languages will be able to inform us 
more about children's analysis of additional arguments in argument structure. 
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